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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
I. NATURE OF THE CASE: 
This is a water rights case that asks this Court to determine whether the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources (hereinafter "the Department") has the authority to add a new 
condition to a water right at the time oflicensure, in violation ofIdaho Code §§ 42-203B(6) and 
(7), in violation of its own Idaho Administrative Procedure Rule (hereinafter "IDAP A") 
37.03.08.050.03, and in violation of the Department's statutory duties pursuant to Idaho Code § 
42-914, after the water right holder has done all that is required of it in conformance with the 
conditions of the permit issued for the water right. This court has addressed the question of 
when the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources may include a new term or 
condition on a water right permit on a number of occasions in past. See Hidden Springs Trout 
Ranch v. Allred, 102 Idaho 623, 636 P.2d 745 (1981), also see A & BIrr. Dist. v. Aberdeen 
American Falls Ground water District, 141 Idaho 746, 118 P .3d 78 (2005), also see Big Wood 
Canal Co. v. Chapman 45 Idaho 380, 396, 263 P. 45, 50 (1927). However, the Court has never 
had an opportunity to review whether the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
has the authority to insert a new condition on a water right at the time of licensing, without such 
a condition ever having been included in the permit for the water right, and with no prior notice 
to the water right holder. As such, this is a matter of first impression for this Court. 
The Department takes the position before this Court that hydropower water rights have a 
unique status under the Idaho Constitution and the Idaho Code. The Respondent, Idaho Power 
Company (hereinafter ''the Company), is well aware that the State has taken additional steps, 
both in the Constitution of the State ofIdaho, as well as in Idaho statutes, to gain authority to 
regulate hydropower water rights. The constitutional and statutory discretion afforded the 
1 
Department to condition water rights, however, must be exercised in conformance with the laws 
of the state and the rules of the Department. The Department violated both in this case. 
Idaho Code § 42-203B(6), giving the Director of the Department the discretion to either 
condition or not condition a hydropower water right, cannot be read in a vacuum without the 
benefit ofIdaho Code § 42-203B(7) which expressly limits the manner in which the Department 
can apply term limit conditions to hydropower water rights. Both Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) and 
IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03 require that a term limit condition be applied to the permit issued for a 
hydropower water right. The District Court, on appeal held: 
The language ofLC. § 42-203B(7) is critical in and of itself, as well as its relation 
to the pre-existing statutes governing issuance of permits and licenses. There can 
be no question that the legislature mandated that any term limit be included in the 
permit (as as soon as practicable thereafter) and that the term of years shall 
commence upon the application of the water to beneficial use. LC. § 42-203B(7). 
The plain reading conveys the legislative intent that a term limit be included prior 
to appropriation of the water to beneficial use. Such construction is consistent 
with a reasonable approach under which a potential hydropower appropriator can 
obtain a permit with eyes wide open as to the conditions and restrictions before 
embarking upon an expensive water project. Conversely, the notion that the 
Department can grant a permit and authorize a pennitee to invest substantially in 
a project, and then after completion of the works and commencement of 
beneficial use, insert significant new restrictions, strikes the Court as an 
unreasonably harsh interpretation; the Court sees nothing in the statutory language 
evidencing an intent to work such a hardship or oppressive result. See, e.g. 
Lawless v. Davis, 98 Idaho 175,560 P.2d 497 (1977). Idaho Power had 
completed all requirements for the fmallicense by 1980. Were the Court to 
interpret the statute in the manner asserted by the Department, essentially 
stripping away Idaho Power's rights because the Department delayed issuance of 
the license for many years, during which time the law changed, the end result for 
Idaho Power could be oppressive. 
Record on Appeal (hereinafter "Appeal R."), pp. 263-264. 1 
The Director, when he added the tenn limit condition to the Brownlee hydropower 
license, without the condition ever having been inserted in the permit, exceeded his statutory and 
1 The Agency Record was submitted separately than the Record on Appeal. It was compiled on May 15,2009, and 
was submitted to the Court separately. For ease of reference, the Company will refer to the Record on Appeal from 
the District Court as the "Appeal R.," and the Agency Record, as "Agency R." 
2 
constitutional authority, and violated the Department's own rules? Such action amounts to an 
abuse of the Director's discretion that prejudiced a substantial property right of the Company. 
For these reasons, the term limit condition must be removed from the Brownlee water right 
license no. 03-7018, and the license re-issued in conformance with the permit. 
II. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS & STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
The Department's Course of Proceedings, as set forth in its Brief on Appeal, is fairly 
accurate. Any supplemental information or corrections are provided herein with the statement of 
facts. 
Idaho Power is the largest supplier of power in the State of Idaho. A substantial part of 
the Company's capacity is in the form of renewable energy produced at numerous hydroelectric 
facilities. Of specific interest in this matter is the Hells Canyon Project, comprised of three 
hydroelectric facilities in the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River which forms the state 
boundary between Idaho and Oregon. The furthest upstream facility is Brownlee Dam. 
Prior to 1970, Idaho Power already had three hydropower water rights for use at the 
Brownlee hydropower plant. However, in the 1970's the Company sought to appropriate 
additional flows to support a new turbine at the Brownlee power plant for the purpose of meeting 
then present and long-term electrical demand. The instant case involves the Company's 
application for an additional water right to operate the fifth generating unit at Brownlee Dam 
which had always been contemplated in the construction plans. (Agency R., pp. 72-75). The 
estimated cost for developing this project was in excess of $39,000,000. (Agency R., pp. 72-75). 
On January 29, 1976, when the Director approved the application for permit, he inserted 
and subjected it to the following limitations and conditions: 
2 It is important to note, that when the Permit for water right no. 03-7018 was issued in 1976 it contained a 
subordination condition, and the Company had the benefit of evaluating the benefit of the new turbine against its 
cost with "eye wide open" as to that condition. Agency Record, pp. 72-75. 
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a. Subject to All Prior Water Rights. 
b. Proof of construction of works and application of water to beneficial use shall 
be submitted on or before February 1, 1980. 
c. Other: 
1. The right for the use of the waters under this permit shall be subordinate to 
and not prevent or interfere with any future upstream diversion and use of 
the waters of the Snake River and its tributaries for the irrigation oflands 
or other consumptive beneficial uses in the Snake River watershed.3 
2. This permit has been issued subject to Section 42-207, Idaho Code. In the 
event of its sale, transfer, assignment, or its being mortgaged, without a 
compliance with the provisions of this section, it shall be cancelled and 
revoked by the Director of the Department of Water Resources. 
(Agency R, pp. 72-75). 
On or about December 12, 1979, Idaho Power applied for and was granted an extension 
to complete construction and provide proof of beneficial use. (Agency R, p. 82). Shortly 
thereafter, on August 7, 1980, Idaho Power submitted proof of beneficial use pursuant to the 
permit issued by the Department. (Agency R, pp. 83-85). On August 27, 1980, the Department 
acknowledged receipt of the statement of proof of beneficial use and indicated that a field 
examiner would contact Idaho Power and arrange to examine the project. (Agency R, p. 87). 
Approximately five years later, on September 18, 1985, the Department fmally examined 
the project, and shortly thereafter, October 8, 1985, submitted its Beneficial Use Field Report 
confirming the completion of the project, the elements of the water right, and recommending 
licensing. (Agency R., pp. 88-98). Nothing occurred for the next twelve years, until November 
1997. The Department's Jim Johnson sent an internal memo requesting assistance from Ralph 
Mellin, stating, "I have an Idaho Power permit in the process to be licensed. However, I need 
3 This language is consistent with the subordination language contained in the balance of the Hells Canyon Project 
water rights and also with the intent of negotiations between the State and the Company. In essence the 
subordination recognized the State's need for electricity while balancing the opportunity for future consumptive 
uses. Moreover, the subordination condition constituted notice to the Company so that it could determine the 
feasibility of the project prior to the commitment of resources. 
4 
help to resolve questions concerning flows, capacity of the power plant and interpretation of data 
collected with the exam." (Agency R., p. 99). A review of the Agency Record demonstrates that 
no further action to issue the license occurred at this time. 
During this time the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court (hereinafter "SRBA") was' 
convened. The director's report for subcase number 03-7018 was issued on or about July 18, 
2006, and the Company filed an objection in October 2006. (Agency R, pp. 101-112). The 
Department inti ally recommended the claim without term limitations and consistent with the 
permit. The parties had entered into an SF5 for settlement purposes, until that negotiation gave 
rise to the present reviewed administration action resulting in the issuance of the license 
including the new term condition that had never appeared in the permit for the water right. The 
Department was aware that the Company filed for a new FERC license in 2003 as the existing 
one for the Hells Canyon Complex expired in 2005. (Agency R, p. 101). 
On November 16,2007, contrary to the permit conditions, the Department issued the 
license and included a new condition on the water right license--Condition Number 3, which 
substantially alters the rights ofIdaho Power and states: 
The diversion and use of water for hydropower purposes under this 
license is subject to review by the Director after the date of 
expiration of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission license 
for Brownlee Dam. Upon appropriate findings relative to the 
interest of the public, the Director may cancel all or any part of the 
use authorized herein and may revise, delete or add conditions 
under which the right may be exercised. 
(Agency R, p. 130). 
The Company filed a Protest and Petition for Hearing on December 3,2007, objecting to 
the inclusion of the term condition. (Agency R, pp. 137-139). A prehearing conference was 
held on or about March 10,2008. In response to Idaho Power's discovery request, the 
5 
Department provided ageneric Statement of Position. (Agency R, pp. 174-197). After various 
discussions with the department about the designation of a Final Order, the Company filed a 
Request for Dismissal, and the Department issued the Order Approving Withdrawal of Hearing 
Request and Designating License No. 03-7018 a Final Order on March 30, 2009.4 (Agency R. 
pp., 206-213). 
On April 27, 2009, the Company filed a petition for judicial review with the Washington 
County district court, appealing the Department's final decision. (Appeal R, p. 5). The parties 
briefed their positions, and the district court heard the argument in this case on December 1, 
2009.5 Addendum No.6 to the Respondent's Brief. 
On January 13,2010, the district court issued its decision holding that the Department's 
attempt to include condition number 3 in the license exceeded the Department's statutory 
authority and remanded the case to the Department to strike the condition from the license, 
ordering it to re-issue the license consistent with the permit and the opinion of the district court. 
(Appeal R, pp. 252-267). The Department filed its notice of appeal on January 26, 2010. 
(Appeal R, pp. 268-270). 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the district court correctly found that a plain reading of Idaho Code § 42-
203B(7) requires the Director to exercise his discretion to condition a hydropower water 
right license pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) at the time of the permit application, at 
permitting, or as soon as is practicable thereafter, to allow the developer of the water 
4 Idaho Power had informal discussions with the Department about its position related to the procedural outcome if 
Idaho Power agreed to withdraw its request for hearing making the Department's order final and thus appealable to 
the District Court. The Department and Idaho Power discussed the matter and agreed that if Idaho Power withdrew 
its appeal before the Department, the order would become a Final Order and Idaho Power could appeal the matter to 
the District Court. 
S The Company requested that the Transcript of the Hearing be included with the District Court's Record on Appeal, 
but from the Company's review of the file at the Court it is not clear if it appears in the record. (Appeal R., pp. 272-
275). The transcript of the hearing is attached herewith as Addendum No.6. 
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right to evaluate the feasibility of the water right project prior to making substantial 
investment in the project. 
2. Whether the district court correctly found that the discretion afforded to the Director 
under Idaho Code § 42-203B to condition hydropower water right licenses was abused in 
this case where the Director added a new condition to a hydropower water right for the 
first time at licensure, in violation oflDAPA 37.03.08.050.03, 27 years after proof of 
beneficial use had been made, without any prior notice to the license holder, and with 
oppressive results to the license holder. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Where the district court reviews an agency's decision, sitting in its appellate capacity, the 
Supreme Court reviews the record independently of the District Court's decision. Levin v. Idaho 
State Board o/Medicine, 133 Idaho 413, 417, 987 P.2d 1028,1032 (1999), citing First Interstate 
Bank of Idaho, NA. v. West, 107 Idaho 851, 693 P.2d 1053 (1984). The Supreme Court defers to 
the Agency's fmdings of facts, unless they are clearly erroneous. Duncan v. State Board of 
Accountancy, Docket No. 35804 (Idaho, 2010), citing Cooper v. Bd. of Prof'. Discipline, 134 
Idaho 449,454,4 P.3d 561,566 (2000). 
The actions of an agency will be overturned if the action was taken "( a) in violation of 
constitutional or statutory provisions, (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) 
[was] made on unlawful procedure; (d) [is] not supported by substantial evidence on the record 
as a whole; or (e) [is] arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion." I.C. § 67-5279(3). The 
agency action will be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced. 
I.C. § 67-5279(4). 
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"Where an agency interprets a statute or rule, the Court applies a four-pronged test to 
determine the appropriate level of deference to the agency determination." Duncan v. State 
Board of Accountancy, Docket No. 35804 (Idaho, 2010). The Court must determine if 1) the 
agency has been entrusted with the with the responsibility to administer the statute at issue, 2i 
the agency's construction is reasonable, 3) the language of the rule does not expressly treat the 
matter at issue, and 4) any of the rationales underlying the rule of statutory deference are at issue. 
Mason v. Donnelly Club, 135 Idaho 581, 583,21 P.3d 903,905 (2001). If the four-prong test is 
met then the Court must give considerable weight to the agency's statutory interpretation. /d. 
"The five rationales underlying the rule of deference are: (1) the rationale requiring that a 
practical interpretation of the statute exists, (2) the rationale requiring the presumption of 
legislative acquiescence, (3) the rationale requiring agency expertise, (4) the rationale of repose, 
and (5) the rationale requiring contemporaneous agency interpretation." Preston v. Idaho State 
Tax Comm 'n, 131 Idaho 502, 505, 960 P.2d 185, 187 (1998), citing J.R. Simplot Co. v. Idaho 
State Tax Comm'n, 120 Idaho 849, 862, 820 P.2d 1206, 1219 (1991). 
ARGUMENT 
One of the important questions to be answered in this appeal is whether the Department is 
entitled to add a new term condition to a license for a hydropower water right, when the 
condition was never included in the application for permit, or the approved permit issued for the 
water right. Both Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) and the Department's own Rule 50.03, very clearly 
state that the answer to that question is "no." 
The Department relies upon Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) to support its position that the 
Director has unfettered discretion to apply a term limit condition to a water right at the time of 
licensure. Idaho Code § 42-203(B)(6) states: 
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(6) The Director shall have the authority to subordinate the rights granted 
in a permit or license for power purposes to subsequent upstream beneficial 
depletionary uses. A subordinated water right for power use does not give rise to 
any claim against, or right to interfere with, the holder of subsequent upstream 
rights established pursuant to state law. The director shall also have the authority 
to limit a permit or license for power purposes to a specific term. 
Subsection (6) of this section shall not apply to licenses which have 
already been issued as of the effective date [July 1, 1985] of this act. 
I.C. § 42-203B(6). This code section authorizing the Director to subordinate and add term 
conditions to hydropower water rights, is also limited and modified by Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) 
specifically dealing with term limits to be added to hydropower water rights. It states: 
(7) The director in the exercise of the authority to limit a permit or license 
for power purposes to a specific term of years shall designate the number of years 
through which the term shall extend and for purposes of determining such date 
shall consider among other factors: 
(a) The term of any power purchase contract which is, or reasonably may 
become, applicable to, such permit or license; 
(b) The policy of the Idaho public utilities commission (IPUC) regarding 
the term of power purchase contracts as administered by the IPUC under and 
pursuant to the authority of the public utility regulatory policy act of 1978 
(pURPA); 
(c) The term of any federal energy regulatory commission (FERC) license 
granted, or which reasonably may be granted, with respect to any particular 
permit or license for power purpose; 
(d) Existing downstream water uses established pursuant to state law. 
The term of years shall be determined at the time of issuance of the permit, or as 
soon thereafter as practicable if adequate information is not then available. The 
term of years shall commence upon application of water to beneficial use. The 
term of years, once established, shall not thereafter be modified except in 
accordance with due process of law. 
I.e. § 42-203B(7), emphasis added. 
The Idaho Department of Water Resources adopted a Water Appropriation Rule, 
interpreting this statute on July 1, 1993. The rule states: 
03. Applications and Existing Permits That Are Junior and 
Subordinate. Applications and existing permits approved for hydropower 
generation shall be junior and subordinate to the use of water, other than 
hydropower, within the state of Idaho that are initiated later in time than the 
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priority of the application or existing hydropower pennit. A subordinated 
pennit shall not give rise to any right or claim against future rights to the use of 
water, other than hydropower, within the state ofIdaho initiated later in time 
than the priority of the application or existing hydropower pennit. A pennit 
issued for hydropower purposes shall contain a tenn condition on the 
hydropower use in accordance with Section 42-203B(6), Idaho Code. 
IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03, emphasis added. In this case, the Department of Water Resources 
never added a tenn condition to the Brownlee hydropower water right pennit at issue in this 
case. It was not added until the license was issued, 27 years after proof of beneficial use had 
been made. The Director abused his discretion when he applied the tenn condition to the 
Brownlee hydropower water right for the first time at licensure in violation ofIdaho Code § 42-
203B(7), and IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03, and affected a substantial property right ofIdaho Power 
Company. 
A water right holder who has followed the statutes and proven up its water right, is 
entitled to more than a "mere hope" of a water right license. The licensing process for a 
hydropower water right is the same statutory process employed by the Director to license any 
other type of water right. Regardless of the type of the right, the Director has the same 
mandatory duty to timely issue a license for the water right in confonnance with the pennit. In 
this case, the Director breached his obligation to issue such a license, and instead waited 27 years 
after proof of beneficial use had been made by the Company. The Director then issued a license 
in derogation of the Department's own rule requiring that a tenn limit, or subordination 
condition, be included either in the application for pennit or water right pennit. This action was 
an abuse of discretion by the Director of the Department prejudicing a substantial property right 
of the Company, and the action must be overturned. 
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I. THE DISTRICT COURT'S HOLDING THAT THE PLAIN MEANING OF 
IDAHO CODE § 42-203B(6), WHEN READ WITH IDAHO CODE § 42-203B(7), 
REQUIRES THE DEPARTMENT TO ADD A TERM CONDITION TO A 
HYDROPOWER PERMIT AT THE TIME OF PERMITTING OR AS SOON 
THEREAFTER AS PRACTICABLE, IS CORRECT: 
A plain reading of Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) and (7) together, requires the Director to "add 
a term condition on a permit for hydropower water rights, or as soon as possible after the permit 
is issued.6 That Department violated that requirement in this case. Idaho Power Company's 
permit for water right 03-7018 never contained a term condition. (Agency R, pp. 72-75). Proof 
of beneficial use was made for the project in 1980. (Agency R, pp. 83-85). A beneficial use 
field examination confirming that Idaho Power Company had complied with all the requirements 
of the permit was conducted in 1985. (Agency R, pp. 88-98). The water right license, to which 
the term condition was added for the first time, was not issued until 2007. This is in direct 
violation of the language ofIdaho Code § 42-203B(7), which states in relevant part: 
The Director in the exercise of the authority to limit a permit or license for power 
purposes to a specific term of years shall designate the number of years through 
which the term of the license shall extend and for purposes of determining such 
date shall consider among other factors: .... 
(c) The term of any federal energy regulatory commission (FERC) license 
granted, or which reasonably may be granted, with respect to any particular 
permit or license for power purpose; .... 
The term of years shall be determined at the time of issuance of the permit, or as 
soon thereafter as practicable if adequate information is not then available. The 
term of years, once established, shall not thereafter be modified except in 
accordance with due process of law. 
6 Respondents assert that the Court cannot review Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) in a vacuum, and that all applicable 
sections ofa statute must be construed together. Friends of Farm to Market v. Valley County, 137 Idaho 192, 197, 
46 P.3d 9,14 (2002), citing Lockhartv. Dept. ofFish and Game, 121 Idaho 894,897,828 P.2d 1299,1302 (1992), 
additional citations omitted. In this case, Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) and (7) are the two subsections ofldaho Code § 
42-203B that apply directly to the controversy before this Court. The other subsections, (1) through (5), deal with 
the trust water provisions of the Swan Falls Agreement and the subordination of the Swan Falls water rights to the 
minimum flows to be measured at Murphy Gauge, and are not applicable to the case at issue. 
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I.C. § 42-203B(7). To hold that 27 years after proof of beneficial use was submitted meets the 
requirement that the term condition be attached to the permit "as soon as practicable" is not 
logical or supportable. 
Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) was adopted as part ofldaho Code § 42-203B 
contemporaneously with § 42-203B(6). The Code section is unambiguous, as admitted by 
Appellant, and does not justify the deep and searching review of the legislative history of 
adoption of the code section that the appellants nevertheless invite this Court to undertake by the 
inclusion of the numerous extra-record addenda attached to their briefing. 
Recently this Court had the opportunity to opine on the appropriate circumstances under 
which the Court is required to construe the meaning of a statute, resorting to materials outside of 
the statute itself. Where the language of a statute is unambiguous, the court is bound to look 
only to the literal words of the statute, without resort to outside materials in order to construe the 
statute. In re Idaho Department o/Water Resources Amended Final Order Creating Water 
District No. 170, Thompson Creek Mining Co. v. Idaho Department o/Water Resources, 148 
Idaho 200, 210-211, 220 P.3d 318, 328-329 (2009), citing Friends o/Farm to Market v. Valley 
County, 137 Idaho 192, 197,46 P.3d 9, 14 (2002). This Court relied upon its earlier definition of 
an ambiguous statute in Canty v. Idaho State Tax Commission where it stated that a statute is 
ambiguous when: 
[T]he meaning is so doubtful or obscure that 'reasonable minds might be 
uncertain or disagree as to its meaning.' Hickman v. Lunden, 78 Idaho 191, 195, 
300 P.2d 818,819 (1956). 'However ambiguity is not established merely because 
different possible interpretations are presented to a court. If this were the case 
then all statutes that are the subject of litigation could be considered 
ambiguous .... [A] statute is not ambiguous merely because an astute mind can 
devise more than one interpretation of it.' Rim View Trout Co. v. Higginson, 121 
Idaho 819, 823, 828 P.2d 500,502 (Ct.App. 1993). 
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Canty v. Idaho State Tax Commission, 138 Idaho 178, 182,59 P.3d 983, 987 (2002). Here the 
Department does not allege that the statute is ambiguous. The Department has, however, 
attempted to convince this Court to read Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) in a vacuum without the 
benefit of the accompanying code section, Idaho Code § 42-203B(7). Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) 
expressly dictates the manner in which the Department may apply term limits to hydropower 
water rights. 
Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) gives the Department the authority to either condition, or not 
condition a hydropower water right permit or license by adding a subordination provision or term 
limit condition. However, Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) expressly requires that where the 
Department decides to add a term limit condition, the condition must conform to one of the 
prescribed time periods set forth in the code section, and it must be added to the permit at the 
time of issuance of the permit, or as soon as is practicable thereafter. I.C. §§ 42-203B(6) and 42-
203B(7).7 "Language of a particular statute need not be viewed in a vacuum. And all sections 
of applicable statutes must be construed together so as to determine the legislature'S intent." 
Friends of Farm to Market v. Valley County, 137 Idaho 192, 197,46 P.3d 9,14 (2002), citing 
Lockhart v. Dept. of Fish and Game, 121 Idaho 894, 897, 828 P.2d 1299, 1302 (1992), additional 
citations omitted. "Statutes and ordinances should be construed so that effect is given to their 
provisions, and no part is rendered superfluous or insignificant." Friends, supra, 137 Idaho at 
197, 46 P.3d at 14 (2002). The authority to modify a hydropower water right holders rights by 
7 The requirement for inclusion of all terms and conditions that a particular water right holder will be subject to is 
necessary at the time of permitting because that permit will evolve into a water right license. A license is defined by 
the Department as "[t]he certificate issued by the director in accordance with Section 42-219, Idaho Code, 
confirming the extent of diversion and beneficial use of the water that has been made in conformance with the 
permit conditions." IDAPA 37.03.02.010.15, emphasis added. 
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inserting a term condition is expressly limited by the time requirements in Idaho Code § 42-
203B(7).8 
The district court in its Order on Appeal recognized that Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) must 
necessarily be construed together with Idaho Code § 42-203B(6), and found that "[t]he plain 
reading conveys the legislative intent that a term limit be included prior to the appropriation of 
the water to beneficial use." (Appeal R, p. 263). The district court was appropriately concerned 
with examining the history of the development of water rights in the State of Idaho, and the 
public policy embodied in the laws of the state, developed to provide clear and articulated 
guidance about what a water right applicant should be entitled to expect in the process of 
developing that right. The district court reasoned: 
The language ofI.C. § 42-203B(7) is critical in and of itself, as well as in it 
relation to the pre-existing statutes governing issuance of permits and licenses. 
There can be no question that the legislature mandated that any term limit be 
included in the permit (or as soon as practicable thereafter) and that the term of 
years shall commence upon application of the water to beneficial use. I.C. § 42-
203B(7). The plain reading conveys the legislative intent that a term be included 
prior to appropriation of the water to beneficial use. Such construction is 
consistent with a reasonable approach under which a potential hydropower 
appropriator can obtain a permit with eyes wide open as to the conditions and 
restrictions before embarking upon an expensive water project. 
(Appeal R, p. 263-264, emphasis in original). Contrary to the assertions of the Department, the 
district court did not have to engage in a lengthy review of the legislative history ofIdaho Code § 
8 While the District Court did not rely upon the Respondent's argument that the State's inclusion of Condition No.3 
was in violation of the Respondent's due process rights that argument has not been abandoned by Respondent. 
Condition Number 3, as written and as applied to the relevant code is unconstitutional as the language inserted is 
vague, indefinite, arbitrary and capricious, and reserves the department broad unlimited discretion in the exercising 
of its powers and canceling ofIdaho Power's license on a whim, without due process oflaw. To prove a statute is 
unconstitutional "as applied", the party must only show that, as applied to the defendant's conduct, the statute is 
unconstitutional. State v. Korsen, 138 Idaho 706, 712, 69 P.3d 126, 132 (2003). Idaho Code §§ 42-203B (6) and (7) 
mandate that if the director is going to limit a permit or license for power purposes to a specific term the director 
shall designate the number of years through which the term of the license shall extend taking into consideration a 
minimum of four statutory factors. I.C. § 42-203B(7). The statute does not allow r the director to arbitrarily 
determine when to review the license, and furthermore does not give an indefmite time frame in which the license 
will be reviewed or modified. The director could not have given himself any broader terms in which to exercise his 
discretion to condition the license, including a provision allowing him to cancel a permit, "upon appropriate 
findings relative to the interest of the public," which is vague at best, and does not provide any type of due process. 
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42-203B, because the plain language of the statute leaves no question that the Legislature 
intended to provide holders of hydropower water rights some level of security in the 
development of their projects. For the Department to wait to add a new term condition to the 
water right license, some 27 years after proof of beneficial use was made, 22 years after the 
statute requiring the term condition to be added to the permit was adopted, and after the 
beneficial use field examination was made, and 14 years after the Department promulgated its 
own administrative rule requiring term conditions to be included in permits, violates Idaho Code 
§ 42-203B(7). The district court's Order on Appeal should be sustained. 
II. THE DIRECTOR OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
ABUSED IDS DISCRETION WHEN HE ISSUED A WATER RIGHT LICENSE 
WITH A NEW CONDITION THAT WAS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PERMIT 
FOR THE WATER RIGHT, IN VIOLATION OF THE DEPARTMENT'S RULE 
INTERPRETING IDAHO CODE §§ 42-203B(6) & (7), IDAP A 37.03.08.050.03: 
When an administrative agency fails to follow its own administrative rules, and violates 
the underlying statute that the rule was adopted to address, that agency has acted in an arbitrary 
and capricious manner. Consequently, the resulting agency action must be overturned under 
Idaho law. In this case, the Department violated its own Rule 50.03 when it inserted a term 
condition at the time it issued the license for Idaho Power Company's Brownlee hydropower 
water right. For this reason, the term condition must be removed from the Brownlee license, and 
the license re-issued without the untimely added term condition. 
In July 1993, the Idaho Department of Water Resources adopted a rule interpreting Idaho 
Code §§ 42-203B(6) and 42-203B(7). The Department correctly points out that Idaho Code § 
42-203B was adopted in 1985 as a result of the Swan Falls negotiations. The record cited 
however, does not support the Department's theory that the legislative history of the adoption of 
the code anticipated that the Director of the Department would have unlimited discretion to add a 
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tenn condition at the time of licensing of water right. An analysis of the Department's own 
additions to the record belies the state's position that the statute intended to provide unlimited 
discretion to the Director to add previously undisclosed conditions to a water right at the time of 
licensing, even if it is a hydropower water right.9 
The State makes much of the suggestions presented to the Natural Resources and 
Environment Committee of the Idaho Legislature in 1985 by John L. Runft on behalf of a 
number of small power producers. Those suggestions were addressed by the negotiators to the 
Swan Falls Agreement, and by Attorney General Jim Jones. In discussing implementation of 
Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) and (7), Attorney General Jim Jones testified: 
What S.B. 1008 and S.B. 1006 do, is to require the director to set forth in rule and 
regulation fonn, standards under which hydropower water rights will or will not 
be subordinated. Those rules and regulations will, of course, come back to the 
legislature for their review. In effect, these two bills accomplish precisely what 
Mr. Runft desires; that is, 1) certainty for the holder of a water right, and 2) a 
procedure for evaluating whether or not the director's determination is consistent 
with the intent of the legislature or rather is arbitrary and capricious. 10 
(Appeal R., pp. 127). The attorney general described the administrative rule making process to 
be undertaken by the Department, which was intended to create objective standards whereby a 
water right holder could determine whether the Department "would or would not" apply a 
subordination or tenn limit condition to a water right. 
9 The State inadvertently failed to attach the "Supplemental Testimony of Attorney General Jim Jones before the 
Idaho Senate Committee of Resources and Environment" as part of Addendum E. The testimony is however, 
already a part of the Record on Appeal and appears at (Appeal R., pp. 126-130). 
10 Attorney General Jones also recognizes in his testimony that the holders of water rights for hydropower projects 
are entitled to "certainty" concerning the conditions that the water right holder will be subject to when the permit 
develops into a license. It is the State's failure to include the term limit condition in this that led the District Court 
to hold "[r]eading Sections 203A, 203B, and 219 together, as the Court must, the Court is convinced that the 
legislature intended that significant restrictions such as a term limit on a permitllicense based upon public interest be 
handled at the outset, in the permitting process, and not as an afterthought during the culmination of the licensing 
process." (Appeal R., p. 265). Attorney General Jones' comments support the Company's contention that the 
Department's failure to follow its own rule "is arbitrary and capricious." (Appeal R., p. 126-130). 
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An administrative agency is required to promulgate a rule where it intends to take action 
that will (1) be of wide coverage, (2) the action will apply generally and uniformly, (3) such 
action will operate only in future cases, (4) the action prescribes a legal standard or directive not 
; 
otherwise provided by the enabling statute, (5) the action expresses agency policy not previously 
expressed, and (6) the action is in response to interpretation oflaw or general policy. ASARCO 
Inc. v. State of Idaho, 138 Idaho 719, 725, 69 P.3d 139, 145 (2003), citing Woodland Private 
Study Group v. State of New Jersey, 109 N.J. 62, 533 A.2d 387 (1987). On July 1, 1993, the 
Department promulgated water appropriation Rule 50.03, the rule that governs the inclusion of 
subordination and term conditions on hydropower water rights. It states: 
03. Applications and Existing Permits That Are Junior and Subordinate. 
Applications and existing permits approved for hydropower generation shall be 
junior and subordinate to all rights to the use of water, other than hydropower, 
within the state ofIdaho that are initiated later in time than the priority of the 
application or existing hydropower permit. A subordinated permit shall not give 
rise to any right or claim against future rights to the use of water, other than 
hydropower, within the state of Idaho initiated later in time than the priority of the 
application or existing hydropower permit. A permit issued for hydropower 
purposes shall contain a term condition on the hydropower use in accordance with 
Section 42-203B(6), Idaho Code. 
IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03. Rule 50.03 is the Department's interpretation of how it would 
generally apply Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) and (7). The rule remains in effect as promulgated in 
1993 and the Department has not amended it. 
It appears that the Department had the authority to promulgate this rule interpreting Idaho 
Code § 42-203B. Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) expressly recognizes that the director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources has the discretion to either apply or not apply the subordination 
and term limit conditions to hydropower water rights, and Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) limits the 
"director in the exercise of the authority to limit a permit or license for power purposes to a 
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specific term ofyears[.]" This Court must then determine what level of deference the 
Department's rule interpreting the statute is entitled to in this circumstance. 
Where an agency interprets a statute or rule, the court applies a four-pronged test 
to determine the appropriate level of deference to the agency interpretation. This 
Court must determine whether: (1) the agency is responsible for administration of 
the rule in issue; (2) the agency's construction is reasonable; (3) the language of 
the rule does not expressly treat the matter at issue; and (4) any of the rationales 
underlying the rule of agency deference are present. Preston v. Idaho State Tax 
Commission, 131 Idaho 502, 960 P.2d 185, 187 (1998). There are five rationales 
underlying the rule of deference: (1) that a practical interpretation of the rule 
exists; (2) the presumption of legislative acquiescence; (3) reliance on the 
agency's expertise in interpretation of the rule; (4) the rationale of repose; and (5) 
the requirement of contemporaneous agency interpretation. Id. at 505,960 P.2d at 
188. 
Duncan v. State Board of Accountancy, Docket No. 35804, April 23, 2010 (Idaho). In this case, 
the Department is the agency responsible for administration of the rule. The Department's 
construction of the rule interpreting the statute is reasonable, the language of the rule better 
defmes the circumstances under which such a term condition can be applied, and the Legislature 
accepted the interpretation by approving the rule when it was promulgated in 1993. Therefore it 
appears the Department was authorized to promulgate and adopt IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03. 
Despite the Department's reasonable interpretation of the statute in promulgating the rule, 
it has failed to follow the rule, and does not uniformly apply the term limit condition to water 
right permits or licenses. Therefore, the requirement of repose is not met. Further, 
"[a]dministrative regulations are subject to the same principles of statutory construction as 
statutes." Staffordv. Idaho Dept. o/Health and Welfare, 145 Idaho 520, 533,181 P.3d 456,459 
(2008). Therefore, an unambiguous rule should not be construed, and each word must be given 
its plain and ordinary meaning. Permit No. 36-7200 In the Name of Idaho Department of Parks 
and Recreation v. Higginson, 121 Idaho 819, 824, 828 P.2d 848, 853 (1992). 
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The plain language of Rule 50.03 states "[a] permit for hydropower purposes shall 
contain a term condition on the hydropower use in accordance with Section 42-203B, Idaho 
Code." Id., emphasis added. A water right permit, and a water right license, are not 
interchangeable terms for purposes of timing and when a Director can include a term limit 
condition for the right. The Department's Beneficial Use Examination Rules, IDAPA 37.03.02, 
define a water right license as "[t]he certificate issued by the director in accordance with Section 
42-219, Idaho Code, confirming the extent of diversion and beneficial use of the water that has 
been made in conformance with the permit conditions." IDAPA 37.03.02.010.15, emphasis 
added. In contrast, a permit is defmed as "[t]he water right document issued by the director 
authorizing the diversion and use of unappropriated public water of the state or water held in 
trust by the state." IDAPA 37.03.02.010.22. The Department's Water Appropriation Rules, also 
. set forth a number of additional circumstances under which the Director may modify or add 
additional conditions to a permit. See IDAPA 37.03.08.050.05-12. There is no rule or authority 
that gives the Director the discretion to add a new condition to a water right license that had 
never been included on the permit. 
A review of the records of other hydropower water right licenses discloses that the 
Department understands that its authority to either condition or not condition a hydropower 
water right with subordination or term limit conditions must be exercised when the permit is 
issued, or as soon thereafter as is practicable, but at the very least, the license cannot contain 
conditions that have never before been added to the permit. During the pendency of the 
Company's appeal to Department, before the Department issued its final order issuing license, 
the Department issued its Statement of Position, in lieu of submitting to discovery. (Agency R., 
pp. 174-197). In it the Department states: 
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The tenn review condition on Water Right License 03-7018 is used on water right 
licenses for power generation if the project requires Federal Agency Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) approval. This particular tenn review condition, modified 
to refer to the specific FERC authorized project or license, also appears on at least 
6 water right licenses issued by the Department. (See attachment 1.) The 
Department has employed a similar tenn review condition on 32 water right 
pennits requiring FERC approval. (See Attachment 2.) 
(Agency R, p. 176). A review of the Idaho Department of Water Resources backfiles for the 6 
licensed hydropower water rights identified by the Department as containing the tenn limit 
condition indicates that for all of the hydropower water rights identified, except Idaho Power's 
water right no. 03-7018, the tenn review condition was included in the permit initially issued by 
the Department, or was added sometime between the pennit being issued, but before licensure. 
The first license identified, other than Idaho Power's Brownlee license at issue in this 
appeal, was for hydropower water right no. 29-07578. (Agency R, p. 179). The application for 
the water right was submitted on March 31, 1981, prior to the adoption of Idaho Code §§ 42-
203B(6) and (7). The pennit for that water right was issued on September 24, 1990, and 
contained condition no. 13, a tenn limit condition that "[t]he diversion and use of water under 
this permit and any license subsequently issued is subject to review by the Director on the date of 
expiration of any license issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission." It goes on to 
state that upon appropriate fmding of the Director that the public interest requires it, "the 
Director may cancel all or any part of the authorized use herein and may revise, delete or add 
new conditions under with the right may be exercised." See Addendum 1, Water Right No. 29-
7578 Pennit and License. The license was issued on June 4, 2001 containing a modified 
condition at no. 8. Id. The tenn limit condition was added to the permit prior to the 
Department's adoption of Rule 50.03. 
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The next license identified was for hydropower water right no. 29-7772. It too contained 
the term limit condition at no. 13 in the permit issued September 24, 1990. The language of the 
term condition was identical to the language contained in the permit for water right no. 29-7578. 
The application for this water right was made on August 1, 1984, before the adoption of Idaho 
Code §§ 42-203B(6) and (7). (Agency R., p. 179). See Addendum 2, Water Right Permit for 
No. 29-7772. 
Two additional licenses, which turned out to be companion licenses, identified as 
containing the term limit condition were for water right nos. 32-7128 and 32-7136. These water 
right applications were protested by local interested individuals. See Addendum No.3, Water 
Right Application, Memorandum Decisions and Order, and Correspondence Concerning Water 
Right Nos. 32-7128 and 32-7136. The Permit issued as a result of the conclusion of the protest 
proceedings and the Order issuing the permit included a term condition, at no. 11, for both 
. permits, on March 27, 1985. Id. It was added prior to the adoption ofIdaho Code §§ 42-
203B(6) and (7), and prior to the adoption of Rule 50.03. 
The final hydropower license identified by the Department as containing the term limit 
condition, water right no. 47-7768, also included the term condition in the permit when it was 
issued on October 31, 1986. See Addendum No.4, Water Right Permit and license for water 
right no. 47-7768. The term condition was added soon after adoption ofIdaho Code §§ 42-
203B(6) and (7), but before adoption of Rule 50.03. The license was issued on March 6, 2008, 
and contained the term condition, slightly modified from the original version, as condition no. 5. 
Id. 
Additional review of the historical records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
demonstrates that the Department understood that the term and subordination conditions 
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contemplated by Idaho Code § 42-203B(6) and (7) were required to be included in the permits 
prior to time of licensure, even if that required re-issuing an amended permit. For hydropower 
water right no. 01-7010 the Department entered an order amending the permit that had been 
issued June 29, 1977, to add a term condition and a subordination condition to the already issued 
permit. See Addendum No.5, Order in the Matter of Permit No. 01-7010 in the Name of the 
North Side Canal Company, Ltd. In that order the Department specifically states: 
WHEREAS, permit no. 01-7010 was issued prior to the date of the Idaho Water 
Resource Board's resolution of July 25, 1984 and is not conditioned with the 
language making the permit or subsequent license which may be issued subject to 
periodic local public interest review by the Director and to other conditions of 
approval traditionally placed on hydropower permits[.] 
Id., emphasis added. It is clear from this statement that the Department understands that a 
subsequent license must "confirm[] the extent of diversion and beneficial use of the water that 
has been made in conformance with the permit conditions." IDAPA 37.03.02.010.15, emphasis 
added. In order to accomplish this goal, the Department notified the permit holder, long before 
issuance of the license, and put the permit holder on notice that the license would be subject to 
additional conditions being inserted in the permit. 
Importantly, the Department on November 8, 1999, issued a license for another Idaho 
Power Company hydropower water right, no. 65-12096, where it included a term limit condition 
in the license that had not been contained in the permit for the water right. (Appeal R., pp. 235-
249). The Company petitioned the Department for reconsideration of inclusion of the term limit 
condition in the water right, arguing the constitutional amendment allowing regulation of 
hydropower water rights could not have intended to strip the water right holder of the underlying 
property value of the water right even if it could no longer be used for hydropower purposes, as 
I.C. § 42-203B(6) indicates may be possible. (Id., p. 243). The Department granted the Petition 
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for Reconsideration and re-issued the license without the tenn condition that had not been 
included in the original pennit, and had not been added to the pennit at any time prior to 
licensure. (/d., pp. 235-236). This is yet another example of the Department's understanding 
that its authority to either condition or not condition a hydropower water right with subordination 
or tenn limit conditions must be exercised when the pennit is issued, or as soon thereafter as is 
practicable, but at the very least, the license cannot contain conditions that have never before 
been added to the pennit. ll 
Both Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) and the Department's Rule 50.03 plainly state that a tenn 
condition to be applied to a hydropower water right must be included in the pennit. The pennit 
issued for the Brownlee water right no. 03-7018, on January 29, 1979 contained two conditions, 
a subordination condition and a condition requiring compliance with Idaho Code § 42-207. 
(Appeal R., pp. 72-75). No amended pennit or supplemental pennit was ever issued for the 
water right. 
Where an agency's interpretation and application of the statute and rule contradict the 
clear and unambiguous expression of the legislature, then the agency's construction will not be 
followed. Permit No. 36-7200 In the Name of Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation v. 
Higginson, 121 Idaho 819, 824, 828 P.2d 848, 853 (1992), also see JR. Simplot Co. v. Idaho 
State Tax Commission, 120 Idaho 849, 862, 820 P.2d 1206, 1219 (1991). Idaho Code §§ 42-
203B(6) and (7) authorize the Director to either condition, or not condition, a hydropower water 
right with a subordination or tenn limit condition. If the Director elects to use his discretion to 
add such a condition, it must be done at the application for pennit or pennit stage of the process. 
The District Court's opinion on appeal was absolutely correct when it found that the plain 
11 Importantly, the permit at issue in this proceeding, 03-7018 did include a subordination provision at the time the 
pennit was issued allowing the Respondent to develop the project with "eyes wide open" as to that provision. 
Record on Appeal, District Court Memorandum Decision and Order on Appeal, p. 263. 
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meaning of the rule and statute require such action. Further, the plain meaning of the 
Department's own Rule 50.03 require the Department, ifit intends to include a term condition in 
the license, fIrst include such a condition in the permit. The history of the Department's 
application of the statute and rule, the public policy of water rights appropriation, and the laws of 
the development of water rights in the State of Idaho, which assure to a water right holder who 
has complied fully with the terms of their water right permit a license confIrming such use, also 
require that the license be remanded and issued again containing no term limit condition. 
III. THE DISTRICT COURT CORRECTLY FOUND THAT ONCE A PERMIT 
HOLDER HAS SUBMITTED PROOF OF BENFICIAL USE, SATISFIED ALL 
THE CONDITIONS OF THE PERMIT, AND IS IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH 
THE LAW, THE DEPARTMENT HAS LITTLE, IF ANY, AUTHORITY TO 
DENY A LICENSE CONFIRMING THE USE AS SET FORTH IN THE PERMIT: 
One of the resounding questions before the court is at what point does an applicant, 
permittee, or licensee, obtain a protectable property interest in its water right, whereby the 
Department cannot arbitrarily change the terms and conditions of the permit. The Department 
wishes to interpret § 42-203B(6) by itself without reference to long line of pre-existing statutes 
governing water rights appropriations and the long developmental history of water law and the 
licensing process in Idaho. Nothing in I.C. § 42-203B, and in particular § 42-203B(6), can be 
interpreted as negating or rendering moot the other statutes or existing case law applying to 
water right appropriations. The law of the construction of statutes, and cases interpreting 
statutes, requires this Court to presume that Idaho Code § 42-203B was intended to work in 
unison with the pre-existing law of the state. The instant case implicates more than the statute, 
and involves the extensive history of water law, water rights, the permitting and licensing 
processes, and the overall policies enmeshed with the Idaho Constitution, Idaho Code, and the 
case law interpreting the same, which has developed over a hundred years. As the District Court 
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iterated, statutory interpretations cannot be read in a vacuum or in isolation as the Department 
urges. Lockhart v. Dept. ofFish and Game, 121 Idaho 894, 828 P.2d 1299 (1992). It is assumed 
that when the legislature enacts or amends a statute it has full knowledge of the existing judicial 
decisions and case law of the state. George W. Watkins Family v. Messenger, 118 Idaho 537, 
797 P.2d 1385 (1990). Furthennore, it is presumed that the legislature does not intend to 
overturn long established principles of law unless an intention to do so plainly appears by 
express declaration or the language employed admits of no other reasonable construction. Id. 
In this case, the Company in confonnance with Idaho Code § 42-219 and the 
Department's administrative rules applied the water appropriated under water right no. 03-7018 
to beneficial use pursuant to the conditions applied to the pennit in 1976. (Agency R., pp. 72-
75). The Company never sought an amendment to the permit, and the Department never re-
opened the permit to add the tenn limit condition, as it was required to do pursuant to IDAP A 
37.03.08.050.08. Therefore the Department did not have any discretion or authority to add the 
new condition at the time of licensing. The fundamental laws of water rights appropriation 
require the Department to issue the license in this case in confonnance with the pennit. To do 
otherwise, as the District Court held, would contravene "all of the relevant statutory provisions, 
the important public policies embodied therein, [and] the long history of judicial decisions 
existing at the time of the relevant amendment to I.C. § 42-203B[.]" (Appeal R., p. 265). 
Idaho Power fully complied with the conditions of the permit, and the law of the state of 
Idaho when it submitted proof of beneficial use for the project in 1980. (Agency R., pp. 83, and 
86). Nevertheless, the Director elected to add a new condition at the time of licensing in 2007, 
which is an unlawful "open-ended" discretionary condition. It is discretionary, because it is not 
a condition that is mandated to be inserted. Rather if the condition had not been inserted, the 
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license would still be fully compliant with the law pursuant to I.C. §§ 42-203B and 42-219. The 
Department argues that because the hydropower water right no. 03-7018 is for hydropower 
purposes it can ignore its duties under I.C. § 42-219, however, the District Court correctly found 
otherwise. 
In Us. v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 157 P.3d 600 (2007), the Idaho Supreme 
Court briefly explained the fundamental principles underpinning the Idaho appropriation doctrine 
as follows: 
In Idaho it is "a well-settled rule of public policy that the right to the use of the 
public water of the state can only be claimed where it is applied to a beneficial use 
in the manner required by law." Albrethsen v. Wood River Land Co.! 40 Idaho 49, 
60,231 P. 418, 422 (1924). Under the constitutional method of appropriation, 
appropriation is completed upon application of the water to the beneficial use for 
which the water is appropriated. When following the constitutional method, one 
"must depend upon actual appropriation, that is to say, actual diversion and 
application to beneficial use." Basinger v. Taylor, 36 Idaho 591, 598,211 P. 1085, 
1086-87 (1922). Under the statutory method of appropriation, the appropriation is 
not complete and a license will not issue until there is proof of application to 
beneficial use for the purpose for which it was originally intended. I.C. §§ 42-217, 
42-219. Under either the constitutional or statutory method of appropriation, the 
appropriator must apply the water to a beneficial use in order to have a valid 
water right in Idaho. Since 1971 a party seeking a surface water right must file an 
application with the IDWR, obtain a permit, and perfect that right by obtaining a 
license. I.C. § 42-201, et seq. 
See Us. v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 157 P.3d 600 (2007), 
Since 1971 a person seeking a surface water right must go through the appropriate 
statutory process through the Department to obtain a license. Id. Integral to the statutory permit 
process, Chapter 2 of the Title 42 sets forth the lengthy and involved steps for an applicant to 
follow to acquire a water right. First, a person must file an application for permit with the 
Department. See I.C. § 42-202. Next, the Department processes the application and publishes 
notice of the proposed diversion, inviting public comment. 42-203A(1)-(4). The Department 
then considers the application and protest, makes various findings, and then either approves or 
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rejects the pennit. See I.e. § 42-203A(S), and 42-204. Upon approval the Director is certifying 
that the pennit (with or without conditions) is compliant with the laws and statutes in effect at 
the time of approval. See I.e. § 42-204; also see IDAPA 37.03.08.03S.02.c. Thereafter, the 
applicant has a limited period oftime to construct the project and "prove up" the water right. See 
I.e. § 42-204. Once this process is complete, both the Department and the applicant have 
essentially agreed upon the tenns by which the opportunity to construct the project and put water 
to beneficial use will occur. The applicant is aware of what is required of him and what he will 
acquire, with eyes wide open. 12 
Once the project is completed and water is used for the intended beneficial purpose, the 
applicant must file proof of completion and proof of beneficial use with the Department. See I.e. 
§ 42-217. The Department is then required to examine the evidence proving beneficial use, and if 
satisfied that the conditions and law were complied with it shall issue a license confmning the 
water right. See I.e. § 42-219. If the Department finds that the applicant has not fully complied 
with the law and the conditions of the pennit, the Department may chose to issue a license for 
that portion of use which is in accordance with the pennit, or may refuse issuance of a license. 
See I.e. § 42-219(8). 
Under the statutes and the Department's water appropriation rules, the Department cannot 
delay issuance of a license for an indeterminate amount of time-in this case 27 years-and 
add new and oppressive conditions at the time of licensing. Based upon the history and 
codified statutory pennit process of appropriation, once an applicant has submitted proof of 
beneficial use, the Department has largely a ministerial limited task left to perfonn. Pursuant to 
12 Of course this is not an agreement along the lines of a contract, however, the applicant wants a water right, and the 
Department says that a water right will only be granted upon the performance of these conditions. The Applicant can 
abandon the project if the conditions are not acceptable, or if they are, he can complete the project pursuant to the 
Department's conditions-thus the parties have essentially agreed upon the terms. 
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I.e. § 42-219, upon receipt "of all the evidence in relation to such final proof, it shall be the 
duty of the Department to carefully examine the same, and if the Department is satisfied that 
the law has been fully complied with and that the water is being used at the place claimed and 
for the purpose for which it was originally intended, the Department shall issue to such user 'or 
users a license confirming such use." I.e. § 42-219(1); see also I.e. § 42-217. Once the proof 
of beneficial use has been submitted, the Department's task left to complete is to conduct a 
field examination and to make a determination whether the applicant has complied with the law 
and the conditions of permit. 13 "In the event that the Department shall fmd that the applicant 
has not fully complied with the law and the conditions of permit, it may issue a license for that 
portion of the use which is in accordance with the permit, or may refuse issuance of a license 
and void the permit." I.e. § 42-219(8). 
To allow the Department to essentially reopen the permit process for public comment or 
add additional discretionary conditions when an applicant has already relied upon the stated 
permit conditions and completed a project and submitted proof of beneficial use compliant with 
the law, runs counter to the history and public policy of the prior appropriation doctrine found 
within Idaho water law. Moreover, such an action would not only be inefficient and costly to the 
Department and the applicant who detrimentally relied upon the permit process, but would grant 
unconscionable unfettered authority to the Department to completely destroy the viability of an 
already functioning project through the imposition of new conditions. Under the Department's 
actions as demonstrated in this case, an applicant is left guessing as to what may happen at the 
time of licensing even though he complies with the statutory permitting process and the stated 
13 If the permit is issued, it is presumed the Department performed its statutory duties to review applications and 
issue permits, with or without conditions, which are in compliance with Idaho law. 
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conditions on the pennit and proceeds to construct a project and appropriate a water right on that 
basis. 
Idaho Power submitted proof of beneficial use in compliance with its pennit and the law 
on August 7, 1980. The Department reasonably should have perfonned its function well in 
advance of the eventual licensing date of2007, and prior to July 1985 and the passage of the 
tenn limits in I.C. §§ 42-203B (6) and (7). The Department's belated efforts in the instant case 
substantially threaten the continued operation ofthe hydropower project, constructed and 
maintained at considerable cost to Idaho Power, and in good faith reliance upon the 
representations of the State of Idaho as set forth in the pennit for this project. Allowing the 
Department to interpret its jurisdiction and discretion in this manner is unconscionable, and 
prejudices a substantial property right of the Company. Water rights in Idaho are transferable 
valuable property. 
Since Idaho Power submitted proof of beneficial use and was in compliance with the law 
and the conditions of the permit, and the Director and Department are limited in their authority 
after proof of beneficial use is submitted and cannot attach new discretionary conditions, this 
license should be issued without the tenn limit Condition. 
IV. THE DISTRICT COURT WAS CORRECT IN FINDING THAT THE PROGENY 
OF CASE LAW PREVIOUSLY RELIED UPON BY THE DEPARTMENT IS 
DISTINGmSHABLE TO THE INSTANT CASE AND THAT THE DISTRICT 
COURT'S RULING IS CONSISTENT WITH THE LEGAL PRECEDENTS 
CONTAINED THEREIN: 
The Department previously relied heavily upon prior case law and legal precedent to 
stand for its proposition that the Company in the instant case had only an inchoate right prior to 
the issuance of the license 27 years after proof of beneficial use, what it tenns "a mere hope," 
and therefore the Department has unfettered discretion to insert a condition at the time of 
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licensing. The district court correctly found that there was a significant distinction from the 
instant case, because the cases only involved those who have made application for permit, or 
who held a permit but had yet to appropriate the water to beneficial use. (Appeal R., pp. 252-
267). Many Idaho cases suggest that at the time a party makes an application for a water right, 
or re-opens its permit while awaiting full statutory adherence, that party has nothing more than 
an inchoate right subject to subsequent legislation and conditions, but once that party has done 
all that it can do to be in full compliance with Idaho Code § 42-219, a water right holder has 
more than "a mere hope" that the license will issue in conformance with the terms of the permit. 
Furthermore, the district court's ruling and interpretation would be consistent with the previous 
legal precedents. 
Hidden Springs Trout Ranch v. Allred, 102 Idaho 623, 636 P.2d 745 (1981) and A & B 
Irr. Dist. v. Aberdeen American Falls Groundwater District, 141 Idaho 746,118 P.3d 78 (2005), 
are two cases where the parties were still in the application phase, awaiting an approved permit, 
when legislation was newly enacted that would impact the parties' water rights. Ultimately, the 
Court held that the applicant gained but an inchoate right upon filing of the application which 
may ripen into a vested interest following proper statutory adherence. 14 Hidden Springs v. 
Allred, 102 Idaho 623, 625663 P.2d 745747 (1981); A & BIrr. Dist. v. Aberdeen American 
Falls Ground water District, 141 Idaho 746, 753, 118 P.3d 78,85 (2005)(citing In Re Hidden 
Springs "a party is not entitled to vested rights in a water right by virtue of filing a permit 
application."). In Green v. Wheeler, 458 P.2d 938 (Or 1969), cert den., 397 U.S. 990 (1970), the 
applicant had his permit ,cancelled because he was in direct violation with statutory provisions 
14 This proposition and Hidden Springs are what Attorney General Jim Jones used as his retort to Mr. John L. 
Runft's comments that all permits should be protected against the newly enacted I.e. 42-203B(6). Water rights still 
in the application for permit, or mid-permit stage are completely different than cases where an applicant is fully 
compliant with the conditions and the law and have already applied and submitted proof of beneficial use. 
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that required an applicant to submit proof of beneficial use as part of the statutory process within 
a specific timeframe. Id. In Hardy v. Higginson, 123 Idaho 485,849 P.2d 946 (1993), the 
applicant, Hardy, had applied for and received a water right permit. However, prior to 
completing statutory adherence, he applied to amend the permit for an additional point of 
diversion, re-opening the permit for protest and for the insertion of new terms and conditions 
based on the amendment. The court found that in those limited circumstances, where there is an 
application to amend a permit, a permittee at that point has only an inchoate right, which had not 
yet vested. Id. at 489,849 P.2d at 950. However, the court further stated, "if a permittee finds 
the conditions to be unsatisfactory, the permittee should be allowed to withdraw the application 
for amendment and be left with what the permittee had before submitting the application to the 
IDWR. See Id. at 491,849 P.2d 952. In the case before this Court, the Department did not 
include the term limit condition on the initial approved permit, the Company never moved to re-
open the permit, but neither did the Department take any action to attempt to include the term 
condition prior to licensing. 
The Department incorrectly cites the holding in In Re SRBA Case No. 39576 (Subcase 
No. 36-08099), Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge; Order on State ofIdaho's 
Motion to Dismiss Claimants Notice of challenge, Snake River Basin Adjudication District 
Court Subcase No. 36-08099 (Jan. 11, 2000)(hereinafter "Addendum K" to Appellents Brief on 
Appeal). The application for permit in that case was filed by River Grove Farms, Inc., 
(hereinafter "River Grove"), and was approved by the Department in October 1983, containing a 
subordination provision imposed by the Department. Addendum K, at p. 17. The SRBA court 
on review states specifically, "[u]pon approval of the permit, River Grove's predecessor-in-
interest undertook construction of its hydropower facility with full awareness of the 
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subordination condition imposed by IDWR. The pennitee did not seek judicial review (of either 
the pennit or the license) in accordance with the APA." Id. at 17. The River Grove opinion is 
materially distinguishable from the case before this Court. The Company did not at any point 
prior to licensure have any indication that the Director would elect to exercise his discretion to 
add a tenn limit condition at licensing, in violation ofIdaho Code §§ 42-203B(6) and (7), and 
IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03. It is this violation that the district court observed unreasonably 
deprived the appropriator of an opportunity to review the conditions to be applied to a project 
with "eyes wide open" before embarking upon an expensive project. (Appeal R., pp. 263). This 
distinction is important, because the Department relied upon River Grove for the proposition that 
the court ruled that the water right vests when a license is issued. However, what the 
Department cites to is merely the dicta by the court and had no bearing on the outcome of the 
case. The court actually concluded: 
River Grove was issued a pennit to appropriate water for hydropower purposes 
with the condition that any rights acquired under the pennit would be 
subordinated to future rights for any other purpose. River Grove constructed its 
diversion works and hydropower facility in light of this condition. If River Grove 
was aggrieved by IDWR's action, it should have protested this action when the 
pennit was issued, and certainly before it broke the fIrst soil in construction ... 
Addendum K, at p. 28. The court held that River Grove's assertion was an improper collateral 
attack, or that it did not exhaust its administrative remedies. The applicant had notice from the 
outset of the conditions placed upon its pennit and chose to move forward regardless. The rest 
of the court's decision is simply dicta, which contradicts the SRBA court's ruling in the case 
f?.iley v. Rowan. (Appeal R., pp. 210-228). Both River Grove, and Riley v. Rowan are consistent 
with the district court's ruling that the Company, by the time the license for water right no. 03-
7018, had acquired something more than a "mere hope." 
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The Memorandum Decision in Riley v. Rowan, was issued by SRBA Judge Hurlbutt in 
1997. (Appeal R, pp. 210-223). decided the case. In Riley v. Rowan, the application for a water 
right was made in 1978. (Id., p. 212). Proof of beneficial use was made by the applicant in 
1983, the beneficial use field report was submitted in 1983, and license issued in 1995. (Id., pp. 
212-213). In Rowan the Department did not issue the license until 12 years after proof of 
beneficial use had been submitted, which was problematic because the license was issued in the 
names of the original applicants, who were then deceased, and the status of the when the permit 
became a license would impact the rights of the beneficiaries and parties in the case. (Appeal R, 
p.213). Ultimately, the court concluded that, "The failure ofIDWR to perform its statutory duty 
to issue the license in a reasonable time requires the finding that Water Pennit 22-07280 became 
a license by operation of law," on the date the applicant submitted proof of beneficial use in 
1983. (Id., p. 219). The Court reasoned: 
IDWR's breach of duty in issuing the license for this right caused the right 
to remain in a state of legal limbo. By holding the right in the permitting process, 
IDWR denied it the statutory recognition and benefits conveyed to licensed rights 
under Idaho Code § 42-220. IDWR's failure to timely exercise its duty left the 
pennitted water right as a personal property interest, thereby denying it the real 
property right status to which it was legally entitled. Had IDWR met its duty, the 
ownership dispute may never have ripened because a license would have issued 
and become appurtenant to the land. This dispute has spawned lawsuits in 
Madison County and the SRBA an administrative proceeding before the IDWR. 
Had IDWR fulfilled its statutory obligation, none of these actions, with their 
substantial expense, would likely have been filed. 
IDWR's breach of its duty to issue licenses in a timely manner takes on 
constitutional dimensions as well. The Idaho Constitution holds inviolate the 
right to appropriate water. Idaho Const. Art. 15 § 3. The lengthy delay in issuing 
this license denied the water users their constitutional right to appropriate water. 
By leaving the right in the vulnerable permit status, it is not accorded the statutory 
recognition of a fully protected water right, as it would be when licensed. 
(Appeal R, pp. 220). Judge Hurlbutt recognized that the duty of the department was to issue a 
license in a timely manner. He further understood that the failure to do so prejudices a 
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substantial right of the water right holder. Another important aspect of Judge Hurlbutt's analysis 
hinges on the certainty that Attorney General Jones alluded to in his comments regarding the 
implementation of I.C. §§ 42-203B(6) and (7), and that the Company should have been afforded 
if the Department followed the law and its own administrative rule IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03. 
In the instant case, the Department's delay is more than twice as long as the delay found 
within Riley v. Rowan, and the conditions should not be allowed to be inserted. The Company 
submitted proof of beneficial use in August 1980, five (5) years before the Department 
completed its field examination, and an additional twenty-two (22) years to issue the license. 
Like Riley v. Rowan, under the facts and circumstances of the instant case, the rights should be 
protected, and the license should be issued by operation oflaw, effective on the date proof of 
beneficial use was submitted in 1980. To hold otherwise would condone the Department's 
dilatory practice of issuing licenses decades after submission of proof of beneficial use, which 
undermines the certainty of the water right appropriation law of this state, and deprives water 
right holder of their substantial rights. For these additional reasons, water right license no. 03-
7018 should be remanded to have the offending condition number 3 removed, and the water right 
license re-issued in conformance with the Company's permit. 
V. THE DEPARTMENT'S SUGGESTION THAT THE COMPANY WAS 
SOMEHOW COMPLICIT IN THE UNREASONABLE DELAY IN ISSUING 
TIDS LICENSE BECAUSE OF ITS ROLE IN THE CREATION OF THE SNAKE 
RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION IS UNSUPPORTABLE: 
The Department felt compelled to defend the inexplicable delay in issuing the Company's 
water right license 03-7018. The Department attempts to blame the delay on the Swan Falls 
Agreement, and the implementation of the SRBA. Nobody is refuting the Department's integral 
contribution to the SRBA, however that does not justify any delay or a 27 year delay in the 
performance of its statutory licensing duties to the detriment of a licensee. 
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The Department alleged that both the State of Idaho and the Company agreed to support 
the legislation that culminated in the Snake River Basin Adjudication and for that reason the 
Department asserts that Idaho Power was complicit in the delay of issuance of this license. is See 
Appellant's Brief, pp. 32-33. The reasoning is fundamentally flawed. A water right is prima 
facie evidence of the rights that a party is entitled to in the SRBA. The current SRBA case 
surrounding water right number 03-7018 is stayed pending the resolution of this licensing issue. 
The Department at the oral argument of this action explained, " ... there are probably thousands of 
recommendations put forth in the SRBA on water rights that are stuck in the permit phase, or that 
are still in the permit phase. And each one of those recommendations, the Department includes a 
term that says, this water right is still subject to additional information-or still subject to 
additional licensing processes." (Addendum 6, pp. 62, lines 23-25; p. 63, lines 1-6). As the Court 
can see, it would only be rational and efficient to have the licenses completed prior to the 
issuance of the Director's Report in the SRBA. 
Additionally, if the Department is arguing that it is not the practice of the Department to 
issue licenses prior to the right being adjudicated, this argument also fails. At least two of the 
five water right licenses, other than Idaho Power's Brownlee license, that were issued with a 
term condition, demonstrate otherwise. (Agency R., p. 179.) Hydropower water right no. 29-
7578, permitted in 1990, was issued a license in June, 2001. Addendum No. 1. The Director's 
Report for Basin 29 was issued on or about July 10, 2003. The other Basin 29 water right, 29-
7772 identified by the Department was licensed on June 25, 2001, again two years before the 
Director's Report for the Basin was even issued. Therefore, the Department's argument that the 
15 As this Court may recall, one of the reasons that the SRBA did not commence until 1987, was that litigation was 
ongoing to determine the boundaries of the Adjudication, and it was not clear even at that time whether the 
Adjudication would extend all of the way to the Company's Hells Canyon Complex. To insinuate that the Company 
should have expected a nearly 30 year delay of the issuance of the license because it supported the legislation to 
commence the SRBA is substantial theoretical stretch. 
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Company could not have expected a license for water right where proof of beneficial use had 
been made seven years prior to commencement of the SRBA, because of the commencement of 
the SRBA, is erroneous. 
When the Department was questioned by the District Court concerning the delay in 
issuance of the license it responded: 
... As the record reflects, the Department had additional questions about 
whether even the proof that was submitted verified that additional water 
had been put to beneficial use. 
*** 
It took the Department that long? Could it have happened quickly-more 
quickly? Probably. But again, the idea that we were going through the 
SRBA, the Snake River Basin Adjudication, where the hydropower issues 
were---or where water rights were being figured out, we didn't get to the 
Swan Falls water rights and these water rights in the SRBA until about 
2006. 
(Addendum 6, p. 72, lines 4-14). 
As further proof in contradiction of the Department's argument, on November 25, 1997, a 
Department employee (Jim Johnson) sent an internal memorandum to what are presumed to be 
supervisors or managers (Glen and Norm) requesting the assistance of another Department 
employee (Ralph Mellin) to finish the license. (Agency R. p. 99). In what is perceived to be an 
internal Memo-Reply, dated November 28, 1997, to Ralph Mellin from Wayne (Haas), it 
indicates that the request is granted and that Mr. Mellin is to "Take Appropriate Action". 
(Agency R. p. 100). Like the delay from 1980-1985, there is no explanation for the inaction 
from 1985-1997, or from 1997-2007. 
As a last piece of empirical proof in contradiction of the Department's current position 
concerning the reasoning and reasonableness behind its delays, the Department sent an email in 
August 2007 to counsel that stated, "Licensing efforts were made in 1985 and 2000 but never 
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fInished. We hope to issue a license so that it can be decreed as licensed in the SRBA. Our task is 
to confIrm that Idaho Power has actually used the 5000 cfs." (Agency R., p. 118).16 
As an alternative to its argwnent that it was reasonable, the Department states that 
"[t]he Department should not be penalized for the delay in issuing the license when Idaho Power 
was complacent in that delay" suggesting that, if given the choice, the Company should be the 
one that is penalized for not demanding that the Department perform its statutory duties. The 
Company complied with its statutory obligations and had gone as far as it can in the statutory 
process by 1980. Idaho Code § 42-219 does not say that once proof of benefIcial use is 
submitted the applicant has a duty to ensure that the Department does its job. The Department 
would rather have the Company (or another licensee) be subject to 27 years of potential changes 
in the law, or whatever additional conditions the Department felt compelled to add, simply 
because the Department failed to complete its statutory obligation. The court cannot reason that 
the Department failing to add a term limit condition to the Company's permit for 27 years after 
proof of benefIcial use was submitted, complies with the Idaho Code § 42-203B(7) requirement 
that if the director chooses to exercise his discretion to do so, it must be done at the time of 
issuance of the permit, or as soon thereafter as is practicable. 
16 The Department also attempts to argue that the Second Swan Falls litigation, finally resolved in 2009 was also a 
bar to issuing the license at Brownlee. As the Court can see from Addendum B to the Department's Brief on 
Appeal, the Swan Falls litigation concerned the appropriate division of property ownership of the Company's water 
rights at Swan Falls, and Swan Falls only, as well as the interpretation of certain ''trust water" concepts that emerged 
from the first Swan Falls resolution. Idaho Power's hydropower water rights at the Hells Canyon Complex were in 
no way impacted by the Second Swan Falls litigation. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Director abused his discretion when he applied a tenn limit condition to the 
Brownlee hydropower water right for the first time at licensure in violation ofIdaho Code § 42-
203B(7), and IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03, and affected a substantial property right ofIdaho Pow~r 
Company. The plain language of Idaho Code §§ 42-203B(6) and (7) dictates that where the 
Director detennines to exercise his authority to condition hydropower water rights it must be 
done at the time ofpennitting. The Department's own rule interpreting Idaho Code §§ 42-
203B(6) and (7), IDAPA 37.03.08.050.03 also requires such conditions to appear on the permit. 
That requirement was violated in this case. The violation amounts to an abuse of discretion 
prejudicing a substantial right of the Company, and the matter must be remanded to the 
Department to remove the tenn limit condition, condition number 3, and re-issue the license in 
confonnance with the permit. 
Further, it is undisputed that that Idaho Power fully complied with the law and the tenns 
of the pennit, and fulfilled its statutory obligation in 1980. The district court correctly found that 
allowing the Department the discretion to condition water rights at any time, and especially 27 
years after proof of beneficial use was made, would undennine the longstanding laws and public 
policies of this state, would work oppressive end result for the Company, and one that the plain 
language of the statutes and laws of this state will not support. 
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Dated this 22nd day of June, 2010. 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
James C. Tucker, Esq. 
Senior Attorney, Idaho Power Company 
1221 WestIdaho Street 
Boise,ID 83702-5627 
John K. Simpson, ISB No. 4242 
Shelley M. Davis, ISB No. 6788 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB No. 7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise,ID 83701-2139 
Attorneys for Idaho Power Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the state of Idaho, employed by 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson; and that on this 22nd day of June, 2010, I served two true and correct 
copies of the foregoing RESPONDENT'S BRIEF by hand delivery on the following parties: 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
GARRICK L. BAXTER 
JOHN W. HOMAN 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
/ShclleYM. Davis 
Attorney for Idaho Power Company 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF THE LICENSED ) 
WATER RIGHT NO. 03-7018 IN THE ) 
NAME OF IDAHO POWER COMPANY ) 
) 
) 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY, ) 
) 
) 
Petitioner-Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER) 
RESOURCES, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
Supreme Court Docket 
No. 37348-2010 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF 
Appeal from the District Court of the Third Judicial District 
In and For the County of Washington, The Honorable 
Susan E. Weibe, District Judge, Presiding 
ADDENDUMS 1-6 

State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
APPLICAnON FOR AMENDMENI 
(For Ucenslng Purposes) 
WATER RIGHT NO. 21-07171 
Date of Priority: March 31,1981 Maximum Diversion Rate: 175.00 CFS 
Maximum DIversion Volume: 81,1""." AI' 
100 .100. a AF 
Comes now MARSH VALLEY DEVEL.OPMENT INC 
5203 S 11TH E 
IDAHO FALLS 1083404 and represents to the Ojrector at the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources that he Is the owner and holder at Penni( to Appropriate the Public Waters of the 
State of Idaho No. 29-07571, and requests that the penni be changed as follows: 
Source: PORTNEUF RIVER 
BINEFlgAL USE 
POWER 
Tributary: SNAKE RIVER 
PERIOD OF USE RATE OF DIVERSION ANNUAL VOLUME 
01/01 to 12131 175.00 CFS --1-1.._,0 A~ __ 
LOCAJ]QN Of POINTtS) Of DIVERSION; 100,100.0 AF 
PORTNEUF RIVER L3 SE%NW'A Sec. 22, Twp 09S, Rge 37E, B.M., BANNOCK County 
PLACE Qf USE: POVVER 
Permit holder asserts that no one will be injured by such change and that such change will be made lit 
permit holde,.s own risk. Signed this i day of J $, c. , .2001.. . 
.ilLL, 
(Signature) 
RECEIVID 
MICROFILMED JU" I 8 2001 
AUG a (I 1001 ~.Of_",,, 
Page 2 State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
APPUCADON E9R AMENDMeNT 
(For Ucensing Purposes) 
WATER RIGHT NO. 21-07171 
..................................................................................................... _ .............................................. . 
FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 
Preliminary check by _ Fee = 50. Receipted by jrn ,,(!a5.1"~1Dat. ~/3Q/O I 
AcnON OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
I, Karl J. Dreher, of the Department of Water Resources hereby approve the 
above Application for Amendment for Pennlt No. ~07578 with the following: 
CONDmONS OF APPROVAL 
1. The use of water under this right shall not five rise to any claim against the holder of a senior water 
right based upon the theories of forfeiture, abandonment. advefse possession, waiver, equitable 
estoppel. estoppel by laches or customary preference. 
2. This right does not constitule Idaho Public Utilities Commission or Fed .... 1 Energy Regulatory 
Commission approval that may be required. 
3. Use of water under this right shaD be non-consumptive. 
4. Use of water under this water right will be regulated by the watennaster of State Water District No. 
29. 
5. The rights for the use of water confirmed in this license shall be junior and subordinate to all rights 
for the use of water other than hydropower, within the State of Idaho that are Initiated later In time 
than the priority of this right and shall not give rise to any right or claim against any future rights for 
the use of water, other than hydropower, within the State of Idaho initiated later in time than the 
priority of this right. 
6. Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable water quality standards of the 
Department of Environmental Quality. 
7. Right 29-07772 Is also diverted through the point of diversion described above. 
8. The diversion and use of water for hydropower purposes under this license is subject to review by 
the Director after the date of expiration of license 104H-000 issued by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. Upon appropriate findings relative to the interest of the publiC, the Director 
may cancel an or any part of the use authorized herein and may revise, delete or add conditions 
under which the right may be exercised. 
9. Prior to diverting water pursuant to this right, measuring deviceS and lockable controtnng works of a 
type acceptable to the Department shall be permanently installed and maintained as part of the 
diverting works. Additional measuring devices may also be required for the aCQUrate measurement 
of water diverted, water retumed and water available to satisfy this and other water rights. 
MICROFILMED 
AUG 0 8 ZOOl 
".OI1VID 
10. The adequacy of the project design to protect public and employee safety during all phases of 
construction and operation of the project shall be reviewed and certified by a professional engineer 
licensed to practice In the state of Idaho. 
11. A minimum ftow often (10) cfs orthe entire available stream, If less than ten oIs, must be 
maintained within the bypass reach at all times, except as specified In the FERC license. 
12. A Shutdown bypass shall be constructed at the power plant site. The operation of the power system 
Shall not alter nonnal flow characteristics of the Portneuf River. 
13. The right holder shall be responsible for the cost of installing or retrofitting any diversion works, 
located betWeen the project point of diversion and the downstream point of discharge, which is 
detrlmentalty affected by the hydropower diversion. 
14. For purposes of interim distribution pending JudiCial detennination, any senior unadjudic8ted water 
right, induding those perfected through the beneficial use method, tor which a claim Is made in the 
pending Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) shall be delivered prior to this right, provtded the 
water is being benefi<:ially used and provided the use is consistent with the right as recommended in 
the Directors Report when fifed wfth the district court In the SRBA pursuant to Section 42-1411, 
Idaho Code. 
WItness my hand this -J:i!!!.day of 0. r«f=1?£ , 2001. 
RleEIVED 
mE _ 

State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 29-01518 
propoeed .riori~: February 2, 1981 Maxi.um Diversion Rate: 
'lbia is to certify, that ... VALLEY JmR) !!LEC"l1UC CD. 
Me CAMMON, ID 83250 
bas applied tor a permit to appropriate water frClll: 
tributary of SHMB lUYER 
and a perait is APlWJIIBD for developnent of water as follows: 
PBRIOO OF USB RM'B OF DIVERSICIf 
01/01 to 12/31 175.00 crs 
175.00 CFS 
LOCATICIf OF 1ODfl'( s) or DIVlltSICJf: SENE Sec. 21, township 095, Range 37£ 
lWH)CK county 
098 37E 21 
<.XHlITICHSjl!IIUIS: 
1. Proof of construction of works and application of water to 
beneficial use shall be subDitted on or before October 1, 1994. 
2. SUbject to all prior water rights. 
3. Project construction shall canaence wi thin one year from the date 
of perBdt issuance and shall proceed diligently to completion 
unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the Director of the 
Department of water bsources that delays were due to 
cirC\Dll8tances over which permit holder had no control. 
4. '1'he right to the use of water ac;:quired under this permit shall 
not give rise to any right or claim against the holder of a 
senior right based upon the theories of forfeiture, abandonment, 
adverse possession, waiver, equitable estoppel, estoppel by 
laches or customary preference. 
5. The issuance of this perBdt in no way grants any right-of-way or 
easement across the land of another. 
6. 'Ibis permit is subject to the provisions of Sections 42-205 
through 42-210, Idaho Code, restricting the sale, transfer, 
assignment, or mortgage of this permit. Failure to cOlllply with 
these provisions is cause for immediate cancellation of this 
permit. 
7. water used under this permit if discharged into a natural channel 
or subsurface system shall meet Idaho Water Quality Standards. 
,,:~"~V I'r.O 
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Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 29-01518 
CDm'I'IOIS/I!!I\8IS= 
8. '!he water right acquired under this permit for hydropower 
purposes ahall be junior and subordinate to all rights to the use 
of water, other than hydropower, wi thin the State of Idaho that 
are initiated later in time than the priority of this permit and 
shall not give rise to any right or claim against future rights 
to the use of water, other than hydropower, within the state of 
Idaho initiated later in time than the priority of this permit. 
9. this peradt does not constitute Idaho Public utilities COIIIIlission 
or Federal D'lergy Regulatory Commission approval that may be 
required. 
10. Use of water under this penait shall be non-conSUlptive. 
11. Prior to diverting water pursuant to this perlftit, measuring 
devices and lockable controlling works of a type acceptable to 
the Department shal~ be permanently installed and maintained as 
part of the diverting works. Additional measuring devices may 
also be required for the accurate measurement of water diverted, 
water returned and _ter available to satisfy this and other 
water rights. 
12. the Director retains jurisdiction of the permit and any license 
subsequently issued, to require streamflow augmentation or other 
action needed to protect prior surface water and groundwater 
rights. 
13. the diversion and use of water under this pendt and any license 
subsequently issued is subject to review by the Director on the 
date of expiration of any license issued by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. upon appropriate findings relative to 
the interest of the public, the Director may cancel all or any 
part of the use authodzed herein and may revise, delete or add 
conditions under which the right may be exercised. 
14. Use of water under this permit is ~r the control of the 
watemaster of State water District No. 29, Portneuf River. 
15. A Ilinill'Ulll flow of ten (10) cfs or the entire available stream 
if less than ten cfs DUSt be _intained wi thin the bypass reach 
at all times, except aa specified in the FBRC license. 
16. A shutdown bypass shall be constructed at the power plant 
site. 'It1e operation of the power system shall not alter normal 
flow characteristics of the Portneuf River. 
11. 1he permit holder shall be responsible for the cost of installing 
or retrofitting any diversion works, located between the project 
point of diversion and the downstream point of dishcharge, which 
is detrimentally affected by the hydropower diversion. 
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State of Idaho 
Department of War Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
RO.. 29-07518 
CDl)ITI(H;,I!IIIftRI8: 
18. The adequacy of the project design to protect public and employee 
safety during all phases of construction and operation of the 
project shall be reviewed and certified by a professional 
engineer licensed to practice in the state of Idaho. 
19. Prior to operation of the hydropower facility, the permit holder 
shall provide an operation plan to the Department for review and 
approval. The operation plan shall provide for the protection 
of public safety and ensure adequate bypass and maintenance of 
the Portneuf River regime. 
20. ror purposes of interim distribution pending judicial 
determination, any senior unadjudicated water right, including 
those perfected through the beneficial use method, for which 
claim is _de in the pending Snake River Basin Adjudication 
("SRBA" - TWin Palls County Case No. 39576) shall be delivered 
prior to the right under this permit, provided the water is being 
beneficially used and provided the use is consistent with the 
right as recommended in the Director's Report When filed with the 
district court in the ~ pursuant to Section 42-1411, Idaho 
Code. 
Stat. of Idaho 
Department 01 W ... r Resources 
Water Right License 
WA YER RIGHT NO. zt-G7.T. 
Priority: March 31 ,1981 Maximum Diversion Rate: 175.00 CFS 
Maximum DIvers/on Volume: 100,100.0 AF 
It is hereby certified that MARSH VAlLEY DEVELOPMENT INC 
52035 11TH E 
IDAHO FALLS 10 83.4D-4 has comp/ied with the terms and 
conditions of the pennit. issued pursuant to Application for Permit dated February 02. 1111; and has 
submitted Proof of Beneficial Use on December 07. 191M. An examination indicates that the works have 
a diversion capacity of 250.4 cfs of water from: 
SOURCE 
PORTNEUF RIVER · .~ '. Tributary: SNAKE RIVER 
and a water right has been estab,liShe4 IS fOllows: 
. . ~ . 
· . ANNUAL 
BENEFICIAL USE 
POWER 
, PENGo OF 'USE 
·,Q1-{01·to 12/31, 
DIVERIION RATE DIVIRSION VOLUME 
175.00 CFS 100,100.0 AF 
, 
LOCATION OF POINT") OF PinOION;, 
PORTNEUF RIVER L3 SE%N\N'14 Sec. 22. Twp·09S. Rge 37E. S.M .• BANNOCK County 
. of., • 
PLACE OF USE: POWER ~. . . 
, ' 
Twp Rge Sec: I HE " NW, • ". '. "~,I . 'sw I IE , 
1 !Ii UW UW 1 II Uli t .1·.111 ,1 • UW UW 1 U J til UM IIW 1 H J IaIII 
Q9S 37E 20 I x I ' I I I 
I L6 I I , I 
CONPITIONS OF APPROVAL ,.", . 
1 ' This right does not constitute Id'iho P~ic •• , tiom~n or hde,., Energy Regulatory 
Commission approval that may o,e regv":ed., _', ", " '.' , . . ' ' 
· ~ ... "'." .. " -.. "", t"'. .... . ';.': . '. 
2. Use of water under this right shall be·~"ri)ptivei- ' , . '. 
" , >, -':. ",. '" ", ". ~ .. :. . '" 
3. Use of water under this water right wilt' ** reOUttted by tne-.... rm...". of state Water Distrfct No. 
29. 
4. The rights for the use of water confinned in this license shall be junior and subordinate to all rights 
for the use of water other than hydropower. within the State of Idaho that are initiated later in time 
than the priority of this right and shan not give riM to any right or dalm against any future rights for 
the use of water. other than hydropower. within the State of Idaho initillted IlIter in time than the 
priority of this right. 
5. Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable water quality standards of the 
Department of Environmental Quality. 
6. Right 29-07772 is also diverted through the point of diversion described above. 
M'CAOFU.MED 
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Water Right License 
WATER RIGHT NO. 21-0757. 
7. The diversion and use of water for hydropower purposes under this license is subject to review by 
the Director after the dale of expiration of license 1 Q4168-000 issued by the Federil Energy 
Regulatory Commission. Upon appropriate findings relative to the interest of the public, the Director 
may cancel all or any part of the use authorized herein and may revise, delete or add COIIditions 
under which the right may be exercised. 
8. Prior to diverting water pursuant to this right, measuring devices and lockable controlling works of a 
type acceptable to the Department shall be pennanently Installed and maintained as part of the 
divening works. Additional ,measuring devices may also be required for the accurate measurement 
of water diverted. water returned, and water available to sortisty this and other water rights. 
9. The adequacy of the project desIGn. to protect public and employee safety during IU phlses of 
construction and operation Qf u .... -..,;r.ojec;t shall be reviewed and certltled by a professional engineer 
licensed to practice in the state .Of~daha. 
10. A minimum flow of ten (1 of-tis ot ~ entire available stream, if less than ten cfs, must be 
maintained within the bypaSs'ie',citat all tln'les. except as specified in the FERC Ucense. 
.... . ~ 
11. A shutdown bypass shall be construQed as the -power plant site. The operation of the power system 
shall not alter nonnal flow char,act~~ of the POrtneuf River. 
12 The right holder shall be responsib •• ~r.~e ~$t of in~alling or retr~fitting any diversion WOrks. 
located between the project point ot·~rsiC?h al)d the downstream point of discharge. which IS 
detrimentally affected by the hydropower ~lIiQn. 
-' - .' .. . 
13. for purposes of interim distr1butiG"pendi~jud~1 dete~tlon, any senior unadjudlcated water 
right. including those perfectflid throUgh the. benential use.method"for Which a dalm 15 made In the 
pending Snake River Sasln A9judbl~on ·(S~ISA~.;"" be delivered prior to this right. provided the 
water is being beneficially used and provide~ "'.1Jie' Is CO~sistent Wth~he right as recommended In 
the Directors Report when filed with the dislrlctaourt In th&$RBA puiSuant to Section 42~1"11, 
Idaho Code. '. ' . - . . . . 
_ " ....... ~ • '. T .. • • ~.'. 
. - ,.::' ~ ~ . ~.".. '. 
1 ... The use of water under this right sI'!.a "at ~.t1Se to Iii, ~m .~nst the holder of • senior water 
right based upon the theories of forfeifure, abandonment, .,'dyerse po~ssion, waiver. equitable 
estoppel, estoppel by laches or customary preference. ' 
This license is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section "2-219, Idaho Code. The water right 
confirmed by this license is subject to all prior water rights and shall be used in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of t1l{'epartment of Water Resources. 
Signed and sealed thisz..s:.:::-aay of -le.",~ 12001. 
MICAOFtLMED 
AUG 08 2001 
JJ1 -rA~ 
. Adfnrfor VKARlJ. DREHER (/ 
Director 
State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 29-01772 
PropoMd Priority: June 5, 1984 MaxiDlllll Diversion bte: 
'l'hia is to certify, that IIIUtS8 VALLEY smao EL!IC'lRIC CD. 
Me CAMMON, 10 83250 
has applied for a permit to appropriate water from: 
tributary of SNMI!: BJ:VBR 
and a Permit is APPRM!D for developnent of water as follOws: 
PERI(I) or USE M'1'I!! 01' DIVEBSIO.f 
01/01 to 12/31 75.00 CFS 
75.00 CP'S 
LOCATIC»f OF POINT(S) or DlVIISICB: SINH sec. 22, Township 095, Range 37! 
IWH)CK County 
'1WN BGE SEC 
09S 37E 21 
(XH)ITI(H;,IBIIIARKS: 
1. proof of construction of works and application of water to 
. beneficial use shall be subaitted on or before october 1, 1994. 
2. SUbject to all prior water rights. 
3. project constructien shall CCIaIence within one year from the date 
of permit issuance and shall proceed diligently to completion 
unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the Director of the 
Department of water Resources that delays .wre due to 
cirCUllUltances over which permit holder held no control. 
4. The right to the use of water acquired under this permit shall 
not give rise to any right or claim against the holder of a 
senior right based upon the theories of forfel ture, abandonment, 
adverse pollession, waiver, equitable estoppel, estoppel by 
laches or customary preference. 
5. The issuance of this permit in no way C}rants any right-of-way or . 
easement across the land of another. 
6. 'lhis permit is subject to the prOVisions of Sections 42-205 
through 42-210, Idaho Code, restricting the sale, transfer, 
assignment, or mortC}age of this permdt. Failure to comply with 
these provisions is cause for immediate cancel,lation of this 
permit. 
7. water used under this permit if discharC}ed into a natural channel 
or subsurface system shall meet Idaho water Quality Standards. 
JAN 2 21993 
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State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
RO. 29-01172 
(DI)ITICJIB/!RRI8: 
8. lhe water right acquired under this permit for hydropower 
purposes shall be junior and subordinate to all right. to the use 
of water, other than hydropower, wi thin the state of Idaho that 
are initiated later in time than the priority of this perRdt and 
shall not give rise to any right or claim against future rights 
to the use of water, other than hydropower, within the State of 
Idaho initiated later in time than the priority of this permit. 
9. This peradt does not constitute Idaho Public Utilities Commd •• ion 
or rederal Energy Jtequlatory Canmission approval that may be 
required. 
10. Use of water under this permit shall be non-consUlllptive. 
11. Prior to diverting water pursuant to this permit, measuring 
devices and lockablecontrollinq works of a type acceptable to 
the Department shall be permanently installed and maintained as 
part of the diverting works. Additional •• suring devices may 
also be required for the accurate measurement of water diverted, 
water returned and water available to satisfy this and other 
water rights. 
12. The Director retains jurisdiction of the permdt and any license 
subsequently issued, to require streamflow augmentation or other 
action needed to protect prior surface water and groundwater 
rights. 
13. The diversion and use of water under this permit and any license 
subsequently issued is subject to review by the Director on the 
date of expi ration of any license issued by the 'Federal Ener9Y 
Regulatory Commission.. upon appropriate flndinqs relative to 
the interest of the ~ic, the· Director may cancel all or any 
part of the use authorized herein. and may revise, delete or add 
conditions under which the right aay be exercised. 
14. Use of water under this permit is under the control of the 
watermaBter of State water District No. 29, Portneuf River. 
15. A minimum flow of ten (lO) cfs or the entire av_Uable stre. 
if less than ten cfs mUst be alntained within the bypass reach 
at all times, except as specified in the FBaC license. 
16. A shutdown bypass shall be constructed at the power plant 
Site. '!he operation of the power system shall not alter normal 
flow characteristics of the Portneuf River. 
17. T.he permdt holder shall be responsible for the cost of installing 
or retrofItting any diversion works, located between the project 
point of diversion and the downstream point of discharge, which 
is detrimentally affected by the hydropower diversion. 
JAN 2 21993 
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20. 
State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 29-07772 
The adequacy of the project design to protect public and employee 
safety durin9 all phase. of construction and operation of the 
project ahall be reviewed and certified by a professional 
engineer licensed to practice in the state of Idaho. 
prior to operation of the hydropower facility, the permit holder 
shall provide an operation plan to the Department for review and 
approval. '111e operation plan shall provide for the protection 
of public safety and ensure adequate bypass and maintenance of 
the Portneuf River regime. 
ror purposes of interim distribution pending judicial 
detenaination, any senior unadjuciicated water right. includinq 
thOse perfected thrOugh the beneficial use method, for which 
claim ia made in the 'pending Snake River Basin Adjudication 
("~" - TWin Falla County Case No. 39576) shall be delivered 
prior to the right under this permit, provided the water is being 
beneficially used and provided the use is consistent with the 
right as recommeded in the Director's Report when filed with the 
district court in the SRBA pursuant to Section 42-1411 Idaho 
Code. 
'!his permit is issued pursuant to the proviSions of Section 42-204, Idaho Code. 
Wi_ •• ~al and ~tur. of tho Director, affized at Boise, thil 
~ dif of . tI-~ ~, 19!!iJ' \ ~£f.,J~ ~  11199 nson, DIrector 
JAN 2 2 1",: ' "I' 
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Priority: August 01.1984 
State of Idaho 
Department of Water Re.ource. 
Water Right License 
WATER RIGHT NO. 2'~7772 
Maximum Diversion Rate: 75.00 CFS 
Maximum DIversion Volume: ~2,9OO.0 AF 
It is hereby certified that MARSH VALLEY DEVELOPMENT INC 
5203 S 11TH E 
IDAHO FALLS 10 8~0" has complied wHh the terms and 
conditions of the pennit. issued pursuant to Application for Pennit dated June 05, 1984; and has 
submitted Proof of Beneficial Use on December 07,1194. An examination indicates that the works have 
a diversion capacity of 250.4 cfs of water from: 
SOURCE 
PORTNEUF RIVER , ' Tributary: SNAKE RIVER 
~ • <6 
and a water right has been establis~.fbIlOWS: 
, . 
, .... 
BENEfiCIAL USE , 'PERIOD Of USE 
POWER 'Q1AM'tp 12131', 
.. ' " 
LOCATION OF POINT") OF DIVE,atONi 
DIVWION RATE 
75.00 CFS 
ANNUAL 
DIVERSION VOLUME 
~2,toO.OAF 
PORTNEUF RIVER L3 SE%NV{'h Sec. 22, TWJl09S, Rge 37E, B.M., BANNOCK County 
: : ~ '" 
PLACE OF USE; POWER " . ": , 
" ' 
~ , ~ 
.1": . 
TwpRge ~ I HE 1'"Nw,.,: ','::1 sw I~. SE I 
J ~ J m J m 1 U J III 1-J'.' II:J til: J NW J IW Jill ME J 1M J m J U J ItIIII 
095 37E 20 I X.I', . . ,·1' I I 
I us i , " . '.1 I I 
:; ~: :, 'I .' 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ,> • ~ : '; ~ '. . 
1. The use of water under this rlgtt ,shalt not giVfJ~ t~ any 0I!m •• the hokjer of a senior water 
right based upon the theories of1orf~, ablltCtdn'ment. "altverse pea,ssion, waiver, equitable 
estoppel, estoppel by laches or clls\Ont~pnit~hc&. t " : : " : '~', • " 
, :. :,. .. , .... " • .l' : . i'". .;, ~ • l. ". 
2. Ttlis right does not constitute Idah~ P""~  com~. ori •• r.1 Ene'Vy Regulatory 
Commission approval that may be req'uwed.' . , , .' • . . " .. 
3. Use of water under this right shall be non-consumptive. 
4. Use of water under this water right will be regulated by the watennaster of State Water District No. 
29. 
5. The rights for the use of water continned in this license shall be junior and subordinate to all rights 
for the use of water other than hydropower, within the State of Idaho that are Initiated later in time 
than the priority of this right and shall not give rise to any right or daim against any future rights for 
the use of water, other than hydropower, within the State of Idaho initiated later in time than the 
priority of this right. 
UI~"OFILMt;Q 
6. Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicabl~waler quality Standards of the 
Department of Environmental Quality. AUG 0 8 t1I1 
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7. The diversion and use of water for hydropower purposes under this license is subject to review by 
the Director after the date of expiration of license 10468-000 issued by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. Upon appropriate findings relative to the Interest ofthe public, the Director 
may cancel ell or any pert of the use authorized herein and may revise, delete or add conditions 
under which the right may be exercised. 
8. Prior to diverting water pursuant to this right, measuring devices and lockable controlling wol1<s of I 
type acceptable to the Department shall be permanently installed and maintained as part ofthe 
diverting works. Additional menuring devices may also be required for the accurate measurement 
of water diverted, water retarned and water available to satisfy this and other water rights . 
. ' . 
9. The adequacy of the project des1Qri to protect public and employee safety during all phases of 
construction and operation qf th, ~~ shall be reviewed and certlfled by a professional engineer 
licensed to practice in the state Qfldaho. 
! . • . 
10. A minimum flow often (10)·d$o~th. entire available stream, if less than ten cfs, must be 
maintained within the bypass:raah at all times, except as specified In the FERC license. 
1 •• ~ J, \ 
. 
11. A shutdown bypass shall be COJ1Slruct~ at,t1le ~r plant site. The operation of the power system 
shall not alter normal ftow charactertltiCs of tbe Portneuf River. 
~ . .. .. , 
. ,::" 
12. The right holder shall be responsi~~~ftle Ooit of Installing ,or retrofitting any diversion works, 
located between the project po~nt of illversiOll~ the downstream poIn.t of discharge, which is 
detrimentally affected by the hy!:iro~,,{ ;~~~ . 
• .. .. ~ '.' .. ';'" :.: ° -l • 
13. For purposes of Interim distributiQlt. pend\l1J'JUd~~ dete~f\8tion, any senior unadjudicated water 
right, including those perfected th~h th •. be~~I, US8<.,,:,~od,1or Which a claim is made in the 
pending Snake River BaSin AdjudiCation (~ReA) ~I be delivered priOr to this right, provided the 
water is being benefiCially used and prOvided oie.ls ~st~ W(th the right as recommended in 
the Directors Report when filed With lb. distrl\::f Court in ttie·SRBA P'l1'SU.nt to Section 42-1411, 
Idaho Code : '. '.: : . ~ . .. . : : 
° ". ~~ •••• ~ : .~ .~ o. ~ '. :" "~":.::',: ~o ~ ~. " ~ ~ 
14. Right 29-07578 is also diverted th,.q~ !hl( ~~.of div.~dJi;de~~~bove. 
~ 1, , .J! • , ~ " I ., ~ , 
This license is issued pursuant to the provisions 9f Section <42-219, Idaho Code. The water right 
confirmed by this license is subject to all prior water rights and shall be used in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
1'/1 
Signed and sealed this a !..cray of -rkt-='Y it ,2001. 
M1C,.OFILMED YI.r~ .fA 
us 0 8 201, ~nI for , ~Rl J:' DRE}lER /J A Director V 

Form 202 
3178 STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idlnt No. 32 71~ 
32-1121 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT APp ,'\ F~:{"i. 
To appropriate the public waters of the Stllte of Ict.h.o RO V :;..~"I 
~ 1. Name of applicant BIRCE POWER OOMPANY Phone (208) .529-2469 
t Postofficuddrea __ .55.lL:Lindea.:.DriYe, Idaho 'Path, IdabO 83401 
2. Source of water aJpply ..;;;B;.::i:::;r.::.;ch",-,Cre=..:.ek~ _____ _ which is a tributary of Birch CIe. sinks to ground-
water aquifer. 
3. Location of point of divel'llon is NE % of NW % of Section 3 Townthip---'S::,:N'--__ 
Range ~*B;M. _----"'Cl;:;.a:=;;r;;....k'--_______ County, additional points of dlv.-.Ion if any: 
*kw 5/18/84 
4. Water will be u.t for the following pUrpolel: 
Amount 45 cfs for power produeti~ from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31": (both dltes inclusive) (ch .. _ $ I 
Amount for _______ purpoleS from ____ to _____ (both dates inclusive) 1efI __ .w jill' iIriIIiinI 
Amount . for purposes from _____ tG _____ (both dltlslnclul"'-') 
' .... ...-... _1 
Amount for _______ purposes from ____ to ____ (both dates inclusive) 
, ..... --rat iii'illliiirnl 
5. Totll qUlntlty to be epproprlated: 
I. ___ 45 _____ cubic feet per second ~ less minimum 5 efs for 
fish propagation 
6. Propolld diverting works: 
a. Dncrlption of ditches, flume., pump', hudgates,ltC. heilCRate with fiyc nies of 
feeder ditch, penstock and poyer bouse 
b. Height of storage dim none feet,active r.rvolr Clpaclty none acr.f"t; total reservoir 
capacity ~ne acre-feet, material. used in stor.ge dam: NLA 
Period of y_ when water will be diverted to star. None to None inclusive. 
'Mondt~1 'MonttllDovl 
c. Proposed well diameter is NlA inches; proposed depth of well Is N/A feet 
7. Time required for the completion of the works and Ipplicltlon of the water to the proposed beneficill 
use i. _-=-5 __ y .. n (minimum 1 YNI' - maximum 6 Yllllrs). 
8. Description of propolld UI8S: 
I. If water is not for irrigation: Power Generation 
(1) Glvetheplaceofuseofwater:~ %of --HE- % of Section ____ 1.... 7_Townshlp 
. 8N* 
--]llF---
. 31£* 
Flange.....ar....: 8.M. 
(2) Amount of power to be generated: __ -=9",0""o ___ horsepower under _-=2:.:.7",,8 ___ feet of head. 
(3) Lilt number of each kind of livestock to be watered ___ ---=:.N:L.l..,A'---_________ _ 
(4) Nlme of municipality to be served ____ -'N""/...,A>--______ • or number of families to be 
supplied with domestic water______ \,. 
',,-
(5) If water is to be used for other purposes describe: ___ --=.Powe='""~:.._=Gen=e=r"'a:_::t:::1.:::on:.:_ ____ _ 
kiliMil4J.flJiiMitiftiARhiJhJWit$i\.iWMWd\l,j,J.MiilMGillpjj,kj 
... 
TWP 
b. If water is for irrigation, indicate acreage in each subdivision in the tabulation below: 
Nn NWlt. SWI/o SE16 
RANGE SEC. TOTALS 
Nn NWlt. $W16 IEI/o NE" NW14 SW" sn NEll. NWI/o IW16 SEll. NEll. NWI/o SWlto SE14 
Total number of acres to be irrigated ____ _ 
c. DlICI'ibe Iny other Wlter rights used for the same purposes .. described above. ________ _ 
!rIA 
9. a. Who owns thl property It the point of diversion us Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Land Hgmt. 
at 
b. Who owns the lind ~_ place of use US Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Land Mgmt. 
c. If the property is owned by a penon other than the Ippliclnt. describe the arrangement enlbling the 
appllcentto make this filing Jjight-pf-wa¥ agglicatim qn file with q S Dept. pf Tnterior, 
Bnrean of rand Management 
10. Remarks The _ter use,·is nonconsUIII{ltive. All water will be available for present 
irriqAtional uses and/or returned to Birch Creek 
'lbe power plant feeder ditch will reduce existing bed losses by approxi-
_tely 5 cfs. This additional flow wil+ be available to meet irrigational 
and/or fish propaqation needs. 
'DIe outfall t\it: ch will be filled with a concrete diw:rsion box at the 
intersection with Reno Ditch to afford irrigational diversion as desired • 
11. Map of proposed project: show clearly the proposed point of diversion, place of use, section number, 
township and range number. 
.'-
. i 
a 
I .( ~·i·-·--· ..... , /, 
·-":::'i '" .,/) 
·fl •. ··· " .'. : " ¥-"'~""'" /0 ': ::::-•. ::'" !: I \;-
_
'. +:__ .' . " ____ "'! __ :, ... ~~~'.J~ ~ _._ __ -a 
- - .- -, --,---------- 4. 
J : • ' .... ~-····l .... · .. ·· \' .\ .' I .. j ! ~[~I,~ ........... ~. .. ..... " 'J,' .0-'" .> .... ; ... '" i. ' \.' \.'."~~ ..:' ...... -.... J~'\""" i, ,.' >t.! ./ u "',. :~. 
. N·'} .. , .. ' . " J 
"ff 1 ........ , l ~ .. '). ~;f . ;.~ ... ~:~:~:j..i . zi/ : ,'. 
I • \ , I ..... ., of , .. 
, .. !...".:'" ~<;jI_. ___ 1 ___ .=_~:::::-:~·t.;.:::.::.:":::..__ _~i::L __________ ~i-. ____ ~_"'-EL: __ , .. 
BE IT KNOWN that the undersigned hereby makes application for pennit to Ippropriate the public waters of 
the State of Idaho as herein set forth. 
, (Applicant) 
.i-~,..~ . .. r 
- ... -.... ~,; . 
!" ...... -~~.~ 
Priority: ~9/08/82 
Received by !?-P Date 9J'ftI,,;J Time ~.5.J.J.ja.ln'w£LL __ ~ , , -
Preliminary check by ~I?lL Fee $ -S.o6L.Z~5..J.~· .!:O:...lOrl!.· ____ _ 
Receipted by l3P Date 9',/1 0/.£;.;1, I::i::.a. d l( <1 £ 
Publication prepared by fjp Date 9/1.'5/6:8-.. 
,.. Published in J/(lIllfcu .. ·qr Jexy-n J 
Publication dlrtes 9//6. ~ 9!Clj) N 
Publication approved e& Date /() -/r- 3":J... 
Protests filed by: l-Iater District 32-D. BlM. Fish & Game 
........ 
Copies of proteStS fol'Wll'ded by __ CWWL~ _________ _ 
H .... ing heldby Dlrte ______________ _ 
Recommendl!d for IRD!'O!!I' denial by ,,~CUL. .. ... __________ _ 
.. 
ACTION OF THEDIRECTDR, DEPARTMENT OF WATERAESOURCES 
This is to certify thlrt I h.ve examined Appllclrtlon for Permit to appropriate the public watirs of the Stlte 
of Idaho No. 32-7128 , II1d Slid application i. hereby ..... A",,-P..!..P.t.l!RDouVu.E,IoLD ___ _ 
1. Approval of said IPPlk:lrtion I. subject to the following limitations and conditions: 
a. SUBJECT TO ALL PRIOR WATER RIGHTS. 
b. Proof of construction of works and application of water to beneficial use shall be submitted on or be-
fore ____ ~Ma~r~cb~1~ ____________ ,19~. 
Co The rate of diversion, If wlrter Is to be used for irrigation under this permit, when combined with aU 
other·water rights for the lBITle land shall not exceed 0.02 cubic fHt per IICOf1d for each acre of land. 
d. ChtMw: Pursuant to Order Adopting Modified Memorandum Decision and Order and 
Modified Memorandum Decision and Order. 
Dated this 27th day of March. 1985. 
BEfORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS FOR PERMIT ) 
) 
NOS. 32-7128 AND 32-7136 IN THE NAME OF ) 
) 
BIROt POWER OOMPANY ) 
-------) 
MODIFIED 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
On September 8. 1982. Birch Power Company filed with the Department of 
Water Resources Application for Penmit No. 32-7128 to appropriate 45 cubic feet 
per second less a minimum of 5 cubic feet per second for fish propagation from 
Birch Creek in Clark County. The water would be diverted in the NEl/4NWI/4, 
Sec. 3, Twp. 8N, Rge. 30E and used to generate 900 horsepower in the NEl/4NEI/4, 
Sec. 17, Twp. 8N. Rge. 31E. 
Notice of the appl ication was publ ished in the Rexburg Journal on 
September 23 and 30, 1982 and was subsequently protested on September 23, 1982 
by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game. On October 12, 1982, additional 
protests were received from the Bureau of Land Management and from William T. 
Simmons, C. A. Wagoner, and Ben R. Wilding. 
On January 3, 1984, Birch Power Company ffled with the Department of 
Water Resources Application for Penmit No. 32-7136 to appropriate an additional 
30 cubic feet per second frOAl Birch Creek to be used in combination with 
Application No. 32-7128. 
Notice of this application was published in the Rexburg Journal on 
January 19 and 26 t 1984 and subsequently protested on February 1, 1984 by the 
Bureau of Land Management. Additional protests were received from the Idaho 
Department of Fish and Game. and Ben Wildfng. Watermaster of Water District 
32-0. on February 2 and 3, 1984. respectively. A petition for 0 & D Enterprises 
• 
to intervene in the matter of Application for Permit No. 32-7128 was received on 
September 16, 1983. The applicant had previously advised the Department he 
would not object to such a petition so on February 23, 1984, the Department 
issued an order allowing D & 0 Enterprises to intervene in the matter. 
The protests and petition to intervene cited several reasons for 
objecting to the proposed project which are summarized as follows: 
1) Diversion of 75 cubic feet per second at the proposed diversion 
point would have an adverse impact on the fishery and riparian habitat along the 
3,000 feet of Birch Creek between the proposed point of diversion and the Reno 
Ditch dhersion. 
2) The construction of the proposed diversion would be incompatible 
with the interests of the water users of Birch Creek. 
3) The applicant's plans are inadequate to allow an assessment of 
possible detrimental effects. 
4) The application contains no proof of a finn commitment to finance 
the project and the applicant has not demonstrated financial ability to complete 
it. 
5) Information provided on the application is not sufficient to eval-
uate feasibility of the project. 
6) The application appears to be made for speculative purposes. 
On AprilS, 1984, a combined hearing was held in Idaho Falls, Idaho to 
consider the objections against Applications for Permit No. 32-7128 and 32-7136. 
P resent at the heari ng and represent i ng the app 1 i cant were Ted Sorenson. owner 
of Birch Power Company and Ray Rigby, Attorney at Law. The protestants present 
at the hearing were William Dillon, Deputy Attorney General and Virgil Moore, 
Regional Fisheries Manager representing the Idaho Department of Fish and Game; 
Ben Wilding, Watenllaster representing Water District 32-0, Birch Creek; Jim 
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Esget, District Hydrologist and Robert McCardy, Wildlife Biologist representing 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management; and George Peterson, Attorney at law represent-
ing 0 & 0 Enterprises. The following evidence was obtained during the hearing 
and considered in reaching this decision. 
Review of Evidence 
1) Applications for Permit Nos. 32-7128 and 32-7136 
2) Hearing tapes numbered 1 through 9. 
3) Applicant's Exhibit No.1, Birch Power Company Preliminary Design 
and Report. 
4) Applicant's ExhibH No.2, letter from Don McGahey, General 
Manager of Mi dstate 0 i st ri but i ng, Inc. dated April 4, 1984. 
5) Applicant's Exhibit No.3, letter from Brian D. Holt, Director 
Consumer Service, Planning and Research for Utah Power and light Company, dated 
February 14, 1984. 
6) Applicant's Exhibit No.4, letter from Lyle J. Larson, Assistant 
Vice-president, Continental Bank & Trust Company, dated January 6, 1984. 
7) Applicant's Exhibit No.5, letter from Lyle J. larson, Assistant 
Vice-president, Continental Bank & Trust Company, dated October 24, 1983. 
8) Applicant's Exhibit No.6, a report by J. s. Griffeth, PhD, 
entitled MFeasibility of Developing a Trout Population in the Proposed Birch 
Creek Hydroelectric Project Feeder Ditch" dated AprilS, 1984. 
9) Applicant's Exhibit No.7, photos of Birch Creek in vicinity of 
proposed diversion. 
10) Applicant's Exhibit No.8, photos of riparian habitat along Reno 
Ditch. 
11) App1 icant' s Exhibit No.9, photos of general area where feeder 
ditch will be constructed. 
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12) Applicant's Exhibit No. 10, order from Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission issuing preliminary permit to Birch Power Company. Project No. 7194-
000 issued September 7, 1983. 
13) Protestant's Exhibit Fish and Game No.1, letter from Tom Rein-
ecker, Region VI Supervisor, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, dated March 26, 
1984. 
14) Policy Statement of Idaho Water Resource Board on Birch Creek. 
15) Court decree entitled Agnes B. Reno, et a1 vs J. R. Richards, et 
a1 dated September 6, 1922 adjudicating water rights on Birch Creek and 
tributaries. 
Birch Creek flows in a southeasterly direction from Gilmore Summit down 
through Birch Creek Valley and adjacent to State Highway 28 for several miles. 
Birch Creek is used heavily by campers and fishennen partially because of the 
ease of access to the creek and because picnic and camping areas have been 
developed along it. About 3 miles above the proposed point of diversion Birch 
Creek turns more south and diverges from Highway 28 until at the proposed point 
of diversion it is about 1 1/2 miles west of the highway. The creek continues 
in a southerly direction about 3000 feet to the diversion structure for the Reno 
Ditch where during most of the time the entire flow is diverted leaving the 
channel of Birch Creek below the diversion without water. 
The Reno Ditch takes the water from the east side of the creek and runs 
in a east-southeasterly direction about 5 miles before it is used. The slope of 
the ditch is steep enough so that the velocity of water is between 5 and 8 feet 
per second. 
The app 1 i cant plans to divert the water from Birch Creek about 3000 
feet upstream from the Reno Ditch diversion into a feeder ditch with a fl atter 
slope with the velocHy of the water reduced to 1.8 to 2.25 feet per second. 
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The water would be conveyed for about 5 1/2 miles in the feeder ditch then enter 
a steel penstock leading downhill to the generation facility located adjacent to 
the Reno Ditch. The water leaving the generation facility would return directly 
to the Reno Ditch for use by the irrigators. 
The applicant claims that the water lost to seepage in the new feeder 
ditch will be at least 5 cubic feet per second less than in the 3000 feet of 
Birch Creek and in the approximately 5 miles of the Reno Ditch to the point 
where the water is returned to the Reno Ditch. This possible decrease in water 
loss raises the question of whether the water previously lost to seepage should 
be used to fill the decreed rights of the irrigators on the Reno Ditch or should· 
it be used to provide a minimum flow in the Birch Creek channel downstream from 
the proposed point of diversion. 
The hearing officer has considered the evidence and reviewed the 
testimony, and based upon his understanding of the law, proposes the following 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1) Birch Power Company, the applicant, is a corporation qualified to 
do business in the State of Idaho, under the laws of the State of Idaho. 
2) The applicant has applied to the Department of Water Resources for 
45~O cubic feet per second under Application for Pennit No. 32-7128 and 30.0 
cubic per second under Application for Pennit No. 32-7136. 
3) The applicant, through Ted Sorenson sole owner verbally deleted at 
the hearing all reference to the intent of the applicant to leave 5.0 cubic feet 
per second maintenance flow in Birch Creek between the proposed poi nt of 
diversion and the Reno Ditch diversion. 
4) The applicant has filed an application to divert water from Birch 
Creek in the NE1/4NW1/4, Sec. 3, Twp. 8N, Rge. 30E, convey this water through 
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5 miles of feeder ditch and 1 mile of penstock to a point 1n the NEl/4NEl/4, 
Sec. 17. Twp. 8N. Rge. 31E. where it will be used to generate 1.600 horsepower 
under 278 feet of head. This plan is option A in Applicant's Exhibit 1. Option 
B shown in Exhibit 1, but not shown on the appl icat; on, would use the same 
feeder ditch but would use about 3 miles of penstock to a generating station in 
the NEl/2SEl/2. Sec. 15. TBN. Rge. 31E. The effect on Birch Creek and the 
downstream users would be the essentially the same for both options. 
5) Based upon the records of the USGS gaging station at Eight Mile 
Canyon Road. flows at the proposed poi nt of diversion are expected to range 
consistantly from 41.0 cubic feet per second to 75.0 cubic feet per second with 
flows in excess of 75.0 cubic feet per second occurring primarily in the period 
from October to May. 
6} Water normally conveyed through the Reno Ditch for irrigation pur-
poses will be the same water used for power generation during the irrigation 
season. 
7) The proposed point of diversion is approximately 3,000 feet up-
stream from the head of the Reno Ditch. 
8) Diversion of water from Birch Creek during the summer months is 
subject to regulation by the watennaster of Water District No. 32-0,. Birch 
Creek. 
9) Losses in the Birch Creek channel between the proposed point of 
diversion and the Reno Ditch are estimated at 1.0 cubic foot per second. 
10) Loss measurements in the Reno Ditch indicate 9.0 cubic feet per 
second or approximately 22S of the water diverted is lost in the existing system 
between the proposed point of diversion and the point where the water will be 
returned to the Reno Ditch from the generation facility. 
11) The use of sealants by the app 1 i cant in the feeder ditch is 
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expected to reduce the loss by about 50% between the proposed point of diversion 
and the paint where the water is returned to the Reno Ditch. 
12) The water lost to seepage does not reach the downstream water ~ser 
as either surface or subsurface flow and has never been used for irrigation by 
those water users on the Reno Ditch. 
13) Utah Power and Light to whom the power will be sold, and General 
Electric. the major supplier of the electrical equipment. have reviewed the pro-
ject and found it financially feasible. 
14) The Continental Bank & Trust Company has a verbal contract with 
Birch Power Company to secure or provide the best available financing. The bank 
would finance the project itself or arrange financing with several other alter-
nate sources which are available pending the issuance of a water right pennit. 
15) Existing riparian habitat will be lost along that portion of the 
Reno Ditch and Birch Creek where dewatering is expected to occur. The eXisting 
riparian habitat is mainly willows and other brushY plants along Birch Creek and 
grasses and few woody plants along the Reno Ditch. 
16) The fishery existing in Birch Creek below the proposed point of 
diversion will be eliminated. A maintenance flow of 5 cubic feet per second 
bypassing the proposed point of diversion is not sufficient to maintain a 
fishery~ but would be sufficient to provide stockwater and maintain a riparian 
zone along the 3000 feet of Birch Creek being dewatered. 
17) The first 1 1/2 miles of the feeder ditch is being designed to 
support a ri pari an zone and create a fi shery habitat where the popu1 at i on 
density of trout should equal the fishery existing in Birch Creek below the 
proposed diversion. A continuous flow of water must be maintained in that 
section of the feeder ditch to assure a fishery. 
18) A grazl n9 allotment admi ni stered by the BLM has used for many 
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years, the Reno Ditch and Birch Creek below the proposed point of diversion for 
the watering of 4,000 sheep from April 1 to June 30. The proposed feeder ditch 
is also located within this grazing allotment. 
19) Under a trail1ng allotment administered by the BlM, 450 head of 
cattle have watered along the 1 1/2 miles of Birch Creek below the proposed 
point of diversion between November 1 and February 1. 
20) Section 42-113. Idaho Code charges the Department with recognizing 
and protecting water rights for instream livestock use and other purposes based 
on priority. 
21) On September 7. 1983, the applicant received from the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commmission a preliminary penmit to conduct investigations and 
secure data necessary to detenmine the feasibility of the project. 
22) None of the protestants are part i ci pat i ng in the cost on the 
construction of the project. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1) The water that wi 11 be. saved by seal i ng the feeder di tch is new 
water that has never been available for use by the Reno Ditch irrigators. 
therefore, the existing irrigation rights will not be injured if the water being 
saved is used to provide water for livestock and to protect the public interest 
by preserving the riparian habitat along the natural stream channel of Bi rch 
Creek. The person who saves the water is entitled to the benefit of the water 
with his right to the saved water being prior to the right of the other parties. 
Reno v. Richards. 32 Idaho I, 6, 13 (1918) and Basinger v. Taylor, 36 Idaho 591, 
596-597, 599 (1922). 
2) Streamflows at the proposed point of diversion have been shown to 
be adequate for the project as designed for the use of .75 cubic feet per second. 
3) The adverse impacts to riparian habitat caused by the appropriation 
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and diversion of water from the 3,000 feet of stream will be sufficiently miti-
gated by the establishment of 1 1/2 miles of riparian zone plus the riparian 
vegetation that will naturally occur in the remaining length of the feeder ditch 
and the riparian vegetation that will be maintained by the flow left in the 
natural channel. 
4) Establishing 1 1/2 miles of fishery habitat in the feeder ditch as 
shown in Applicant1s Exhibit 6. will mitigate the loss of 3.000 feet of fishery 
below the proposed point of diversion as long as feeder ditch is not dewatered. 
5) Stockwateri ng use fran Birch Creek predates divers i on and use of 
water under the two Birch Power Company applications. 
6) Water rights established for instream livestock use on the 3,000 
feet of Birch Creek above the Reno Ditch diversion must be satisfied. 
7) The appl icant has sufficient financial resources to complete the 
project. 
8) The diversion of water under these permits when conditioned to 
protect the existing irrigation and stockwater rights and to mitigate the 
riparian, fish and wildlife values. is in the public interest. 
9) The applicant is entitled to have both pennits approved for a com-
bined diversion of 75 cubic feet per second. 
IT IS, THEREFORE. HEREBY ORDERED that Applications for Permit Nos • 
. 
32-7128 and 32-7136 be APPROVED subject to the following limitations and 
conditions: 
I} Subject to all prior water rights. 
2) A measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type accept-
able to the Department shall be permanently installed and maintained as part of 
the diverting works. A second measuring device shall be installed near the end 
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of the feeder ditch so that the amount of water lost in the feeder ditch can be 
detenni ned. 
3) Use of water under these permits is subject to control by the 
watermaster of State Water District No. 32-0, Birch Creek. 
4) Eleven percent of the flow of Birch Creek at the diversion to the 
feeder ditch, the amount of water saved by the new ditch, or 5 cubic feet per 
second whichever is the least, shall be allowed to flow past the feeder canal 
diversion in the natural channel of Birch Creek. The amount of water saved 
shall be computed by' subtracting the amount of water being lost in the new 
feeder ditch which can be measured. from the amount that would have been lost in 
the 3,000 feet of stream channel and the Reno Ditch, which is 22% (0.22) of the 
water flowing in the stream at the new point of diversion. 
5) The feeder canal shall be constructed and maintained in a manner 
that wilT reduce the amount of seepage loss by at least lIS of the flow at the 
proposed point of diversion. 
6) The first 1 1/2 illiTes of ditch must be designed, constructed, 
maintained and operated in a manner that supports a fi shery as shown in 
Applicant's Exhibit No.6. 
7) Provisions shall be made to return the water to Birch Creek at the 
end of the first 1 1/2 mile of feeder ditch to assure that the section of feeder 
ditch will not be dewatered if the generator malfunctions or icing occurs or any 
other event necessitates that the water not be conveyed to the generator. 
S} These pennits are subject to the provisions of Sections· 42-205 
through 42-210, Idaho Code restricting sale. transfer, assignment, or mortgage 
of these permits. Failure to comply with these provisions is cause for immed-
iate cancellation of the penmits. 
9) This project shall be operated in a manner that will not conflict 
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or interfere with future diversion of water for irrigation or other beneficial 
consumption. 
10) Project construction shall commence within one year from the date 
of permit issuance and shall proceed dil igently to completion unless it can be 
shown to the satisfaction of the Director of the Department of Water Resources 
that del~s were due to circumstances over which permit holder had no control. 
II} The diversion and use of water under this permit and any license 
subsequently issued is subject to review by the Director on the date of expir-
ation of any license issued by FERC or if no license from FERC is issued, then 
thirty (30) years from the date the permit is issued. Upon appropriate findings 
relative to the interest of the public, the Director may cancel all or part of 
the use authorized herein and may revise, delete or add conditions under which 
the rights may be exercised. 
12) These permits do not constitute Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approval that may be required. 
13) Proof of construction of works and appl ication of water to 
beneficial use shall be submitted on or before March 1, 1990. 
Dated this .2 7 day of __ ftlf..=.-rc.;;:.:.b.L.--__ • 1985. 
Hearing Officer 
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.. • state of Idaho 
Depart.ent of Water Resources 
APPLICATION FOR AJIIENDIIElfT 
(For Licensing PUrposes) 
WATER RIGBT NO. 32-07136 
••• **.* •• *.******************.*************.************************.*** ...... ******* 
Prelildnary check by ___ Fee • $20.00 Receipted by ___ Date ____ _ 
I, R. Keith Hil)9inson, of the Department of water Resources hereby awrove the 
above Application for Amendment for Pendt No. 32-07136 with the following, 
CDmTIC!!JI!!iMIGfS: 
1. '1be maxilaa divenion volmw is defined as the maxi ... allowable 
volume of water that may be diverted annually fra. the .ource 
tIMer this right. '1'he un of water confirmed by thb right 1. 
limited to the amount which can actually be beneficially used. 
1he maxiaa diversion volume may be adjusted to mre accurately 
describe the beneficial use or to iuplement accepted .tandards 
of diversion and uee efficiency. 
2. This water right is appurtenant to the described place of use. 
3. This right is subject to all prior water rights and may be 
forfeited ~ five years of non-use. 
4. Modifications to or variance frara this license must be _de 
within the limits of Section 42-222, idaho Code, or the 
applicable Idaho law. 
5. A measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
acceptable to the Department shall be permanently installed and 
J maintained as part o( the diverting works. 
1\.. 6. Use of water under this water right is subject to control by the 
watermaster of state water District No. 32D. 
7. '1be water right confirEd in this license for hydropower purposes 
shall be junior and Wbordinate to all rights to the use of 
water, other than hydrOP'W'tr, within the state of Idaho that are 
initiated later in time than the priority of this lic::emse and 
shall not give rise to any right or clai. against any futur. 
rights to the use of water, other than hydropower, wi thin the 
State of Idaho initiated later in time than the priority of this 
license. 
8. El,.even percent of the flow of Birch Creek at the diversion to 
the feeder ditch, or 5.0 cfs, whichever is least, shall be 
allowed to flow past the feeder canal diversion in the natural 
channel of Birch Creek. 
9. 'lbe feeder canal shall be maintained in a manner that will 
reduce the amount of .eepage loss by at least 11' of the flow 
at the point of diveuion. 
10. The first 1 1/2 miles of ditch must be maintained and operated 
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state of Idaho 
Department of water Resourcea 
APPLICATION FOR AKEHDKBNT 
('or Licensing Purposes' 
WATKa RIGHT NO. 32-07136 
~~: /'> 
in a manner that aupports a fishery as shown in Applicant if 
Exhibit No.6. . 
11. 'Ibis project sball be operated in a ~r that will not conflict 
or interfere with future diversion of water for irrigation or 
other beneficial. con&uIIption. 
12. 'lbe diversion and use of water under this !icen .. b ,ubjeet to 
review by the D1 rector on the date{.) of expi ration of any 
Ucense I.sued by the Federal Brutrgy ltegulatory Call1tisaion. Upon 
appropriate findings relative to the inter.st of the ~lie, 
the Director may cancel all or any part of the use authorized 
herein and may revise, delete or add conditiOl'1S under which the 
right ~ be exercised. 
Witness D'tJ hand this ___ day of _______________ , 19 
It keith ftlgglnaon, birector 
MICROFILMeo 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS FOR PERMIT 
NOS. 32-7128 AND 32-7136 IN THE NAME OF 
BIRCH POWER COMPANY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------------) 
ORDER ADOPTING 
MODIFIED MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER 
A Proposed HetIOrandUII Decision and Order was issued on November 21, 
1984 .by Bobby D. Fleenor, Hearing Officer and served on the parties on November 
27. Those parties wishing to file exceptions to the proposed decision or 
request oral argument were allowed fifteen days to do so. 
Exceptions to the proposed decision were received on December 12. 1984 
from the Idaho Department of Fish and Game and from the B;rch Creek Water Users 
and on December 14, 1984 from the Bureau of Land Management. No requests for 
oral argument before the Director were received. 
The Birch Creek Water Users took exception to the conclusion that the 
saved water belongs to the applicant and also to the requirement that water must 
be left in the natural channel of Birch Creek to provide water for liVestock and 
to maintain the vegetation along the stream. In answer, I find that the court 
has consistantly awarded water saved to the person saving it. I also find that 
the preservation of the riparian habitat along the stream is in the public 
interest, is consistant with the policy of the Water Resource Board and will not 
deprive the water users of any water they normally would receive. 
The Department of Fish and Game objected to the portion of paragraph 4 
of the order that would requi re "amount of water saved by the new dHch N as one 
of the alternatives for the amount of water released past the new point of 
diversion and to the wording of paragraph 2 of the order on the timing of a 
review of the license by the Director. In answer, I find that the release of 
the amount of wa ter saved must be i nc1 uded as an a lternat i ve in the amount of 
water allowed to flow past the proposed point of diversion in order to prevent 
injury to existing prior irrigation rights. There must, however. be water saved 
so condition 5 of the order has been modified to require an 111 savings of water 
in the new system. Also. I find that no change is necessary in paragraph 2 
since it is clear that the license conditions can only be modified at the FERC 
license renewal or in 30 years. 
The Bureau of Land Management's exception suggested Finding of Fact No. 
15 be changed to read "few woody plants ••• 101 and No. 16 be changed to "maintain 
a riparian zone ••• ". 80th changes have been made. An exception also is made 
to paragraph 3 of the Order which places the diversion of water under the con-
trol of the watennaster. This exception is rejected since the statutory method 
of delivery is by the state appointed watermaster. The last exception is to 
paragraph 4 of the Order which is similar to the exception of the Idaho Depart-
ment of Fish and Game and, therefore, would receive the same response concerning 
the water saved. 
On January 14. 1985, DaD Enterprises, Inc. responded to the 
exceptions of the Birch Creek Water Users, the Idaho Department of Fish and Game 
and the Bureau of land Management. The primary objection of D & D Enterprises, 
Inc. concern the disposition of the saved water. While I would agree that if 
the holder of a decreed water right saves the water normally lost in his con-
veyance works to seepage he would be entitled to the water under his decree. 
That, however. is not the case here. The water in this instance is being saved 
by a party other than the owners of the decreed rights. Therefore, the 
arguments of D & D Enterprises, Inc. do not convince me to reach a different 
decision. 
MODIFIED MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER -- PAGE 2 
The Proposed Memorandum Decision and Order has been modified for 
clarification at the following places: Findings of Fact 10. 11. 12. 15, 16 and 
22; Conclusion of Law 1 and 3; and Order 4. 
The modif1cat1ons of the Proposed Decision do not substantially change 
the decision and, therefore, the Proposed Decision as modified is hereby adopted 
as the Final Decis1on. 
Dated this 2& ~ day of I-t.4.~::.'#I'-IldJ~ ______ • 1985. 
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StateofAo • 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1301 North Orchard Street, Boise, ID 83706 - P.O. Box 83710, Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Phone: (208) 327-7900 Fax: (208) 327-7866 Web Site: wwwjdwr.stateJd.us 
August 23, 2001 
TED S SORENSON 
5203 S 11 E 
IDAHO FALLS 10 83404 
RE: Permit Nos. 32-07128 and 32-07136 
Dear Mr. Sorenson: 
DIRK KEMJ'THORNE 
~or 
KAJtL J. DUllER 
Director 
We are in receipt of your letter dated August 7, 2001, regarding the proposed licenses and the 
amendment filing fees in the amount of $100.00. Enclosed is Departmental Receipt No. C055546. 
We did not receive the signed amendment forms that needed to accompany the fding fees. I have 
endosed revised amendment forms for your signature and submittal. 
The amendment forms have been revised to recommend the maximum allowable diversion volume 
for the rates of diversion under these permits. Please be advised that I have revised my 
recommendations, h0\¥8ver, they are subject to change upon administrative review of the proposed 
licenses. For Permit 32-07128, I have proPOSed an amount d 32,600.0 acre feet per year and for 
Permit 32-07136, proposed 21,700.0 aaa feet per year. These revised recommended volumes are 
based on the pemittsd diversion rates, multiplied by 1.9835 for 365 days a year. We camot 
recommend any more volume, than these amounts, for these rights. 
In regard to the subordination condition (No.5) on the amendment forms, please be advised that 
~ yOU'" permits did contain a subordination condition when approved. The condition was tisted under 
,.....",- I number 9 on the Modified Memorandum Decision and Order dated March 27, 1985. That condition 
has been revised over time to reflect the current policy of the State of Idaho. 
Please sign the revised licensing amendment forms and return them to this office, within 30 days of 
the date of this letter. If you have any questions in regard to this matter, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at (208)327-7944. 
Sincerely, 
-\< KA~ 
Sr. w~;~ource Agent 
Enclosures· 

Fonn202 
3na STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES ~cJ. APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 
t9fl~ To appro,,-t8 the public Wllte ... of the St8te of Ideho DEC 10 1884 
1. Nlmeohpplicet Cryatal Springa Hydroelectric CD. fthone 714--'::==--
~oltoffjc .. dd,.. ~. O. Box 1.,2 Twin rella, Ideho IH01 
2.Sourc.ofwMMlLlpply Ceder Drew 
--------------------
which ill tributlry of Snake River 
3. loCItion of point af dlWlnion is SW 14 of NE 14 of Setion 21 Towmhip 9S 
----- -------
PI.".. ~I.M. Twin ralla County, Iddltionll poln1l of dlvlnlon If MY: 
4. Witer will be uled for the followl"l Purpo_: 
Amount 110 for Power purpo_from 1/1 to 
. .,._ _ "i pus •• S.I -------- ------ ull 1 (both dates inclutIWI) 
Amount for ________ pur~ from ______ to _____ (both .. il'lCl~iWl) 
............. _1 
Amount for pu~ from _____ 1D _____ (both dates incIUl~) 
...... --W ... _I 
Amount for pu~ from to (both dltal Incl~lWI) 
I ..... ~I ------ -------
5. T oul quMtity to be Ippropri.-d: 
I. ____ 1_'_0 _____ cubic fISt per IICOnci md/or b. ____________ acre-feet per annum. 
6. Propolld dlWlrtint works: 
I. Dac:riptlonofdi1ich.,flum.,pumps,heIcIptes,ltI:. Diveraion cenal and pen.tock 
b. Height of Itol1llle dam feet, IctlWll'SlltfVOir capacity ac,.. .. t; total rewvoir 
------ -----
capKity _____ ~feet, mltlrial. uled in storage dam: ______________ _ 
Period of v- when water will be diverted to 1t01'IIIII_~___:_=_..__- to _ .... ==-.--_ inclullve • 
......... /Deyl ......... m.yl 
C. Propoted well dlam .. i. ____ inc.; profJC*CI depth uf wall I. _____ feet. 
7. Time requirlCl for the completion of the works and Ipplication of the w.tw to the propolld beneficial 
u. i. __ 5 __ y.,. (minimum 1 y,.,. - ",.ximum 5 r-rsJ. 
8. DlIICription of propoted u_: 
I. If Wlter I. not fot' irrigation: 
(1) Give the place of ute of water: ~ 14 of ~ 14 of Section 1. Township --,,-'.>:.5 __ 
can produce 1991 kilowatts at 8~ efficiency - kw 
_._~-~e~~~'~-** 10/28/85 
(2) Amount of power to be genemlCl: * horsepower under 267 fISt of head. 
Range ---..llL I.M. 
(3) Lilt number of each kind of livestock to be watered _________________ _ 
(4) Name of municipality to be ..".. ________________ , or number of flmilillto be 
supplied with domestic WItIr _____ _ (f.", "i~r 
(5) If water Is to be used for other purposes describe: ___ '...>\~,'~:;O.;!.I'z:.:,.~'}..----__ -------
'.'~ 
---- ------- ---------------------------
b. If water is for irrigation, indicate acreage in each subdivision in the tabulation below: 
Nilt. NW1Io IW16 II" 
TWP IIANGE SEC. TOTALS NElt. NWX IWl4 Silt. NElt. NW1Io IWl4 IElt. NEilo NWlt. IW16 IElt. Nilt. NWVo IWll sn 
Total number of acres to be irrigated ____ _ 
c. DlICI"lbe MlY other w.ter rights u..:! for the IIII'Ie purpo_ II delcriblcllbove. _______ _ 
~"l~~-** 
Oerek Cantrell 9. I. Who owns the property It the point of diversion _________________ _ 
Crystal Springe Rench b. Who own. the lind to be Irrigated or place of ute _________________ _ 
c. If the property I. owned by I penon other thin the Ippllclnt. deer/be the IlTIIlllmlnt _btl.,. the 
Ippllcanttomlkethilfiling Land et diveraian point is leaaeel. 
1~ Aem.rk. ___________________________________________________ ___ 
(1) Thia application is being co~bined with .7-7767 to 
generate 4500 theoretical horsepower under 267 f.et 
of head with 150 cfs. of water in a single power plant 
** Applicatfon 47-7767 was relfnqufshed on 10/24/1986 - kw 10/28/86 
.0 
~ ; 
• 
-
11. M.p of propolld project! thaw cl-'V the pro~ point of diwniOn, piKe of U., lICtiGl'l number, 
townlhlp ~d ,.... numblt'. 
'. 
, , 
, ., 
~ ~ 
~ ~i, ;~.~.:,. :.; -I ~;'P l~.; _~.-' 6 
. "~ . 
.)'. 
". 
19 
. ROAD CLASSIFICATION 
r· t 
I 
; ''27 
'f 
.~~ 
" 
''21 
, ''JI 
.. 
:i 
g 
i 
= 
Primlry hith-.y. 
"Iret surface 
Ulht·duly ~d, han! 0' 
i'l'proved surface =~~ 
8E IT KNOWN thn the undenigMd hereby m.Jta -Wlic.tion fer pennit to I!pproprln. the public wHers of 
the Sm. of Id.ho .. herein lit furth. 
~. (Applant) ~ . 
.... ~!to. 
~;t 
frCIpOSed Priority 11/10/81 C;i~i"a.\ ilfP. r~(!a 'VIO/IQSI -.Jj/~75. -lI~"t Ah. 3tO(,~5 
Received by -n ~ Dlte /,," .p.y Time /:1: •• F 
Prelimin.ry check by AD~ F .. S 20~ A_~.l A,,&"c I'=ir~ 
Receipted by An «1'" d D.tl ilL'S" :;ttt IS-..:7.s-/ 
PubliCition preplfWd tiy 4'2lU t; Dill -Lr;=;",~jpL:S-"' ______ _ 
. . ...4.... , Lewiston Morning Tribune. The Idaho 
Pubhlhed In ~4.J <2" «14 J Stat-SMa. inc! the post Register 
Publation datil lfc oJ 'd., Or 11/07' 11/14/1985 
NK __ ~~ 0,. _.l:!...J~~j'..LK1'. ... ~_____ _ 
Protem filed by: ~~.r BsI... ~. 11},~Vr~-
"/2¥~ 
Copies of pro .... forwIIrded by . ____________ _ 
Hearing held by _______ Dill ________ _ 
ACTION OF THE DIREC1OR. DIPAJl1'lllNT OF WATER REIOURCU 
This is to certify 1hat I ".. exlminld ApplicMion for Permit tID IpprOptillte1he public willen of 1he Stat. 
of I~ho No. 47-7768 .n aid IppliCItion it h.-.by APPROVED 
1. Approvll of aid application iSlLlbject to the following IimiUtions n conditions: 
•. SUBJECT TO ALL PRIOR WATER RIGHTS. 
b. Proof of construction of worb .nd IPpliCltion of W8tW to beMflci.1 uM1ha1l be ILIbmltted on or be-
fore _..;.N=o~yemb=De=r=___=I ______ • 11 ~. 
c. Thl rite of diwnion. if Wlter is to be ulld for irription under this permit. when comblMd with III 
other WIter rights for thl IImI lind lhall not exceed 0.02 cubic fMt per IICOnd for each acre of In. 
d. Other: SEE ATIACHED SHEET FOR CONDITIONS d thru m. 
Witness lIlY Mnd thiS ~f .. ~~ • 1986. 
~~t§~dp 
.-. 
. ~ 
-ATTACHMENT TO CONDITIONS OF APPR~YAl 
For Pennit No. 47-7768 
d. The issuance of this permit in no way grants any right-of-way or easement 
e. 
across the land of another. 
The permit holder shall either install a measuring device or a flow 
measurement port or provide a certified measurement or computation of 
flow based upon system design to be prepared by a professional 
engineer. 
f. This permit is subject to the provisions of Sections 42-205 through 42-210, 
Idaho Code, restrictfng the sale. transfer, assignlent. or mortgage of 
thTS peril it . Fa 11 ure to ccap ly with these provisions is cause for 
iMmediate cancellation of this penlit. 
g. Water used under this penlit if discharged into a natural channel shall meet 
Idaho Water Quality Standards. 
h. The diversion and use of water under this permit and any license SUbsequently 
issued is subject to review by the Director on the date(s) of 
expiration of any license issued by the Fedenl Energy Regulatory 
Commission. Upon appropriate findings relative to the interest of the 
public. the Director m~ cancel all or any part of the use authorized 
herein and may revise, delete or add conditions under which the right 
may be exercised. 
i. The water right acquired under this permit for hydropower purposes shall be junior and subordinate to all rights to the use of water. other than 
hydropower. within the State of Idaho that are initiated later in ti~ 
than the priority of this perMit and shall not give rise to any right 
or claim against future rights to the use of water, other than 
hydropower, within the State of Idaho initiated later in time than the 
priority of this permit. 
j. This permft does not constitute Idaho Public Utilities Commission or Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission approval that may be required. 
k. Use of water under this permit shall be non-consumptive. 
1. A separate streHl alteration perwit from the IDWR is required for any 
activity in the stream channel other than construction and/or 
maintenance of the diversion structure. If your proposed construction 
or operation involves construction of an outfall or any other work in 
the stream channel other than a water diversion. you must contact the 
Department and obtain a Stream Channel Alteration penlit prior to the 
start of construction. 
m. This permit is subject to the agreement regarding instream flow requirements. 
between the applicant, Idaho Department of Fish & Game. and the Federal 
Energy Regulatory COIIIIIiSSion, to the extent such agresent covers 
matters within the jurisdiction of the Department of Water Resources. 
Witness ~ hand this O~ .U66' 
~J • ...I.1 r,;/..pff,i Ch~ions Bur;auf f.~t 
Page 1 State of Idaho 
o.p.rtment of Water RMourcee 
Water Right License 
WATER RIGHT NO. 47-177 .. 
Priortty: November 10,1981 Maximum Diversion Rete: 110.00 CFS 
Maximum Diversion Vofume: 61,100.0 AF 
It is hereby certified that CRYSTAL SPRINGS HYDROELECTRIC LP 
A TTEN: DELL E KEEHN 
7829 CENTER BLVD SE .100 
SNOQUALMIE WA 98065 has compiled with the terms and 
conditions of the permit, issued pursuant to Application for Permit dated November 10, 1 Hi; and has 
submitted Proof of Beneficial Use on February 03, 1987. An examination indicates that the works have 
a divel"llon C8pllCity of 110 cfs of Wllter from: 
SOURCE 
CEDAR DRAW Tributary: SNAKE RIVER 
and a water right has been established as follows: 
ANNUAL 
BENEFICIAL USE 
POV\IER 
PERIOP OF USE 
01101 to 12/31 
DIVERSION RATE DIVERSION YOLUME 
110.00 CFS 61,100.0 AF 
LOCATION OF POINTIS) OF PIVERSION; 
CEDAR DRAW SW1/4NE1/4 Sec. 23, Twp 09S, Rge 15E, B.M. lWlN FALLS County 
PLACE OF USE; POVY1:R 
TwJtR .. Sec: I HE I PM I SW I IE I 
IdL_lmlUl~L_l.lUl~L_I.lHI.L_lmlBl~ 
095 1ft 14 I X I I , I 
I I I I I 
CONDmONS OF APPROVAL 
1. The issuance of this right does not grant any right-of-way or .... ment across the land of another. 
2. This right does not constitute Idaho Public Utilities Commiuion or Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission approval that may be required. 
3. Use of water under this right shaH be non-consumpt!ve. 
4. The rights for the use of water confirmed in th is license shall be junior and subordinate to aU rights 
for the use of water other than hydropower, within the State of Idaho that are initiated later in time 
than the priority of this right and shall not give rise to any right or claim against any Mure rights for 
the use of water, other than hydropower, within the State of Idaho initiated later in time than the 
priority of this right 
Page 2 State of Idaho 
Department of Water Ruourcee 
Water Right License 
WATER RIGHT NO. 47-077" 
5. The diversion and use of water for hydropower purposes under 1I1il license Is subject to review by 
1I1e Director after the date of expiration of license 8278 (413012035) issued by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. Upon appropriate findings refative to 1I1e inte .. t of the public, the Director 
may cancel all or any part of the use authorized herein and may revise, delete or add conditions 
under which the right may be exercised. 
6. This right is subject to the minimum instream flow requirement of the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commillion license for this project. 
This license is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-219, Idaho Code. The water right 
confinned by this license il subject to aU prior water rights and shall be used in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules ~ Department. of Water Resources. 
Signed and sealed thil . ay of ~ , 2008. 

" , ( ( 
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT NO. ~l-7elS 
IN THE NAME OF NORTH SIDE CANAL 
COMPANY, LTD. 
ORD!:R 
WHEREAS, Permit No. ~1-7e10 in the na~e of North Side 
Canal Co., Ltd. was issued on June 29, 1977; and, 
WHEREAS, the permit proposed the diversion of 30g0 cubic 
feet per second (cfs) of water from the Snake River tributary to 
the Columbia River for power purposes; and, 
I . 
WHEREAS, the permit was approved without the traditional 
conditions of approval placed on hydropower permits; and, 
WHEREAS, by letter dated November 3S, 19B4, the permit 
holder, through legal counsel, agreed that the permit ~1-701a may 
be subordinated by the Idaho Department of I-later Resources with 
language that has traditionally been placed on hydropower 
permits;. and, 
WHEREAS, Article 15, Section 7, Idaho Constitution, 
empowers the Idaho Water Resource loard -to formulate and 
implement ~ state water plan for optimum development of water 
resources in the public interest .;- and, 
WHEREAS, the Water Resource Board adopted on December 
29, 1976 and revised on January 1', 1982 a state water plan which 
allocates the unappropria~ed waters of the state to various uses 
In the public interest; ~n~, 
WHEREAS, the Director of the Department of Water 
Resources is authorized by Section 42-203, Idaho Code, to issue 
permits to appropriate the unappropriated public waters of the 
state of Idaho if such permits are determined to comply with the 
criteria therein set forth, including a criterion requiring 
conformance with the local public interest; and, 
WHEREAS, Section 42-203, Idaho Code, authorizes the 
Director of the Department of Water Resources to condition water 
BRSM008432 
· .. ( ( 
right permits to, among other considerations, insure that the 
local public interest is protected; and, 
WHEREAS, permits to appropriate water for hydropower -. 
purposes usually appropriate most of the flow of a water sourc~, 
even during periods of peak runoff, and thereby have the 
potential for preventing upstream appropriations of water and 
thus precluding the opportunity to achieve the purposes of· the 
allocations in the adopted state water plan; and, 
WHEREAS, th·e continuing evolution of local public 
interest requires that major commitments of the state's vital 
water reso~rces remain subject to further review; and, 
WHEREAS, on July 25, 1984 the Idaho Water Resource 30ard 
adopted a resolution that states: 
\ 
and; 
the local public interest requires that 
all permits and licenses for hydropower purposes be' 
SUbject to review by the Director of the Depart~ent 
of Water Resources • • • the review [to] be made at 
the end of the operating period specified by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission authorization 
or as otherwise provided by the Director ••• ; 
WHEREAS, on October 17, 1983 the permit holder submitted 
an application for amendment to the Department; and, 
WHEREAS, Permit No. el-7Sl0 was issued prior to the date 
o! the Idaho Water Resource Board's resolution of July 25, 1984 : 
and is no~ conditioned with language making the permit or 
subsequent license which may be issued subject to periodic local 
public interest review by the Director and to other conditions of 
. approval traditionally placed on hydropower permits; 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the 
application for amendmen,t is APPROVED with the following 
additional conditions of approval applicable to Permit No. 
1111-791" : 
1. Water used under this permit if discharged into a 
natural channel shall me·et Idaho Water Quality 
Standards. 
2. This .permit is subject to the proviSions of Sections 
42-235 through 42-2lD, Idaho Code, restricting the 
sale, transfer, assignment, or mortgage of this 
permit. Failure to comply with these provisions is 
cause for immediate cancellation of this permit. 
ORDER - Page 2 
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3. The water right acquired under this permit for 
hydropower purposes shall be junior and subordinate 
to all rights to the use of water, other than 
hydropower, within the State of Idaho that are 
initiated later in time than the priority of this _ 
permit and shall not give rise to any right or clai~ 
against future rights to the use of water, other than 
hydropower, within the State of Idaho'initia~ed later 
in time than the priority of this permit. 
4. The diversion and use of water under this permit and 
any license subsequently issued is subject to review 
by the Director on the date(s) of expiration of any 
license issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission. Upon appropriate fincings relative to 
the interest of the public, the Director may cancel 
all or any part ~f the use authorized herein and may 
revise, delete or add conditions under which the 
right may be exercised. 
5. Use of water under this permit shall be non-
consumptive. 
Dated this ~~~day of .!;hlu,r'1 ' 1984. 
-~~ 
~DUNN . 
Direct(IJ/r . 
/f./~/.'.':..-
, 
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2 THE COURT: All right. We're on the record 
3 In Idaho Power Company versus Idaho Department of 
4 Water Resources, case No. CV2009-1883. And State 
5 Is represented by -- or actually, Department of 
5 
• Water Resources Is represented by Garrick Baxter, license, and over 30 years after the permit was 
7 who's present, and Idaho Power's represented by 7 granted to Idaho Power Company to develop the 
8 John Simpson, who's also present. 8 project and put the project to beneficial use 
t And are the parties ready to proceed? 9 under Idaho law. 
10 MR. SIMPSON: I am, Your Honor. 10 Your Honor, what this case Is about Is that, 
11 THE COURT: Okay. And since this Is Idaho 11 clearly, the Department Is vested with the duty to 
12 Power's petition for judicial reView, we'" have 12 ensure that the water resources of the State of 
13 Idaho Power go first. 13 Idaho are optlma"y developed and that resource Is 
14 MR. SIMPSON: Okay. Thank you, Your Honor. 14 optimally used by the users of that water. 
15 I'm John Simpson, appearing for Idaho Power 15 There's no dispute there. Idaho Constitution, 
11 Company. And Your Honor, do you prefer us just to 16 Article 15, Section 3 Identifies that the ability 
17 sit or use the podium? 17 to appropriate water will never be denied. That 
18 THE COURT: However you wish to present Is 18 Is, If a water user -- a potential water user 
18 fine with me. 19 comes In and applies for water,as long as they 
20 MR. SIMPSON: Okay. A" right. Thank you. 20 comply with the statutory obligations that are 
21 Your Honor, Idaho Power comes today before 21 Imposed upon them to put the water to beneficial 
1.2 the Cou'rt to -- on an appeal of the license Issued 22 use, that that right shall never be denied In the 
23 by the Department of Water Resources for a water 23 application of that water for benefiCial use, that 
24 right that Is part of their Brownlee Dam 24 resource. In Idaho -- Idaho has a long history of 
1 
h 
n 
J 
r 
I 
j 
l 
,j 
l , 
.& 
"I 
I 
.J 
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1 of the water under water rights established by 1 Resources to ensure that the conditions of the 
2 state law. 2 permit have been complied with by the water user, 
3 The critical Issue Is when an applicant 3 that the water can be put to beneficial use, and 
4 comes before the Department to appropriate water 4 that a license should be Issued to the permit 
5 Is whether there's the resources available, 5 holder. 
6 whether the applicant has the financial ability to 
7 develop the project as contemplated, and whether 
8 or not other water rights will be entered as a 
9 result of that appropriation of water. The 
10 Department has the duty to Investigate, and hence, 
11 Issue a permit which grants the permit holder, 
12 then, the ability to go forward and develop the 
13 project, expend the resources based upon the 
14 conditions of that permit that's granted to the 
15 water user. 
16 It's Inherent In that process that the 
17 obligation to develop the resource, then -- In the 
18 project, then, Is put on the shoulders of the 
19 water user, the applicant, the permit tiolder, and 
20 to do -- undertake -- excuse me -- undertake the 
21 development of the project pursuant to the 
6 The Issue that we have here, Your Honor, Is 
7 one where Idaho Power fully complied with the 
8 statutory provisions. There Is no dispute here 
9 that Idaho Power has not complied. The briefing 
10 doesn't Identify any dispute, factual dispute on 
11 whether or not the Idaho Power Company, as the 
12 permit holder, complied with Its statutory 
13 requirements. The question before the Court Is 
1" whether or not the Department of Water Resources 
15 exercised Its statutory obligations In a timely 
16 manner, In a responsible manner In Issuing the 
17 license and Inserting additional conditions Into 
18 that license for which Idaho Power feels they' 
19 overstepped their bounds, they over stepped their 
20 duties, and were not timely In their duty to 
21 Identify additional conditions that should or 
1 
J 
1 
J 
] 
J 
] 
U 
U 
22 conditions that are placed upon that permit. 
23 likewise, once that permit Is fully developed, the 
24 project's fully developed, the duty Is, then, put 
25 upon the shoulders of the Department of Water 
22 should not have been placed up~;m the permit at the I 1 
23 time of Issuance, not at the time of licensing of ~ 
24 the water right. 
It's Important to understand, that concept,] 25 
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I!,' 1 we believe, because what the water resource Is, a 1 In a timely manner, It potentially precludes other 2 finite resource. That Is, when a permit Is 2 water users from coming and appropriating that ! 3 granted, essentially, that resource Is taken out 3 ,water. Because, In many cases, the permit, from a 
[
I 4 of the pool of available water to be appropriated 4 quantity standpoint, Is -- when it's -- the 
.. 5 by the next person In line, because it's a finite 5 license Is issued, Is not necessarily the same 
: 8' resource. So hence, the Department has a duty to 6 amount that is granted In the permit. The proof 
[ 
7 ensure that the resource Is fully developed, 7 of beneficial uses will determine that -- whether 
B appropriately developed, optimally developed. 8 or not the license mirrors the permit. 
! 
, 9 Ukewlse, the permit holder who Is granted 9 So there's duties arising on both sides 
( 10 the permit to develop the resource has a time 10 between the permit holder and the Department to 
, ,11 obligation Imposed upon them to complete the 11 ensure the resource Is, developed In a timely 
·12 project. That Is -- that Is In place because we 12 manner, and that the resource Is made available to 
r 13 believe the,l.eglslature didn't want anyone to have 13 others. Otherwise, the constitutional requirement 
\ 14 the ability to speculate on the resource. In 14 that no one wlll,be denied the opportunity to 
115 order to make this public resource available to 15 appropriate water will be violated. And there's 
.(18 those who come before the Department to 18 Idaho case law which Identifies that very concern 
, ) 17 appropriate the water, 'one cannot come and be 17 that we've cited In our brief, Your Honor. , 
, (' 18 granted a permit only to hold onto It that permit 18 Again, It's that constitutional protection, 
19 and not develop It. So there Is a time obligation 19 which Is very Important, not only to the permit 
': 20 Imposed upon the developer of the project, the 20 holder to ensure that their rights are protected, 
, [21 developer of the water right. 21 but also to those later in time water right 
I 22 LikeWise,' there's an obligation Imposed upon 22 appropriators who come later In time to ensure, 
I '23 the Department In reviewing permits, reviewing the 23 that the Department carries out Its duties In a " 
24 proof of beneficial use that's been applied for, 24 timely fashion, In a responsible fashlon,to 
r 25 because If they do not undertake that obligation 25 ensure that they equally have a right to come In 
i : 10 11 
. (1 IClter and appropriate that water. Very Important 1 that while acknowledging their tardiness In' 
r I 2 concept. Very -- very well established In the 2 Issuing the license for which they acknowledge, 
[(' 3 foundation of Idaho law, Your Honor. 3 the --a substantial amount of time has passed, 
4 In the present case, the Issues that we 4 that there were reasons why that time had passed 
f I 5 raised In our appeal, Your Honor, to the District 5 without the Issuance of a license. Well, Your 
l (: 8, Court was the question that I Identified earlier. • Honor, by the case law that we've cited, and by 
7 And that is, did the Department of Water Resources 7 their own admissions, such actions are not the 
[ ~ ,8 act responsibly, reasonably In Issuing the license 8 standard In Idaho, nor should they be the standard 
J 9 27 years after the proof of beneficial use had 9 In Idaho. 
110 been filed, and Imposing additional conditions on 10 Moreover, by their own actions, that they 
[111 that license., Primarily, the term of the license, 11 have either acknowledged that those actions In 
'/'12 that Is having a potential sunset to the license, 12 delaying the Issuance of the license for a 
( 
1,13 to the validity of the license, and allowing the 13 substantial period of time beyond a reasonable 
, 14 Department to come In and revoke that license 14 period of time, that by those own actions, that 
"( 15 unilaterally after the Department had Issued a 15 those actions were not reasonable. We've cited 
1
'118 permit In the late 1970's to Idaho Power, which 16 additional cases, additional licenses that were 
'17 granted Idaho Power the right to construct the 17 Issued for which the Department recognized that It 
t 18 project, to rely upon' the resource to be available 18 was 'Inequitable, that It was Improper for them to 
l"
i,2190 to them In prioritY to generate power with. Very 19 Issue a license and Impose additional ,conditions 
I 
,Important to have the resource available In order 20 on that hydropower license, the Cascade Reservoir 
21 to expend the resources to ,undertake building the 21 hydropower right that we've identified In our 
I 22 project,Your Honor. 22 briefing, and the documents associated with that. ,t23 Now, In this case, Your Honor,Idaho Power 23 Through that licensing process, cleariy Identify a 
t 24 fully expects to hear from the Department that 24 recognition by the Department that that type of a 
l: 25 there was no obligation owed to the permit holder, 25 delay, that time delay in not ImpOSing -- imposing j; of 27 sheets Page 8 to 11 of 99 OS/24/2010 11:35:07 AM 
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1 a condition at the time of permit was not 1 asserts that a" a permit holder has Is a hope of 
2 reasonable. 2 eventually acquiring a license. And the reason I 
3 Additionally, Your Honor, there's at least 3 assert that the Department's view Is that the n 
4 one case that we've cited that further supports 4 permit holder simply has a hope Is that the cases 
6 the concept that In that case where six years had s that· they cite. The A and B case, the Hardy case, . h 
6 passed since the proof of beneficial use had been 8 and the line of cases that they cite simply 
7 filed and the Department failed to act, the Court 7 Identified that a permit holder has a hope ora 
8 found by operation of law that the license had 8 license. We", Your Honor, I think our briefing 
t Issued, that there was no reason why the t clearly Identifies that those cases cited by the. 
10 Department had not undertaken the licensing of 10 Department are very early In the application 
11 that right at that time. That District Court 11 process. Where an application for a permit has 
12 Identified that It was a breach of their duty, 12 been filed, that's the Initial step In obtaining a 
13 under the statute, the duty to Investigate, the 13 permit Is to file an application, and that no 
14 duty to Issue the license, the duty to shepherd 14 right or no Interest has been acquired at that 
15 the resource, and make that resource available to 15 time. 
16 appropriators, that by operation of law, the 18 We do not dispute that. That when you filed 
1 
J 
1 
J 
"1 j 
17 license had Issued. 17 your paperwork to acqulre·a permit, you have ~ 
18 Your Honor, our briefing Identifies the 18 nothing more than a hope, an expectation, because· :J 
19 critical facts and the tlmellne. That Is that the 19 you stili have -- you as a permit holder, If you .1 
20 application was filed In December of 1975. The 20 acquire a permit, still have a number of statutory I 
21 permit was granted In January of 1976. Proof of 21 requirements to adhere to before you've completed J 
22 beneficial use was filed In August of 1980. And 22 your obligations. It's very Important, again, 
23 the license was eventually Issued In 2007. That 23 that we ha~e obligations going both ways. That's 
24 timellne, we believe, Is not In dispute. 24 why we, In our argument, did view this as a 
26 In that licensing process, the Department 26 contract, essentially, an agreement between the 1 
r-------------~~--~--~--1~4~---+------~----~~~~--~~~1~5----~J 
1 Department and the permit holder. It's very 1 water, to put water to beneficial use, the permit 
2 Important that there's obligations going both 2 holder should understand exactly what those 
3 ways. 3 conditions are. ] 
4 Now, one can say it's not an agreement, or 4 Many times, for Idaho Power,for example, 
5 It's not a contract. But clearly, there are 5 and for other water users, those water users have 11 
6 obligations going between the parties. The party 6 to go out and obtain financing. Welli one of the ~ 
7 being the permit holder once the permit Is 7 requirements likely Is -- to obtain financing Is 
8 acquired, and the Department of Water Resources. 8 is the water going to be available for are you to 
9 Otherwise, It's just a unilateral agreement .. That 9 divert? How good of a priority Is that water? 
10 Is, there's obligations going from the permit 10 How good of a water supply Is that water? If 
11 holder to the Department, but no obligations going 11 you -- If we finance you to build this project, 
12 the opposite direction. We believe that the case 12 are you gOing to be able to pay us back? 
13 of Riley V. Rowan Identify very cleariy that 13 Well, If conditions are put on that license 
14 that's not the case, Your Honor. 14 at the time of the licensing that were not there· 
15 When the Department Issues a license, Your 15 at the time of permitting, then what we've created 
16 Honor -- and again, that that's their authority 18 through the process Is uncertainty .. And If 
17 under title 42 to Issue a license, it's their -- 17 financial Institutions understand that 
18 It's their obligation and their authority to Issue 18 uncertainty, will they stili be willing to finance 
, 
LJ 
o 
o 
o 
19 that license, we believe consistent with the 19 the project developer, the development of the U 
20 permit. If there were terms or conditions that 20 resource in a manner that was contemplated under· 
21 were required to be put on a license, those should 21 Idaho Constitution, that was contemplated under 
22 appear at the time of permitting, so that before 22 the statutes In the State of Idaho. That 
23 the permit holder undertakes the expenditure of 23 uncertainty doesn't -- that uncertainty and that J 
24 resources, the expenditure of time, the financial 24 vein of uncertainty doesn't hold well If we're , 
26 commitment to build the project In order to divert 25 going to fully develop this resource. Because, : 
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I 1 until someone obtains the license under the 1 dedslon by Judge Hurlbutt In the Fifth Judicial ( 2 Department's theory of the case, there Is 2 District. And that -- just briefly, Your Honor, 
j 3 uncertainty throughoutthat process. 3 that was a case In Eastern Idaho, but was 4 The Department has argued In their briefing 4 transferred to Judge Hurlbutt during his time as 6 that It Is their policy with respect to hydropower 5 the Snake River Basin Adjudication judge, based 
I 8 permits to review and place the type of 8 upon his expertise, If you will, In handling water 
I 7 conditions, the term limit that's been Identified 7 right claims In the SRBA, and dealing with water 8 In the Brownlee case on the hydropower rights, • matters. Hence, the case wa$ transferred to 
I 9 that It's their pOlicy. The briefing that we've 9 Judge Hurlbutt from Judge Herndon. 
1
10 submitted, Your Honor, clearly Identifies that at 10 And Judge Hurlbutt, In his decision --
11 least In one case, It was. not their policy" We 11 memorandum deciSion, which was affirmed on other 
I 112 question whether their -- the list that they've '. 12 grounds by·the Idaho Supreme Court, clearly 
1
13 . Identified as a part of the record Identifies each 13 Identified In three separate sections of his 
.14 and every case for which they have not Inserted 14 decision that the' Department had breached their 
!16 that type of term condition In the license. And 15 duty. And to me, Your Honor, that when the judge 
118 we also question whether or not they've undertaken 18 uses the term breach, clearly Identifies that 17 the proper statutory requirement In creating a 17 there was a relationship between the Department.of . 
i 18 policy Itself, because, In the record Is absent . 18 Water Resources and the water user, the permit 
119 any rule-making the Department's undertaken to 18 holder. And that breach oc;curred when the 
120 create a policy. 20 Department of Water Resources, after proof of 
121 Your Honor,.wlth respect to the argument 21 beneficial use had been filed, was not c!Ulgent In 
22 that there were obligations going between the 22 performing their obligation, their duty to 
123 parties and the contractual argument raised by the 23 Investigate that proof of beneficial use In 
24 power company, we would point the Court very 24 Issuing a license. ., 
26 clearly to the case of Riley V. Rowan. That was a 25 A number of years had passed, approximately. 
18 19 .''':; 
1 six years had passed In that case, I believe, Your 1 constitutional rights being violated In that case. 
I 2 Honor, In which the Department had not acted upon 2 . And what the Court Identified was, again, .. : 
3 the license. And In that case, there became an 3 Article 15, Section 2 -- Section 3, excuse me, 
4 Issue In the adjudication over ownership of that 4 "rights being Violated, that Is the denial of the 
6 water right, which was very Important In the 5 right to appropriate the unappropriated waters of 
.. 6 estate that was at Issue In that case. And 8 the State of Idaho." And the'certalnty tha~ water 
7 Judge Hurlbutt stepped In and found that by 7 right holders required In obtaining a license and 
8 operation of law, because of the Department's 8 moving the process forward, Your Honor. 
9 failure to act In a diligent manner, the license 9 Your Honor, I find It Ironic that the 
10 had Issued consistent with the permit, Your. Honor. 10 Department of Water Resources did not address the 
11 That Issuing the license after six years was not a ' 11 Riley case In their briefing given that that case 
12 proper course for the Department to take. 12 arose out of a hearing that was held before the 
,13 The Court also acknowledged that, from the 13 Department of Water Resources that was appealed to 
'14 record before It, that It appeared to. be a common 14 the District Court that ended up before 
16 practice for the Department to, In a sense, be 15 Judge Hurlbutt. They were on the service of , 
18 .tardy In performing Its duties. That lSi the 18 record In that case. So clearly, the Department 
17 delay that was observed In the Riley case from the 17 had notice of, eventually, that deciSion by 
18 District Court's revlewcif the record In that 18 Judge Hurlbutt. 
19 case, seemep to be common practice for the 19 And the requirement that Judge Hurlbutt . 
-
20 Department to not act upon proof of beneficial use 20 Id~ntlfled, essentially, telling the Department; 
21 claims that had been filed -- excuse me, reports 21 you've breached a duty In this case ·after six 
22 that had been filed and Issuing licenses.' The 22 years. Move the process forward. And yet, given 
,,23 Court was obviously very concerned that rights 23 where we're at In the Brownlee case, where we're 
24 were being potentially violated. The Court even 24 looking at 27 years of no -- no Issuance of a 
25 Identified the potential -- the potential of 25 license after proof of beneficial use had been 
.. .J7 of 27 sheets Page 16 to 19 of 99 OS/24/201011:35:07 AM 
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1 filed. Over 20 years after the beneficial use --
2 first beneficial use report had been filed, 
3 clearly the Department has not taken 
4 Judge Hurlbutt's decision and applied It In 
& Issuing licenses rn a timely manner, Your Honor. 
21 
1 permit holder, the -- whether Or not the condition 
2 Imposed upon the license will question the 
3 validity of the water right holder to exercise the 
4 water right, we think clearly that's not a good 
Ii pol/cy for the Department to follow, Your Honor. 
• The cascade facts; again, Identify an 
7 Interchange, a communication between Idaho Power 
r; 
J 
h 
J 
8 The Department of Water Resources cites to 
7 Idaho Code Section 42-203(6)(6), as In this case, 
8 justification for the Department's authority to 
9 Impose conditions on hydropower licenses 'after 
10 which proof of beneficial use has been flied. And 
11 further, they say It's clearly their policy In 
8 Company In that case and the Department of Water ~ 
9 Resources where Idaho Power Company raised the J 
10 fact that, If you put this condition In Our water 
12 Implementing that statute to Impose those 
13 conditions on every water right that's Issued --
14 hydropower right that's been filed -- Issued, 
11 right, It questions the very value of the water to r1 
12 Idaho Power· Company. It questions whether or not, • 
13 In the future, If Idaho Power Company were to 
1& . excuse me, Your Honor. Well, again, we've 
14 transfer that water rlght,transfer the project to [1 
15 someone else, what that value would be If you have I 
18 identified the cascade Reservoir hydropower right 
17 for which the Department acknowledged that such a 
18 polley was not followed In that case. And they 
19 are not obligated to follow 42 -'" 42-203(6)(6) In 
20 Issuing licenses; 
21 Now; If It's -- If It's the Department's 
22 policy to Impose those sorts of terms, conditions 
23 at the time of licensing without consideration of 
24 the time that's passed, without consideration of 
25 the Imposition of unreasonable conditions upon the 
22 
18 a term condition placed upon that water right. 
17 Again, If that term condition had been put 
18 In the permit at the permit stage, clearly Idaho 
19 Power Company or any other water right holder 
20 coul~ make a very reasoned deciSion. Should we 
21 move forward with the development of this permit 
22 or not? 6ut to Impose It at the very end of the 
23 process, afterproof·of beneficial use has been 
24 completed,after the project's been completed, and 
2& simply all we're waiting for Is the license to be 
23 
1 issued, in our view, Is unreasonable. 1 notice to the permit holder when those are 
2 Again, the Department cites a number of 2 Imposed; Your Honor. 
3 cases,the Hardy case, the A and 6 case, all for 3 If the Department of Water Resources can 
4 the standard that the water user has merely a hope 4 change or add cond.ltlons under this authority 
5 until the license Is Issued. We don't believe . & without notice, without due process, priorto the 
8 that to be the case. We don't believe that that 8 change, without consideration of the financial 
7 should be the standard. And Your Honor, we 7 burden placed upon the permit holder, then the 
8 believe that the Hardy case deariy Identifies an 8 certainty over the questions ratsed by 
9 exception to that where the permit holder applied 9 Judge Hurlbutt In the Riley dedslonare raised. 
10 for an amendment to the permit, and then appealed 10 Clearly, Judge Huributt recognized that -- the 
11 that amendment. And the Court clearly stated 11 certainty that a permit holder requires In moving 
12 that, If the permit holder disagreed with that 12 forward In acquiring a license, and what that 
13 imposition of an additional permit condition, they 13 license means to the water user Is Imperative. 
14 could revert back to their original permit that 14 That, we believe, was why that case was 
15 did not have the additional condition placed upon 1.& transferred to Judge Huributt Is because he, 
16 It. 16 through the SR6A process, through the process of 
17 So clearly, there was an Interest gained 17 COnsidering claims for water rights, had come to 
18 when the permit holder acquired that permit. 18 understand clearly what that certainty means to a 
n 
lJ 
[J 
[J 
[] 
[J 
IJ 
o 
{] 
U 
19 AgalniIdaho Power does not dispute the fact that 19 water right holder, what that license means, what n 
20 42-203(6)(6) grants the Department the authority . 20 the permit process means, and what damage can . 11 
21 to Impose conditions. What we have a problem with 21 potentially be Imposed upon a license holder If 
22 Is the timing of the Imposition of those 22 the Department holds onto a permit after proof of 
23 conditions, and when those conditions are Imposed, 23 beneficial use has been submitted for a perloc;i, In u 
24 that those should be done In a reasonable fashion 24 that case, for six years, In our case, for 20 plus 
25 at a reasonable time. And there should be Clear 25 years. What that uncertainty does to a water 11 
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right holder who attempts to continue to 
beneficially use the water. Judge Hurlbutt found 
that by operation of law that license Issued, 
consist with the permit. 
Your Honor, In addition, In looking at Idaho 
Code section 42-203(B), and If you do not simply 
Isolate 203(B)(6), but look at all of 203(B) and 
what 203(B) stands for, we believe that It does 
not stand for the proposition that the Department 
has put forward, that Is an unfettered right to 
condition water hydropower rights In a manner that 
they've done In this case, that the water right. 
holder has nothing -- a permit holder has nothing 
more than a hope until the license Is Issued. 
Now, title 42-203(B) states In pertinent 
part that "the authority to subordinate water 
rights, the authority to 1.lmlt term of a permit or 
license." Well, 42-203(B}(1} states that, In 
part, subsections 2 and 3, "addressing 
subordination of power permits Issued after 
July 1, 1985." Well, there's a reason why we have 
July 1, 1985; In our vieW, It's because that was 
the date that the statute was put In place, became 
effective •. Further, there was a recognition that, 
If someone had put water to beneficial use under a 
26 
Again, 203(B} Is a -- Is not a directive. 
It's a granting of authority. Doesn't Impose an 
obligation on the Department to place those 
conditions on water rights. It gives them the 
authority to do that, but that authority has to be 
exercised In a reasonable manner, has to be 
exercised with conSistency under rule-'-maklng If It 
becomes a pOlicy, and has to be done 
constitutionally. 
Now, finally, 10Qklng under -- again, under 
42-203(D}, states, In part, that "the Department 
shall review permits In the trust area associated 
with the Swan Falls agreement, except to the 
extent that the permit has been put to beneficial 
use prior to July 1, 1985." We have another 
example In the statute whlch·ldentlfles July 1, 
1985. 
Now, this part of the statute Is complicated 
because It uses the Swan Falls agreement, and It. 
uses the concept of trust area. And I'll 
represent to the Court thatthe trust area that 
was contemplated In the Swan Falls agreement was 
the area upstream of Milner Dam on the Snake River 
for which water flowed Into the Milner Dam and 
areas below Milner Dam upstream of Swan Falls Dam; 
25 
1 permit prior to 1985,.the Department did not have 
2 authority to Impose conditions upon them; 
3 Now, the Department would, then, look at 
4 42-203(B)(7) that states that, "a term of years 
6 shall be determined at the time of the Issuance of 
8 a permit or soon after"-- "soon thereafter, as 
7 practical, If adequate Information Is not then 
8 available." 
I Well, we find It hard to bell~ve that the 
10 Issuance -- the time to put additional conditions 
11 Is 27 years later, Your Honor, that the Department 
12 didn't have Information avaUable until 27 years 
13 later ... If, as the Department Identifies In their 
14 briefing, that subsection 7 only applies to new 
15 permits, that Is an Interpretation that Is not 
18 placed upon that statute. Nowhere In subsection 7 
17 does It say for new permits only, Your Honor. We 
18 find no support for that. -
19 Clearly, 27 years later, to put a new 
20 condition Is not reasonable to be placed·upon a 
21 pemilt or a license. If the Department had 
22 Information that It felt like It was Important to 
23 Impose upon a permit holder, then It should have 
24 moved forward In a timely manner. That's what th!i! 
25 statute Identifies as a timely manner. 
.J:" 
27 
.r 
1 that groundwater discharging from the Eastern 
.'. 
2 Snake Plain Aquifer Into the Snake Rlver.trust 
3 area. 
4 Butthat Identified a source of water, but 
5 It also Identified a time frame. And basically, 
6 It said to the Department, you can review permits, 
7 but If those permits had put water to beneficial 
8 use prior to 1985, then your ability to go back 
9 and review those permits Is limited. That Is,.you 
10 can't. And clearly;agaln, we have a time 
11 limitation placed upon -- In the statute. And we 
12 have a reason why that was placed there, the Swan 
13 Falls agreement. 
14 THE COURT: Okay. If I could stop you just 
15 for a second. 
16 MR. SIMPSON: Sure. 
17 THE COURT: Because, I realized that they 
18 put that particular language In 42-203(D}, so 
19 they're -- they're aware of that distinction that 
20 we've got a permit holder who's actually applied 
21 the water to beneficial use, but they don't make 
22 that distinction In 42-203(8), subsection 6. It 
23 just says that "subsection 6 shall not apply to 
24 licenses." Why wouldn't the~ have just put In for 
25 permit holders who've already applied the water to 1 ..19 or 27 sheets Page 24 to 27 of 99 OS/24/201011:35.07 AM 
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1 beneficial use? I mean, they're aware of that, 1 
2 obviously, from the B section. 2 
3 MR. SIMPSON: Right. And again, 42-203(0) 3 
4 Is -- from the reading of that subsection Is very 4 
& particular to those rights that were Involved In & 
6 the Swan Falls litigation. And so, what Idaho 8 
7 Power feels Is Important to note here Is that that 7 
8 subsection addressed the concept of the Department 8 
9 going back and reviewing permits. But again, • 
10 Identified that the statute was enacted at the end 10 
11 of the Swan Falls agreement In 1985, and became 11 
12 effective on July 1, 1985. It did not simply say 12 
13 that the Department, you can't go back and review 13 
14 water rights for which water has been put to 14 
15 beneficial -- permits. for which water has been put 15 
16 to beneficial use. It Identified prior to July 1, 18 
17 1985. 17 
18 So from Idaho Power's perspective, the key 18 
19 there Is a recognition of, one, as you Identified, 11 
20 that water's been put to beneficial use. And two, 20 
21 that statute Is not retroactive, In our view. It 21 
22 clearly -- there's no Identification that It was 22 
23 retroactively -- should be retroactively applied 23 
24 to all water -- all permits, even If they were 24 
25 acquired prior to the 1985. This just 25 
30 
1 applied for In December of 1975. Proof of 1 
2 beneficial use at RIley was submitted In 2 
3 February of 1983. Proof of beneficial use at 3 
4 Cascade was submitted In October of 1984. Proof 4 
5 of beneficial use at Brownlee was submitted In 5 
6 August of 1980. The license for the Riley -- In 6 
7 the Riley case was Issued In December of 1995. 7 
8 The Cascade license for which the preliminary 8 
9 license had a condition that was subsequently 9 
10 removed after communications between the 10 
11 Department and Idaho Power Company was Issued In 11 
12 November of 1999. And finally, the Brownlee 12 
13 license In this case was Issued In November of . 13 
14 2007. 14 
15 So what we have, Your Honor, Is, In the 15 
16 Riley case, the District Court found that six 18 
17 years -.;. the passing of six years from the proof 17 
18 of beneficial use and the Issuance of the license 18 
19 was an unreasonable period of time. There was a 19 
20 breach of duty. The' passing 01.15 years at 20 
21 Cascade for the Cascade hydropower right was 21 
22 acknowledged by the Department to be an 22 
23 unreasonable period of time, which resulted In the 23 
24 Department removing that condition at the time of 24 
25 Issuance of the final license. And In the 25 
29 
specifically Identified that If a permit had put 
water to beneficial use In the tr!Jst area pursuant 
to the Swan Falls agreement, the Department, cannot 
go back and review those water rights. 
Previously, I had just referenced the fact 
that In the Department's argument, they've 
Identified that It Is their policy to put on 
licenses, remarks, and In this case, term limits. 
And we draw Issue with the Department doing such 
without going through proper rule making, Your 
Honor. Our brief Identifies that. And I won't 
say anymore about that. 
I think what's very critical In reviewing 
the Department's actions ,-- and this will probably 
help -- sums up our position, Your Honor, Is when 
you look at the tlmellne and the facts of the 
Riley case and the Cascade tlmellne and then the 
Brownlee permit, It's very Interesting, from our 
perspective, the nearly Identical periods of time 
that we're addressing. 
For example, Your Honor, In the Riley case, 
the application was applied for In August of 1978. 
The Cascade application for the hydropower permit 
was applied for In February of 1978. The Brownlee 
application that Is at Issue In this case was 
31 
,Brownlee case, we have the passing of 27 years, 
Your Honor, before the Department steps forward 
and Issues that license. And we believe that 
that's an unreasonable period of time. 
We would assert, Your Honor, that the very 
basis for the removal of the condition at Cascade 
Is the basis for the removal here. The 
unreasonable passing of time, the taking of an 
Interest, and the questioning of the value that 
would stili remain on the hydropower right If a 
condition Is Imposed upon It, which questions the 
future ability of the water user to operate their 
facility; 
Now, the record reflects IDWR's Inventory of 
the hydropower. rights for which the Department has 
either Inserted conditions or will Insert 
conditions based upon -- for what It believes Its 
statutory authority 42-203(B)(6). Again, Your 
Honor, that Inventory that the Department's 
provided, It's In the record, Is not -- or excuse 
me, does not contain the Cascade right. Why? 
We're not certain. The Department hasn't 
responded to that. Maybe they will today, of why 
there Is -- there Is at least one water right for 
which their asserted policy In putting that 
1 . 
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condition on every hydropower right did not 
happen. Are there others out there? We don't 
know .. What we do know Is that there's an 
(4 Inconsistency In how the Department's applied this 
\ 5 so-called policy. 
;: 6 Your Honor, we feel like this -- well, why 
7 Idaho Power's before· you today, this application 
8 of the law, this application of the Department's 
9 authority In the manner that they've undertaken, 
10 It wouldn't matter If I was sitting here today as 
representing Idaho Power Company or If I was 
sitting here representing the Rlleys In the case 
13 . before Judge Hurlbutt for an Irrigation right, or 
a small hydropower developer on a canal or on a 
ditch. 
.11 , 
, 12 
. 14 
115 
116 
\17 
t 
(
' 18 
19 
·1:: 
.22 
·1':: 
25 
The question Isn't whether or not It's a 
large water user or a small water user. In fact, 
In many cases, I would assert that the smaller the 
water user, the more dire the consequences of the 
breach that's been Identified In the Riley case, 
In the Cascade case, and now, we believe, In the 
Brownlee case, the dire the consequences are on 
the water user Where the Department of Water 
Resources does not act In a reasonable manner, In 
a timely manner. 
33 
1 Because, In many cases, the consequences are 
2 the same. It's that uncertainty that's Imposed 
3 upon the water user who has, In our View, more 
4 than a mere hope that the Department continues to 
5 assert, that has an Interest that they've acquired 
6 once the permit is granted, and they're 
7 exerCising, and they're proving that beneficial 
8 use. It's more than that mere hope. It's that 
9 Interest that Is In jeopardy If the Department is 
10 allowed to continue to not undertake and· carry out 
11 Its obligations In a reasonable, timely manner. 
12 That's why we're here today, In order to ensure 
13 that, In the future, that those water right 
14 holders, those permit holders have consistency In 
15 how the statute Is applied, have consistency In 
18 how the rules are applied to them, so that they 
17 understand the process going forward when the 
18 permit's granted, not /;It the time they are Issued 
19 a license. 
20 That was never Intended to be the case. 
21 Again,. Judge Hurlbutt found that to be the case. 
22 And we think the other cases that are cited In the 
23 briefing clearly Identify that there's more than a 
24 hope for a water -- a permit holder. There has to 
25 be more than a hope when they undertake the 
(
t ~ ~ 
. 1 financial consequences of building the project and 1 Department. The Department, even In the Snake .. 
2 putting that water to. benefiCial use. 2 River BaSin Adjudication, never came forward and 
i 3 My final comment, Your Honor, before I'll 3 said these -- this condition that a term limit Is 
( 4 stand for questions Is the one -- one fact that 4 going to be placed upon your water right In the 
: 5 led us to the point that we're at today, that why 5 Snake River Basin Adjudication. 
, i 6 we're here before the Court today Is that In the 6 So at no point In time, through the record, 
· ~ 7 SRBA process that's Identified In the record, 7 until we received a preliminary license, was Idaho 
8 Idaho Power Company filed a claim for the water 8 Power Company aware that there were going to be 
9 right at Brownlee. Based upon that permit that 9 additional oblrgatlons or conditions placed upon 
10 they had proved up, they filed a claim In the 10 the water right decree or the license In a manner 
11 Snake River Basin. Adjudication. Based upon that 11 which would Include a term limit, a limitation In 
.. 12 claim In the Snake. River Basin Adjudication, the 12 terms of the number of years for which Idaho Power 
· . ·13 Department recommended a water right to be Issued 13 Company could exercise their water right, or that 
, 14 to Idaho Power Company. That water right did not 14 the Department Inserted Into that license the 
16 contain -- or excuse me, that -- It's not a water 15 ability of the Department unilaterally to come In 
16 right. It's a recommendation. That 16 and revoke that license. That revocation power 
t
: 1178 recommendation did not contain the provision that 17 given to them unilaterally WOUld, In many cases, 
they ultimately placed In the license Itself. 18 make the ability of a project questionable to 
· ; 19 There wer.e other conditions or other parts 19 obtain financing. But again, none of those 
_ ..120 of that recommendation that Idaho Power Company 20 conditions were placed upon any document placed 
21 disputed that, through negotiations, had reached a 21 before Idaho Power Company before we received our 
l ,22 preliminary standard form five with the 22 preliminary license . .J 23 Department, which Is basically a resolution of the 23 There are probably other examples out there l24 outstanding Issues. And Idaho Power COmpany felt 24 that have been referenced In the briefing, the 
l ~2S. like It had resolved those IssUes before the 25 Northside Canal Company, Milner Dam case, for ..11 of27 sheets Page 32 to 35 of 99 OS/24/2010 11:35:07 AM 
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1 example. But If those Issues come up In 
2 Mr. Baxters argument, I'll address those at this 
3 time -- at that time, excuse me, Your Honor. 
4 Thank you. 
5 THE COURT: I do have a few questions. 
8 MR. SIMPSON: Sure. 
7 THE COURT: Let me start with your reference 
8 to application In .the Snake River Basin 
9 Adjudication with regard to this water right that 
10 we're discussing here. 
11 Is that In the record somewhere. 
12 MR. SIMPSON: The cite Is In the record, 
13 Your Honor. 
14 THE COURT: Okay. 
15 MR. SIMPSON: We cited It In our briefing, 
18 and then we -- the -- the recommendation Itself to 
17 the Department's web site Is In the record. 
18 THE COURT: Oh, okay. And then I -- you 
19 would agree, WOUldn't you, that there Is no time 
20 limit Imposed on the Department with regard to the 
21 licensing procedure? They don't have any spedflc 
22 duty to have the license Issued at a certain time' 
23 or within a certain time of proof of benefiCial . 
24 use. 
25 MR. SIMPSON: I would agree that the statute 
38 
1 and said you can't exercise that right. We 
2 continued to exercise It consistent with the 
3 permit without -- In compliance with the 
4 conditions that were on the· permit. 
5 Now, I understand that In the Department's 
6 response to our 'brleflng, they said If the 
7 Department -- If Idaho Power felt aggrieved by the 
8 fact that the Department hadn't acted upon their 
9 license, they had the ability to go get a writ of 
10 mandamus. That was put In the Department's 
11 briefing. Well, Your Honor, their verY cite to 
12 the Milner case, the Northside Canal Company case 
13 that they cited to In their briefing, for which' 
14 they provided the web site In their briefing, that 
15 was a case In which the Department had Issued a 
16 permit to two canal companies for the Issuance of 
17 a hydropower permit. And that proof of beneficial 
18 use on that hydropower permit had been Issued In 
19 1990 -- proof had been filed In 1993 for which no 
20 water right was Issued until 2007. 
21 In early 2007, the Department came forward 
22 and Issued a notice of Intent to Issue a license 
23 In that case, for which those canal companies 
37 
1 does not Identify a time limitation. 
2 THE COURT: And so, I guess my question 
3 Is -- and when I look through the record, I don't 
4 see that Idaho Power necessarily took a lot of 
5 action to move the licensing process along. 
8 Was that -- Is that fair to say too, they --
7 In other words --
8 MR. SIMPSON: Yes, I think It's falrto say 
8 that once Idaho Power submitted proof of 
10 beneficial use, that It,at that pOint, undertook 
11 the exercise of the diversion of water, the 
12 generation of power consistent with the permit 
13 moving forward, that Idaho Power at no point -'- at 
14 no point until It filed a claim In the 
15 adjudication took any further action that Is going 
18 to the Department and saying, where Is OUi' 
17 license, for example. 
18 THE COURT: And Is that just because Idaho 
19 Power figured It was a foregone conclusion? they 
20 already had this other five cubic feet? I mean, 
21 they just assumed they had It. 
22 MR. SIMPSON: Well, at that point, we were 
23 exercising -- we· were exercising the diversion of 
24 water consistent with the permit. And the 
n j 
1i 
i I 
.J 
'l 
I j 
. Jl 
J 
25 Department had not -- Department never came back J 
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1 complied with all tnelr conditions to the license. 
2 And the Department didn't have the authority to 
3 ISSUe this notice of Intent accepting comments to 
4 the potential license. The District Court In that 
5 case found that the canal companies had not 
8 exhausted their administrative remedies. 
7 So the question you asked me before was 
I whether I would acknowledge that there's no time 
9 limit for the Department to act. Well, the fact 
10 that there's no time limit for the Department to 
11 act puts the permit holder In a very awkward 
12 position. In that case for the canal companieS 
13 that I acknowledged at .Mllner, they attempted to 
14 go In and assert that the license should be 
15 Issued .. The Department responded by saying, you 
18 haven't exhausted your administrative remedies. 
17 Well, If there's no time limit In the statute, 
18 then there's no ability to file a writ of 
19 mandamus, because you -- as the District Court 
20 found, you have to exhaust your administrative 
J 
1 
o 
1 
'. J 
. ~, 
U 
J 
21 remedies before you can assert that the Department 
22 has or hasn't·done something wrong. J 23 And so, no, Idaho Power -- getting back to 
24 objected to, and took a case to District Court In 24 your question, now --
25 Twin Falls County, asserting that they had 25 THE COURT: Right. '. 'I' 
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I 1 MR. SIMPSON: Idaho Power didn't go to the 1 condition, one could Interpret It that, well, that 
r 2 Department and say, where's our license. Old they 2 the FERC license -- there Is no FERC license I 3 feel like they'd done everything they were existing at Brownlee Dam. So that, because ! 3 
.f 4 required to by statute? Certainly they did. They 4 there's no FERC license existing at Brownlee Dam, 5 submitted proof of beneficial use In 1980. So 6 the Department would have the authority to go In 
!, & from that point forward; there was nothing left, & and revoke the water right license. 
( 7 no authority granted to them to go forward and 7 THE COURT: And I guess that was my I seek additional movement, If you will, by the I question. I wondered where you're even at'on 
r 9 Department to Issue that .license. They jlist, 9 that. 
(10 essentially, I believe, thought In due time the 10 MR. SIMPSON: So certainly, I mean, 
. 11 Department will Issue It. But at no time were 11 understanding that tying It to the FERC license --
~12 they under any pretense the Department would Issue 12 I understand that, perhaps, the prlndple that you 
.!:: It contradictory to how the permit was reading. 13 can't operate a facility under the federal THE COURT: And I guess, getting to that new 14 statutes without a FERC license. But you also 
i.15 condition that's In -- No.3 that's In the 1. can't generate power under a state license without 1~~ license, they tie It to the expiration of the 16 a state water right. So they are tied. If Idaho Federal Energy Regulatory Commission license for 17 Power doesn't have the FERC license to operate the 
. 
.(~: Brownlee Dam. And there's some discussion In the 18 Brownlee Dam, well, they certainly can't operate record about the existing ·FERC license for Hell's 19 Brownlee Dam and generate power with It, even If 
!20 Canyon Complex expired In 2005.- 20 they have a state water right. So they are tied. 
(21 What Is the status of that license? 21 But clearly, In our view, they should not be tied 
22 MR. SIMPSON: Well, the Hell's canyon 22 In a manner that they were -- the Department's 
':23 Complex are stili under review for licensing. Now 23 attempting to tie' them, which, In essence, gives (: they're operating on a year-to-year license. So 24 the Department unilateral authority to revoke that If one were to Interpret the Department's 25 water right license. 
:~! qUestl~n!. COURT: Okay. I don't have any ~rther ! statu~:::;'~~~onal Issue will tum on w::n aX 
'.r'.· 3 So Mr. Baxter? 3 water right becomes a vested property Interest.· 
4 MR. BAXTER: Good morning, Your Honor. My 4 At what point In time In the process does the ! .. 5 name Is Garrick Baxter. I'm a Deputy Attorney 5 water right vest? Now, I believe this Court will 
l r" 78 General with the Office of the Attorney General. 6 find, as other Courts have that we've Identified, 
·And I represent the Department of Water Resources 7 that a water right does not become a vested 
I : 8 In this matter today. 8 property Interest.untll completion of the entire I·t 9 Your Honor, there are two key Issues for the 9 licensing process. The legislature has put In 
. ! 10 Court to consider In this case. And those two key 10 place a process for a water user to get a water 
I 11 Issues are questions of law. The first question 11 right through the licensing steps. And a water 
LI'12 of law Is whether or not the Department has the 12 . right does not vest until the final step, which Is 
. ~ 13 . statutory authority to Include a term condition at 13 the Issuance of a license by the Department of [I: 11 45 the licensing 'phase In a hydropower water right -- 14 Water Resources. 
specifically a hydropower water right. 15 Now, at first glance, the Issues In.thls 
! .,16 Now, that Issue, as the first question of 18 case seem fairly discrete and limited In their 
Lt': 11'87 law, Is a threshold Issue. I think If the Court 17 significance. However, your deciSion In this case 
finds the Department lacks any statutory authority 18 could have very Significant Implications on Idaho 
I ! 19 Include a term condition, this Court's review can· 19 water law. That's because Idaho Power Is really -ti.22· 0
1 
stop, and this proceeding stops, and It goes back 20 asking this Court to adopt a new rule of law. And 
to the Department. HoweVer, If this Court finds 21 that Is that a water right vests 'simply upon 
I ;22 that the Department does have the statutory 22 submission of a notice that the water has been put i: ~:~~~~ ~;~~:;(~~;6~:'~~~~U:y ul:~:ln : to ben:.c~~ ':~p:.eI~:~~='r wants you to 
I 125 this case becomes the constItutionality of that 25 say that simply by them ma'lIlng In this little 
..13 of 27 sheets Page 40 to 43 of 99 OS/24/201011:35:07 AM 
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1 note card -- and It's··found In the record on page 
2 85 and 86 -- that Is suffldent for a water right 
3 to become a vested property interest. And they 
4 want you to believe that all theaddltlonal·steps: 
5 The submlsslon·of proof of benefldal use, the 
& Initial Investigation, and focus on that water 
7 right, Is not necessary or not critical for those 
8 remaining steps. 
9 I believe the Court will agree that Idaho 
10 Power's argument Is directly contrary to the 
11 licensing statute set forth, and would also 
12 undermine the water right licenSing process In 
13 Idaho as It would allow someone to gain a valuable 
14 property Interest without confinnatlon of the 
15 water right by the Department of Water Resources. 
1& So that's a general overView of the key 
17 issues here. Let's focus In on what I Identified 
18 as the first key Issue, question of law of whether 
19 or not the Department has the statutory authority 
20 to Indude the term condition. The State's 
21 authority and regulation over hydropower water 
22 rights starts with the constitution. Our early 
23 fathers of the state realized what a significant 
24 negative Implication hydropower water rights can 
25 have on State's development, so much so that the 
46 
1 river, which holds back water, holds a significant 
2 amount of water behind It. If a dam comes In, and 
3 a water right holder can hold that water up, It 
4 potentially quells all future upstream development 
5 because they can call down the water and say, hey, 
6 we're first In time. We get -- we're entitled to 
7 the water. 
8 Now, Article is, Section 3 of the 
9 constitution is an explicltstatemerit authorizing 
10 the State to regulate and limit hydropower water 
11 rights. This was -- this provision was added In 
12 1928 as the State became aware of the significant 
13 implications of unsubordlnated hydropower water 
14 rights on development, because it could tie up 
15 large quantities of water In perpetUity. 
16 Now, in the eariy eighties, the State and 
17 Idaho Power got In another dispute over Idaho 
18 Power's water rights at Swan Falls Dam. The 
19 result of that dispute was not only the SRBA or 
20 Snake River Basin Adjudication, but was that the 
21 State also realized that It needed to be more 
22 explidt in how It was going to regulate 
23 hydropower water rights. And with that, the 
24 legislature passed the code section at Issue here 
45 
1 leaders specifically amended the Idaho 
2 Constitution to make the State's sovereign control 
3 over hydropower water rights explicit. 
4 Now, it was pOinted out on page 8 of our 
5 brief, Idaho Constitution, Article lS~ Section 3 
• states -- and I'll just read It Into the record 
7 here. And Mr. -- counsel for Idaho Power got It 
8 right. ''The right to divert and appropriate 
9 water' -- or excuse me, "the right to divert and 
10 appropriate the unappropriated waters of any 
11 natural stream to beneficial uses shall never be 
12 denied except that the state may regulate and 
13 limit the use thereof for power purposes." 
14 Now, I'd like to take an opportunity to 
15 digress just for a second that -- Counsel for 
18 Idaho Power tries to blow this Issue up Into a big 
17 howdy-do on the Department's ability to Include 
18 term conditions -- or Indude conditions on all 
19 sorts of water rights. That's not what we're 
20 talking about here, Your Honor. We're talking 
21 about statutory authorization to Include term 
22 conditions on hydropower water rights. And it is 
23 because of the unique pOSition hydropower water 
24 rights hold In this state. 
2& As you can imagine; a d~m put on at any 
47 
1 Now, Your Honor, the code section, by Its 
2 plain reading, provides the Department express 
3 authority to add a term condition at the time of 
4 licenSing. 
5 And if I might, Your Honor, approach, I 
& prepared a handout here. 
7 The code section identifies In relevant 
8 part, "the director shall also have the authority 
9 to·llmit a permit or license for power purposes to 
10 a speCific term." Note the use of the disjunctive 
11 or. So this provides the Department the authority 
12 to limit a license for power purposes to a 
13 specific term. So this grants the Department the 
14 direct authority to do that. And that's the plain 
15 reading of the statute. 
18" Department believes the Court can stop 
17 there. However, If the Court decides to go even 
18 beyond the plain reading of the statute, there's 
19 additional authority to support the Department's 
20 Interpretation. All the Court has to do Is look 
21 at the next sentence In that code section. 
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section shall not apply to any licenses which have 
already been Issued as of the effective date of 
this act.n 
Your Honor, you asked a good question early 
on when counsel for Idaho Power was talking about 
references to 1985 and the otner code sections. 
This Is another spot. If the legislature had 
Intended the: Department.not be able to take this 
action today, they could have said so here. They 
could have said the Department cannot Issue term 
conditions on permits that go·to licenses after 
the passage of this act. They did not do that. 
The fact that It broadly gives the 
Department wide authority to limit both licenses 
and permits, and then, In the next section, It 
18 simply limits the Department's authority to apply 
conditions to licenses that were Issued already i18 before the act, supports the strong suggestion of 
119 the Department's authority to be able to Include 
~ 20 term conditions In licenses that ripen after 
II. 21 passage of the act. , 22 NOW, even further, the Court can reference 
:23 legislative history ~hat has been cited by the 
'\'24 , Department In Its brief. The legislative 
25 testimony of Mr. John Rumph (phonetic); and 
:1: 1 
2 I 
I : 
! ~ 
8 
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sought to have these permits grandfathered. And 
the legislature did not choose to take that step. 
They left language as It Is. 
Now, In the reply brief, Idaho Power also 
suggests that It was not the Intent of the 
legislature to apply this language In this type of 
situation, that they say Mr. Rumph addresses the 
situation whereby an applicant has. merely acquired 
9 a water permit, but not completed the project. So 
10 In other words, Idaho Power's saying that 
11 Mr. Rumph was addressing only the situation where 
12 there has been a permit Issued, but no benefldal 
13 use has taken place yet. Your Honor, nothing In 
14 
1& 
18 
the legislative record that I've been ,able to find 
suggests that there was any such distinction. 
This Is a distinction aeated whoUyby Idaho 
49 
1 attorney general Jim Jones, quoted by the State In 
2 the brief, shows that It was the Intent of the 
3 legislature that IDWR be able to condition 
4 existing permits when licensed -- when licensed. 
5 NOW, Mr. Rumph, who was representing small 
8 hydropower Interests before legislature at the 
7 time, specifically recognized this Issue, the 
8 Issue of the authority of the Department to be 
9 able to Include term conditions that weren't 
10 originally In the permit, but then go to license 
11 later on. And Mr. Rumph tried to get the 
12 legislature to change Its pOSition on that. He 
13 wanted existing permits to be grandfathered so 
14 that the subordination -,.; or theterm conditions, 
16 and subordination COUldn't be added In on them. 
18 NOW, then attorney general Jim Jones testified 
17 about the legal Implications of the language. 
18 Now, ultimately, the legislature did not agree 
19 with Mr. Rumph, and left the language as you see 
20 It now. 
21 Now, Idaho Power may disagree with the legal 
22 analysis provided by then attorney general Jim 
23 Jones~ They can disagree with the legal analysis ' 
24 that he provlded~ but they cannot disagree with .' 
25 the fact that the Issue was raised. Somebody 
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1 constitutional Issue. Of the cases cited both by,;. 
2 the Department and by Idaho Power here, there Is 
3 no case .dlrectly on point. There Is not. 
4 However, the cases cited by the Department, for 
6 example, the Big Wood canal company and the Hardy 
8 case, provide the proper frame -- legal framework 
7 for considering this Issue. They key In on the 
8 fact that legislation Is unconstitutionallY. 
9 retroactive only If It affects a vested right. 
10 So I heard counsel for Idaho Power talk a 
11 little bit about unconstltutlonal-- or retroactive 
12 legislation. These cases point out that 
13 legislation Is only unconstitutionally retroactive 
14 If It affects a vested right. So the question 
15 becomes for this Court Is when does a wa,ter right 1. become a vested property Interest. 
1
'17 Power. 17 Again, Idaho Power, In their briefing, 
·18 NOW, In conclusion as to this first Issue of· 18 suggests that simply by submitting the notice of 
'119 the legislative authority, I believe the plain 19 proof of beneficial use Is enough to vest the 
~ ',12201 language of 42-203(B)(6) provides the Department 20 water right. This argument has been conSidered 
the authority to Include a term condition at the 21 and rejected by a handful of other Courts. For 
[~22 licensing phase. And even If the Court looks 22 example, SRBA District Court Judge Barry Wood 
,
l.'I,,222':3 beyond the plain language, other sources support 23 rejected a similar argument In the River Grove 
the Department's Interpretation here. 24 case cited by the Department. In River Grove, 
So with that, Your Honor, let's turn to the 25 they tried to argue that a water right vests upon 
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1 the date when It was first beneficially used. So 
2 they're saying, when we went out and put water to 
3 beneficial usel that's when the water right 
4 vested. Judge Barry Wood rejected that position. 
6 First he started discussing the licensing 
8 process of 42-219. And he said, "It Is clear from 
7 this statutory scheme that It Is the Intent of the 
8 legislature that all the steps, Including the 
9 Issuance of the license, be completed before a 
10 water right vests. And until that time, the right 
11 to the Use of water remains In a Inchoate right. 
12 Now Id~ho Power tries to suggest that all 
13 this language Is dicta. My Interpretation of the 
14 case; It Is not. The parties In that case tried 
16 to argue that a position that said that the Court 
16 must consider those rights because -- or must 
17 consider this Issue because we shouldn't have to 
18 exhaust our administrative remedies In the matter. 
19 So I believe that the Court had to take a direct' 
20 look at this Issue In the case. 
21 Now, Idaho Power also suggests that, well, 
22 because we've taken an additional step, not only 
23 do we put It to beneficial use, but, you know, we 
24 submitted the beneficial use card, that that means 
26 we're different. Well, Your Honor, I believe that 
54 
1 Oregon Supreme Court In the Green case that we've 
2 cited. Green tried to argue that a water right 
3 vested when It was put to beneficial use, but 
4 before the water right was cancelled. And that 
5 putting the water to beneficial use was enough to 
6 give them the vested property Interest. 
7 Again, as with Judge Melanson and Judge 
8 Wood, the Court said no, that In addition -- In ' 
9 Oregon, additional steps are required until the 
10 water right becomes -- reaches the final step, 
11 which Is the Issuance of the license. And 
12 similarly, Idaho Code Is set up with additional 
13 procedures as well. Idaho Code In 217 and 219 
14 require additional steps. And so, like In the 
15 Oregon case, this Court should find that Idaho 
16 Power should be required to take the additional 
17 final steps'before a water right vests. 
18 Now, that talks about kind of the legal 
19 background. There's practical reasons why this 
20 Court should not adopt a rule suggested by Idaho 
21 Power. For example, what If a water right user 
22 has a water right permit, but doesn't develop 
23 their water right consistent with their permit? 
24 Say, for example, a water user had a permit for 
2& 500 ac~s and 5 CFS, and they, In tum, only 
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Is a distinction without a difference. Because, 
what the Court was saying was you must complete 
the entire licensing process. Not only submit the 
beneficial use card, but have the beneficial use 
field exam. Department must have the time to 
consider the Information, and then come out and 
Issue the license. 
Now, also, the -- well, he's how the 'Interim 
SRBA judge because he's been now appointed to the 
Court of Appeals. But Judge Melanson rejected a 
similar argument that's being raised by Idaho 
Power here In the Twin Falls and Northside Canal 
Companies cases versus the Department of Water 
Resources. Twin Falls Canal Company argued that 
the Issuance of a license was simply ministerial 
act, that the water rights vest~d when It was put 
to beneficial use. Judge Melanson also rejected 
this argument, finding that the beneficial 'use and 
exam and the Issuance of the license are not 
ministerial acts, that the water right holders 
must complete each step In the licensing process 
before the water right vests. 
Now, the decisions reached by Judge Wood and 
Judge Melanson mirror the rationale or logic used 
by the Idaho Supreme Court -- or excuse me, the 
55 
develop 5 acres and .25 CFS. The notice of 
beneficial use provided the Department doesn't 
request how have they developed It. It's only --
It's only the water right user sending In the 
letter saying, hey, I put It to beneficial use, 
I'm ready for the next additional steps In the 
process. 
So If a water right was simply to vest upon 
submission of the notice of beneficial use, what 
would they really have If their development had 
been Inconsistent? What, for example, If their 
point of diversion had been developed differently 
from the application, that all of a sudden they 
decided to develop their point of diversion at ' 
another location? Old It vest? Which point of 
diversion vested? Not the one they didn't use. 
There are reasons why there are additional 
steps II, the process: The beneficial use 
examination, the additional Investigation by the 
Department, or looking Into this by the 
Department, and then the Issuance of the license. 
These ensure that there's proper documentation, 
and helps -- this helps protect all the other 
water users In the State of Idaho. 
Now, Idaho Power puts a lot of stock In the 
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Riley versus Rowan case. But from on Its face, . 
the case Is distinguishable. And It's also on 
shaky legal ground. First, even by the test set 
out by the judge In Riley, the case Is not 
applicable here. The judge In Riley specifically 
limited the scope of the decision, saying It 
applied only where the license Issued Is 
consistent "",:Ith the terms of the permit 
;9 application, the permit InlDWR's examination. So 
10 If every step In the process was the same, the 
;11 judge says .-- the judge decided that this legal 
'12 argument would apply. 
13 We don't have that here. By the clear facts 
·14 of the case, the permit and the license are not 
15 the Same. That's what we're arguing about. So 
16 the Riley case Is distinguishable there. Now--
17 and that's at page 12, Your Honor, where the Court 
'18· distinguishes -- sets out that distinguishing 
19 Issue. 
20 I'd also note, Your Honor, that this was an 
·21 Irrigation case before the Court onan ownership 
,22 dispute. It wasn't a hydropower case. And the 
clear Issue before the Court wasn't when does a 
24 water right become a vested property Interest. 
25 . And I think this Court should also discount the 
'23 
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:I case for the lack of legal support for the action 
2 taken by the Court. There's no legal analysis of 
3 when a water right vests, or even the Court's 
4 authority to fashion the remedy created by the 
5 Court. I think It Is also significant that Idaho 
& Supreme Court specifically declined to address the 
7 legal analysis, and said -- supporting or 
8 affirming the case on other grounds. And not on 
9 the grounds set forth there by the judge in the 
10 Riley case. 
11 So Your Honor, again, If you start with the 
12 premise that there Is no case directly on point, I 
13 think If the Court vlew~ all the cases cited 
14 together, the Department believes that the Wood 
15 and Melanson deciSions, along with the Green 
16 deCision from the Oregon Supreme Court, are the 
17 most persuasive authorities on this Issue. And In 
18 these cases -- or these cases all reject a type of 
19 argument Idaho Power Is trying to make here 
20 that -- and these cases stand for the proposition 
21 that a water right does not vest until completion 
22 of the entire licensing process set out In Idaho 
23 Code Sections 42-217 and 219. 
24 NOW, Your Honor, I would like to clear aw.;ay 
25 some of the hyperbole Infused by Idaho Power-.lnto 
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1 this proceeding. First off,let'stalk about 1 the constitution. 
2 injury. Idaho Power Is setting up a straw man 2 So also discussing along the same lines ~f 
.11'.. 3 argument In this case by suggesting that their 3 hyperbole, the scope of this Issue. Again, we're 
4 Investment would somehow be destroyed by the 4 talking about hydropower water rights and the 
5 Inclusion of a term condition. Their Investment 6 statutory authority of the Department to Include a 
6 is not being destroyed. The term Is of reasonable 6 term condition on hydropower water rights. That's 
7lerigth, and Is equal to the Issuance of the FERC 7 the true scope of this proceeding . 
• i 8 license, which, as Identified here today, Is a 8 Now, Idaho Power also suggests the 
9 realization that this FERC license goes away at 9 Department would operate -- or operates with 
10 the same time. There Is no guarantee Idaho 10 unfettered discretion and no due process of law 
11 Power's going to be re-Issued the FERC license 11 and adds any conditions that It sees fit. Not 
·12 once It terminates. . 12 true. Department must have the statutory 
13 There Is no doubt that the length of the 13 authority to Include the term condition, which 
'.11154 FERC license has been taken Into consideration by 14 Department believes It does here. That does not 
Idaho Power In determining Its returns on the 15 mean the Department Is acting however It sees fit. 
;\16 project. And as outlined In our brief, we talked 18 Department Is also limited by the constitution and' 
l"'I"17 about how the legislature considered power 17 Its constitutional authority .. It cannot act with 
18 Investments In passing 42-203(B), and was 18 unfettered discretion. And any actlqn by the 
Ii 2190 cognizant of the very need to allow the power 19 Department is subject to review under the APA. So -l companies to recoup their investments. What the 20 there is due process of law through any 
21 legislature is trying to do in passing 203(B) is 21 proceeding. 
l ; 22 consider the Interest of the power companies, 22 Your Honor; I'd like to address a couple of -i 23 while at the same time ensuring that- the power 23 Issues raised by counsel for Idaho Power about the 
124 companies don't tie up Idaho's valuable natural 24 Cascade case or citation there. You. know, the 
l j 25 resource In perpetuity. That Is consistent with 25 characterization by Idaho Power of Department's .47 of 27 sheets Page 56 to 59 of 99 OS/24/2010 11:35:07 AM 
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1 actions In that case says that -- Counsel for 
2 Idaho Power suggested that IDWR admits Its own 
3 actions are not reasonable In that matter. Number 
4 one, that Is not true. My reading of that 
5 Information did not provide any suggestion the 
8 Department believes Its actions are unreasonable. 
7 And that Is pure speculation, absolute per 
a speculation on behalf of Idaho Power as to why the 
9 Department took Its actions In that particular 
10 matter. 
11 Moreover, I would point out to the Court 
12 that the Information Is not properly part of the 
13 record. If Idaho Power was -- believed that It 
14 needed to be part of the record, It could have 
15 supplemented that -- could have gone through the 
18 proper supplementation proceedings for the Court 
17 to consider that Information, and It has not. And 
18 at this point, the Court's review Is limited to 
19 that Information that Is In the record before the 
20 Department of Water Resources and where It's 
21 properly supplemented thereafter. 
22 Idaho Power has suggested here today that a 
23 condition must first appear In the permit for It 
24 to be added to the license.· Well, Your Honor, I 
25 would say, where the legislature has told the 
62 
1 plus years. 
2 And now we're In the final reaches of the 
3 SRBA where the State of Idaho and Idaho Power have 
4 recently, before the SRBA court, appeared In 
5 tandem to reaffirm the Swan Falls agreement. 
6 There was some litigation leading up to that, Your 
7 Honor. But ultlmately,the Idaho Power and the 
8 State came together to reaffirm the Swan Falls 
9 agreement. And now we're at the tall end of the 
10 SRBA. And so that's why the Department believed 
11 It was the most appropriate time to come forward 
12 and Issue the license. We've worked out, for the 
13 most part, the direction or resolution of the 
14 hydropower Issues, which, In a sense, created the 
15 SRBA, or was one of the main reasons for the 
18 creation of the SRBA. And now It's -- and so, 
17 from the Department's standpoint, It's an 
18 appropriate time frame to go ahead and Issue the 
19 license. 
20 Now, Mr. Simpson also highlighted that, 
21 well, In the SRBA, a recommendation was put forth 
22 by the Department that did not Indude this term 
23 and condition. Well, Your Honor, there are 
24 probably thousands of recommendations put forth In 
25 the SRBA on water rights that are stuck In the 
61 
1 Department no, or where the legislature has 
2 provided the Department the authority to add It 
3 Into the license thereafter, Idaho Power's wrong 
4 on that position. 
S Idaho Power's also spent quite a bit of time 
8 talking about the uncertainty that the water right 
7 might gO away. Well, again, I point to the FERC. 
8 license, which also could go away. Idaho Power's 
9 undoubtedly recognized that there Is that 
10 possibility and has planned appropriately, 
11 therefore. 
12 Idaho Power's also spent quite a bit of time 
13 talking about the 27~year delay. Well, what -- I 
14 think It's appropriate for the Department to 
15 respond to that with Identification of, well, what 
18 has happened In the past here that we know of? 
17 Back about the time that the Department -- that 
18 Its proof of benefldal use was submitted here, we 
19 know the Swan Falls dispute was brewing. And 
20 through that, out of the Swan Falls dispute Into 
21 the '80's came a realization that, well, we have 
22 to figure out what all the water rights are In the 
23 State of Idaho to be able to properly administer 
24 water rights. So the SRBA was ·commenced. And 
25 we've gone through that process for the last 20 
63 
1 permit phase, or th.at are stili In the permit 
2 phase. And each one of those recommendations, the 
3 Department Includes a term that says, this water 
4 right Is stili subject to additional 
5 Information -- or stili subject to additional 
8 licensing processes. 
7 So yes, we came forward with Idaho Power. 
8 And we did discuss the subordination Issue, and we 
9 reached an agreement on the subordination Issue. 
10 The adjudication section was not aware of what the 
11 allocation section of the Department would 
12 necessarily do. And the allocation section Is the 
13 section that does the final -- finalization of the 
14 licensing. But there Isthat condition In that 
15 SFS that we signed with Idaho Power that says this 
18 Is subject to licensing and any other additional 
17 conditions that are added In on licensing. So 
18 there was no Improper addition of anything, or 
19 some signed settlement agreement. There was a 
20 direct realization that there might be additional 
21 conditions put on that water right at the 
22 licensing time. 
23 Idaho Power has also made heretoday the 
24 novel proposition director cannot exercise 
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!' 1 Power sugg~sted, well, because that statute t 2 doesn't mandate that the Department Include a term 
Ii 3 condition, Department should not do that now. I 
{4 did not see .any case law or anything else to 
\ 5 support this novel proposition that the Department 
Ii 6 cannot exercise authority given to It by the 
(,: 78 legislature. Clearly, the Department, where It's 
\ spelled.out In the statute, authorizing the 
i: 9 Department to take action, the director of the 
1
10 Department can act consistent with that statut.e. 
. , 11 Now, Your Honor, I take It from one of your 
li:12 questions for counsel for Idaho Power, I might get 1.3 a question along the lines of why wasn't a '14 specific date put Into the reopener. So Instead 
1
15 of saying, upon termination of the FERC license, 
16 why doesn't It terminate upon December 22nd, 2050, 
m fi~~~g~;::;:~IS~~f d::~ 
'21 In the lead-up tothem, negotiations take place, 
,22 and they are granted extensions of the FERC 
;23 permit. 
24 And so, It actually provides better '. 
. :25 protections for Idaho Power If the Department· 
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1 doesn't put a specific date on there, because It 
2 continues consistent with .those extenSions of the 
3 existing .FERC license. 
4 NOW, the other thing the Department could; 
5 have done was simply said that the license 
6 terminates at a particular date. Court will note 
7 that what the Department did was It.subJected the 
8 review of this to a local or a public Interest.· . 
9 review after the -- at the end of the FERC 
10 license. It didn't just-- Department didn't just 
11 say, boom, your license ends December 25th, 2050. 
12 No. What the Department did was Included a 
13 condition that says, well, It could be subject to 
14 public Interest review. 
15 Why did the Department do that Instead of 
18 just saying, boom, you're done on a particular 
17 day? Well, that's because Idaho Power would have 
18 to come forward, submit a new application for 
19 permit for the Department -- to the Department for 
20 the continued use of Brownlee Dam. It would have 
21 to pay continued filing fees for that. Department 
22 would have to undertake additional review and .~. 
23 processing time.· And the new licensing process,. 
24 one of the steps In there, one of the requlrement~ 
25 is the Department determined that It's In the 
67 ( 1 I o'ca I public Interest. That Is what the 1 facility If there's a determination that that use 2 
I: 
h 3 
.( 4 
, I 5 '6 7 
Department determined Is really gOing to be the 2 Is stili In the public Interest. And so, the,;, 
key focus down the road. 3 Department believes that that's consistent with 
We don't need the licensing fees-- well, 4 the constitution. 
maybe we do In this economy. But setting that 5 So Your Honor, the bottom line Is that 
aside; Department doesn't want the additional work 8 hydropower water rights are different from other 
that goes with proving that they put the water to 7 water rights. And the State has put In place 
I;' 8 ;. 
9 
beneficial use. We already know they put water to 8 these protections to protect future development, 
beneficial use. So the key focus down the road Is 9 and to protect the public Interest against 
10 likely going to be a local Interest. 10 hydropower water rights. These protections start 
11 NOW, probably most Importantly for Idaho· 11 with the State's constitution, and continue on 
-- i 12 Power why -- the reason why they don't want us to 12 through Idaho Code. At the end of the day, the 
13 simply terminate the license atthe end of the 13 rights of Idaho Power to generate power at 
ll~1145 FERC license Is because we know that when you file 14 Brownlee Dam terminates at the end of the FERC 
. a new application for permit, the priority' date 15 license. The legislature made a reasonable 
, .. 16 becomes the date of the filing of the application. 18 determination that the State of Idaho, In 
1'111178 So If we said that It terminated on December 25th, 17 protecting Its water resources, should be able to 
2025, and they came In on December 26th, 2005 and 18 evaluate the hydropower right when the FERC 
r 
,19 filed a new application, that's th~ priority date 19 license terminates to enSl,lre that the continued 
_./20 that would be asso€lated with It. So this 20 use of water Is stili In the best Interests of the 
~ 21 actually provides a protection for Idaho Power 21 citizens of Idaho. And the Department, Your 
l .22 that they get to maintain their priority date 22 Honor, has found a reasonable way to Implement .(" 23. going Into the. future. And that's. consistent that ·23 those state poliCies . 
. 24 the Department and the State of Idaho wants us to 24 Again, for the protections of the water 
l j 25 have a sound, proper hydropower generation. 25 users of the state this Court should hold .19 of 27 sheets . Page 64 to 67 of 99 OS/24/2010 11:35:07 AM 
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1 consistent with Judge Wood, Judge Melanson and the 1 So again, what the Idea here was, at Swan 
2 Oregon Supreme Court In agreeing that -- and rule 2 Falls Dam, Idaho Power agreed to subordinate 
3 that a water right does not vest until the entire 3 certain of Its water rights. And then, the State 
4 licensing process Is complete. And this 4 would allow future water users to be able to come 
6 Department respectfully requests that the Court 6 In and use that water. So again, It's the 
6 afflml the State's right to Include a term 6 protection I talked about from the very get-go, 
7 condition on a hydropower water rlghtto protect 7 that Idaho Power, If they hadn't subordinated 
8 that public Interest. 8 their water rights, would quell all upstre~m 
9 With that, Your Honor, I'd stana for any 9 development. And they agreed to subordinate 
10 questions you have. 10 certain of their water rights, and those sections 
11 THE COURT: Okay. I have a question, and 11 set forth how that process Is going to work. 
12 It's more In terms of just wanting to be educated. 12 Subsection 6 and subsection 7 of this code 
13 With regard to subsection 1 of 42-203{B). 13 section are different. Idaho Power suggested here 
14 MR. BAXTER: Mm-hmm. 14 today that they should be all read together. They 
15 THE COURT: Where It talks about purposes of 15 shouldn't. Subsection 6 and subsection 7 deal 
16 the tru$t: established by subsections 2 and 3 of 16 with a different Issue about subordination and 
17 this section, are those just related to the Milner 17 term conditions In licenses. 
18 Dam project that we discussed earlier, that trust 18 THE COURT: Okay. And -- well, just to 
19 language there? 19 clarify, I guess, my questlon"when It talks 
20 MR. BAXTER: Your Honor, the trust language 20 about -- I'll just read the whole -- that whole 
21 set out In subprovlslons 1, 2 --or talked about 21 sentence. "The purposes of the trust established 
n: 
c 
[1 
fJ 
II 
[l 
n 
22 through the other subsections, establls~ a water 22 by subsections 2 and 3 of the section are to '] 
23 right trust In the State of Idaho for -- to be 23 assure an adequate supply of water for all future 
24 able to hold -- for the additional development of 24 beneficial uses, and to clarify and protect the 
~2_5 ___ w_a~te_r_r~lg~h_t_s. ______________________ ~ ______ +-26 ___ rl~g_h_t_o_f_a_u_s_e_r~of __ w_a_te_r_~_or~po_w_e_r_,~pu_r~p_o_se_S~------~J 
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1 subordinated by a permit Issued after July 1St, 1 different. 
2 19~5, or by an agreement." 2 THE COURT: Okay. And that would be my 
3 So that talks about a permit Issued after 3 understanding as well. 
4 July 1st of 1985. How does this apply In this 4 So I'm golngto back up just a little bit. 
5 situation, or It doesn't? 5 Was there any legal and/or factual basis for the 
8 MR. BAXTER: It doesn't. 8 Department not to grant the license to Idaho Power 
7 THE COURT: You're saying It doesn't. 7 once proof of beneficial use had been filed by 
8 MR. BAXTER: I'm saying It doesn't. That Is 8 them In 19807 
9 a separate process for establishing those trust 9 MR. BAXTER: Well, when the proof of 
10 water rights. 10 beneficial use hadn't been filed by then, the 
11 THE COURT: And that process only applies to 11 beneficial examination had not taken place at that 
12 permits Issued after July 1st of 19857 12 pOint. That did not come until later. As the 
13 MR. BAXTER: Yes. 13 record reflects, the Department had additional 
14 THE COURT: Okay. And then, but you're 14 questions about whether even the proof that was 
15 saying 6 Is the one that applies to the situation 16 submitted verified that additional water had been 
16, we have here, not 7? 16 put to beneficial use. 
17 MR. BAXTER: No,6 and 7 do. 6 and 7 are 17 Your Honor, what this Is a water right for 
18 different from 1 through 5. And then 203{D), I 18 Is for an additional Increment of power 
19 believe It was, was the other section that was 19 generation. Idaho Power had already had water 
20 cited. 20 rights for some power generation. And they 
21 THE COURT: Okay. I thought just a minute 21 developed additional power generation. And so, 
22 ago you were trying to say 6 and 7 weren't -- 22 what the Department needed to understand Is how' 
23 MR. BAXTER: Oh, If that's what you took 23 does this Information that Idaho Power submitted 
24 from me, I mlsspoke, Your Honor, that 6 and 7 are 24 show that they used the full amount of power that 
n 
J 
1 j 
[J 
U 
,U 
o 
U 
'1 25 tied together. It's everything else that Is 25 Is being suggested. 
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. 1 THE COURT: And I understand that they went 
2 . from 30 to 35. But It took them 27 years to 
3 figure that out? Is that what you're saying? 
4 MR. BAXTER: It-took the Department that 
5 long? Could It have' happened quickly -- more 
• 6 quickly? Probably. But again, the Idea that we 
7 were going through the SRBA, the Snake River BaSin 
8 . Adjudication, where the hydropower Issues were --
9 or where water rights were being figured out, we 
10 didn't get to,the Swan Falls water rights and 
-.11 these water rights In the SRBA until about 2006. 
12 That's when the ~- I believe the Department Issued 
13 Its recomm~ndatlon to the Court on these 
· 14 Individual water rights. 
15 THE COURT: Okay. 
16 MR. BAXTER: In litigation over the Swan 
17 Falls, you know, even -- e"en when the Department 
'1' 18 Issued Its recommendations, Idaho Power and the 
19 State of Idaho disagreed. And additional 
1.20 litigation ensued In the SRBA. It's only recently 
21 that the State and Idaho Power have reached 
22 agreement on some of the Issues related to the 
123 Swan Falls and reaffirmed the Swan Falls 
· 24 agreement. So that's why Itbecomes appropriate 
25 to Issue It now. 
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1 MR. BAXTER: Yes, that's correct. 
2 . THE COURT: Okay. And one thing that you 
3 pOinted out that you've done or that the 
4 Department has done Is actLially put a condition 
5 attached to this license that allows the State to 
' .. 6 look at public Interest again. And I'm looking at 
7 subsection 6 and 7 of 203{B), and I don't see that 
that grants the Department the right to put that 
on a license. How do they get to do that? 
'I
i 
: 10 
11 
12 
13 
MR. BAXTER: Your Honor, the 203{B){6) 
provides the Department the ability to Include a 
term condition. Again, the Department could have 
simply terminated the water right at the end of 
,1'4 the FERC license. For protections of Idaho Power, 
1& and within the State's Interest, Department took a 
· 16 more broad view of What entails a term condition, 
t.17 and said, well, you'd have to go through all these 
18 
f 
! 19 
1
· 20 
21 
processes. 
The key process In the reapplication Is the 
local public Interest. So we're going to focus In 
on that key Issue In the process, and allow the --
allow re-evaluatlon at that point In time, which 
we could have terminated It; I agree, Your Honor, l ·,22 
.{23 
.' 24 . It's a little bit of a broader view of what 
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1 Could they have done It sooner? Probably. 
2 But I would point out for the Court, the 
3 Department hadn't taken the opportunity to. get the 
4 final verification of Information until later on. 
I As the record will reflect, I believe there were 
6 additional e-mallseven In -:- up to -- I believe 
7 It was 2Q07. The Department Is correspon~lng with 
8 Idaho Power just ~rylng to realize, hey, Is.the 
9 Information that you have given us sufficient to 
10 show you've used this additional amount of power. 
11 THE COURT: Okay .. Under the statutory 
12 scheme -- and I guess I'm looking at 42-203{A), 
13 subsection 5, the Department already looks at 
14 public Interest when they dedde whether to grant 
15 a permit and what conditions to put on the permit. 
16 Would you agree with that statement? 
17 MR. BAXTER: Yes. 
18 THE COURT: Okay. And I mean, and In fact, 
19 a party at that point has the right to seek 
20 judicial review. 
21 MR. BAXTER: Oh, yes. 
22 THE COURT: If they don't think that the ' 
23 conditions are appropriate, or that they've been 
24 denied the right to get a permit at that point; ,Is 
25 that right? 
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1 Department -- the alternative Is simply the terr" 
2 condition says the license terminates at a 
3 specific date. 
4 THE COURT: And Isn't that exactly what 
5 you're allowed to do Is just have It terminate at . 
6 a specific date according to 6 and 7? I mean, my 
7 read of that says --
8 MR. BAXTER: Yes, yes. That's what 6 and 7 
9 allows for. However, Your Honor, the State also 
10 has an Interest In ensuring that, If Idaho Power 
11 does continue on with the FERC license, ·and the 
12 State finds that It Is In the public Interest, 
13 that Idaho Power be able to maintain that earlier 
14 'prlorlty date. If we were to say It terminates at 
15 2050, all the sudden they lose the priority date 
16. aSSOCiated with that, and then there's 
17 potentlally-- there's concern there from the 
18 Department's standpoint. 
19 THE COURT: Has the Department actually 
20 placed a speCific term limit In licenses that It 
21 has Issued Since this section? 
22 MR. BAXTER: Oh, yes. And I believe the 
23 record shows .,- wh.at happened early on In the 
24 proceeding before the Department Is Idaho Power 
25 requested to -- or submitted Interrogatories to [ 1:25 entails a term condition.' But because, If the 
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1 the Depa'rtment. And now, In an administrative 
2 proceeding before the Department, you can't 
3 submit -- the rules of procedure don't allow for 
4 interrogatories. And so, In return, I discussed 
6 the Issue with counsel for Idaho Power. And we 
• agreed upon what IDWR would do was submit 
7 Information that shows where It had previously 
8 Included these term conditions and water rights. 
It And so, my recollection Is that, In the record,' 
10 there's the -- I can't remember the exact phrase 
11 used, but It's a statement of the Department's 
12 position. And Mr. Kene (phonetic) had Identified 
13 for the Department where he had Included term 
14 conditions In there previously. 
15 THE COURT: And I guess that's my question 
16 was to the specifics of what those conditions 
17 were. And I guess I'm wondering, In those other 
18 licenses, did It refer toa specific termination 
19 date? 
20 MR. BAXTER: My reco"ectlon of those, Your 
21 Honor -- and I can't say that I've looked at every 
22 single one of them, but my reco"e,ctlon Is that 
23 Department did not point to a specific termination 
24 date, but said at the time of expiration of the 
25 FERC license and previous -- and a number of the 
78 
1 1980. 
2 MR. BAXTER: Right. 
3 THE COURT: So you've put this term limit on 
4 there that ties It Into the FERC license being 
5 terminated or revoked, or you know, whatever. We 
6 don't have It. That was In, what, 20()S. It makes 
7 no sense. 
S MR. BAXTER:. That's why the Department Is 
9 taking the position that this part applies to 
10 future uses, 'cause we -- for example, somebody 
11 could come In today and file an application for 
12 permit. Let's say they haven't gotten their FERC 
13 license yet. If the Department -- Department 
14 can'tput In there what the FERC license Is. And 
15 so, what I think this applies to Is new conditions 
16 where people come forward and we don't have enough 
17 Information yet, Department -- this clearly 
18 Identifies the Department has the ability to add 
19 that In down the road. But again --
20 THE COURT: Where does It say that It's only 
21 
22 
as to new permits? 
MR. BAXTER: Not In Its plain reading, Your 
23 Honor. But I think when you read it in Its 
24 entirety -- otherwise, the conclusion you come to 
25 is the very one you just did, Is that It doesn't 
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1 ones I lOOked at actually had' a date on there. So 
2 that termination of the FERC license In 
3 January .1st, 2015, this can be subject to local --
4 or publlc,lnterest review again. That, to my 
6 understanding, has been consistent that the 
6 Department has used this public Interest review 
7 criteria as the trigger In the past.. 
8 We might have Inserted a date where' In this 
. lone we just simply said, ·upon termination of the 
10 FERC license, n Instead of Including the date. But 
11 always, again -- and I can't say I've reviewed 
12 them a". And It's been a long time. It's been a 
13 year plus Since I've even looked at that list. 
14 But It's my reco"ectlon that the Department, on 
16 those ones, stili focused In on this Issue of 
16 local Interest review. 
17 THE COURT: Okay. And I guess that ties 
18 Intomy next question, which Is, when you ,look at 
19 the entirety of subsection 7 of 203(B), and It 
20 talks about the term of year shall be determined 
21 at the time of Issuance of the permit, ~r soon 
22 thereafter as practicable If adequate Information 
23 Is not available, term of year shall commence upon 
24 application of water to beneficial use. And of 
26 course, we've established beneficial use was In 
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1 make sense. 
2 THE COURT: Or maybe the conclusion that you 
3 could come to is that this ,Is intended ~- this 
4 whole section Is Intended to apply to permits that 
6 haven't been Issued yet, because they talk about 
6 that that condition is supposed to be,attached at 
7 the time of the Issuance of the permit or as soon 
8 thereafter as practicable. And that's only if 
9 adequate Information has not been available. And 
10 I certainly can't think that 27 years later that 
11 would be a practicable period of time to co,!,e 'up 
12 with some conditions. 
13 MR. BAXTER: But I think, Your Honor, If you 
14 take -- you Indicated that It would apply only to 
15 new permits. Well, as the legislative history 
16 shows, ther.e was a direct discussion and 
17 realization that we do have these permits that are 
18 stuck In the Intermediate stage. A request was 
19 made to try to grandfather these existing permits. 
20 And that request was not complied with by our --
21 or was not followed through with by the 
22 legislature. So I thln.!< when you read It all In 
23 tandem, It makes the most sense. 
24 THE COURT: Okay. Have you looked at that 
25 last sentence 42-203(B)(7) where It says, "term of 
[' 
L 
L 
[J 
L 
L 
L 
f. LJ 
t 
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years, once established, will not, thereafter, be 
modified except In accordance with due process of 
lawn -- what would you envision due process of law 
I 4 would be for modification, If you've thought of 
i 5 . that at all. 
6 MR. BAXTER: Ohi yes, Your Honor, for 
·.I! 78 modification, any process In which -- let's say 
the water right did come up for local public -- or 
1 9 for public Interest review at the end of the 
10 criteria. There WOUld. be a hearing associated 
with that. And any -- ultimately any decision . 11 
12 reached by the Department Is appealable under the 
13 APA. And so, that action being appealable would 
provide the due process of law provided by Idaho 
Power. If they disagreed with the Department's 
. 14 
16 
18 decision, they can appeal It under the APA. 
Department cannot make a unilateral decision. 
THE COURT: Okay. If the Court finds that 
19 .the Department doesn't have the authority to add 
that condition 3 to the license, what's the 
appropriate remedy? I :~ 22 23 
'24 
·25 
MR. BAXTER: Court remands the matter back 
to the Depa·rtment. Again, all remedies, If the 
Court disagrees, then It's remanded back to the 
Department for proceedings consistent with the 
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1 licensing of the Brownlee right for 27 years after 
2 proof had been filed, 22 years after the 
3 Department filed a benefiCial use report, was 
4 because the SRBA. 50 the Department views that 
I 5 their obligations to Issue licenses In a timely 
6 manner was circumvented with the commencement of 
7 the Snake River Basin Adjudication In 1987. 
I 8 Idaho Power finds that very hard to believe 
9 . that you can set aside an ongoing responsibility 
10 that was Identified by the Court In the Riley case 
11 because of the commencement of another action. 
, 12 .. And when you read 42-203(B)(7), there Is no plain 
13 language as counsel Identified that suggests It 
only applies to new permits. They're trying to 
read the statute. BiJt clearly, reading the 
14 
15 
16 statute doesn't exclude existing permits, that If 
17 the Department felt there was a need to submit or 
18 apply additional conditions to.exlstlng permits, 
19 
20 
21 
that somehow the Department had 22 years In order 
to actually put that permit In place In a permit 
or subsequent license. Failed to Identify that. 
The record Identifies that the Department --
the. submittal of benefiCial use was submitted In 
81 
1 Court's decision. 
2 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. I don't have 
3 any further questions. 
4 MR. BAXTER: Thank you, Your Honor. 
6 THE COURT: NOW, Mr. Simpson, your turn 
6 again. 
7 MR. SIMPSON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
a You've asked a number of questions, Hhlnk, 
9 which are very pertinent. So let me start with a 
10 question that you asked about the application of 
11 42-203(B)(7), because Counsel Identifies that 6 
12 and 7 are not part of the 'other provisions of 
13 42-203, and should not be read together; they 
14 should be read separately, but then Identifies 
16 subsection 7 as separate from 6 because 7 only 
18 deals with future permits. Counsel falls to 
17 . address. what about those permits that were Issued 
18 like the Brownlee permit, like others, perhaps, 
19 for which proof of beneficial use had been made? 
20 Do they simply fall through the cracks of this 
21 statute? We think not. 
22 We think that, clearly, If you look at 
23 42-203(B)(7), as you pOinted out, 27 years Is not 
24 reasonable after the fact. Counsel Identifies 
25 that the reason why they didn't address the 
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1 own beneficial use report In September of 1985. 
2 So for counsel to sit here and tell you, well, 
3 there were ongoing questions about whether that· 
4 5,000 CF5 was put to beneficial use, and when and 
5 how and so forth. The Department completed their 
1 report 22 years before they Issued the lltense. 
7 I would submit that at some point In time, 
8 perhaps, the Department recognized the tardiness 
9 of their actions, the fact they hadn't Issued the 
10 license, and started to go back and generate a 
11 paper trail, If you will, In order to support the 
12 tardiness. If they generated a report In 1985, 
13 that meant that whatever documentation was 
14 completed must have been sufficient.. They 
15 . didn't -- the record Is not -- does not Identify • 
11 correspondence prior to 1985, going back to Idaho 
17 Power saying we need some additional Information 
18 In order to conduct and complete our report. It 
19 was completed. 
20 Part of the problem here, Your Honor, Is the 
21 fact that Idaho Power had done everYthing In Its 
22 power as of 1980. The Department really had 
23 completed their review as of 1985. So one 
. 24 August of 1980. The Department waited' for five 24 question would be, If this right was not up for 
r ·25 years before they conducted and generated their 26 . recommendation In the SRBA for another ten years, 
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1 would Idaho Power have waited for another ten 1 Is satisfied that the law has been fully complied j 
2 years for, perhaps, more statutory amendments to 2 with, and that the water Is being used at the n 3 occur, which could, theoretically, Impose 3 place claimed for the purpose for which It was 
4 additional conditions over time on this right when 4 originally Intended, the Department.shall Issue to j 
5 It was finally licensed? Is that -.;. Is that what 5 such user or users a license confirming such use," 1 8 we're left with here Is if -- If there Is • cites Idaho Code Section 4i-219, sub 1. I 
7 statutory changes after the permit holder has done 7 We did everything that Judge Hurlbutt 
j 
8 everything In their power to prove up their right, 8 Identified right there. And then he goes ·on n I should the -- should the permit holder be subject • further to state In Riley case, Hln this. case, the J 
10 to that? 10 Department Issued the license on December 4th, 
11 And clearly, the Riley case by 11 1995, 12 years, 10 months after the submission of r 12 Judge Hurlbutt -- and I'll just read into the 12 '·proof of beneficial use, and six years and four ~j 
13 record here that on page 11 of that memorandum 13 months after the IDWR completed Its tardy 
14 decision, Judge Hurlbutt stated that "IDWR has the 14 benefiCial use fuel report." ] 15 duty to timely Issue licenses follOWing proper 15 To say that there's not a cas~ on point -_. 
16 ap·plication permitting proof of beneficial use and 18 this Is a water right case. Now, It Is a . 
17 Department examination." All those took place In 17 hydropower case, granted. There's -~ but it is a ~ 18 this case by 1985. No dispute In the record. 18 water right case. And the duties under Idaho Code 
19 I disagree wholly with Mr. Baxter's 1. Section 42-219, sub 1 do not Identify that there's 
20 representations that there was something left to 20 a different duty when examining hydropower rights· J 21 be decided after the report was completed In 1985. 21 as compared to other water right application. 
22 "Upon receipt by the Department of Water 22 It's the same duty. 
J 23 Resources, all evIdence In relation to such final 23 We're here today In part because of the 
24 proof shall be the duty of the Department to 24 question whether the Department carried out Its 
25 carefully examine the same. And If the Department 25 duty, and what are the ramifications if the U 86 . 87 
1 Department did not carry out Its duty In a timely, 1 there, the Court concluded that River Grove was 
2 In a responsible manner. That's what 2 Issued a permit to appropriate water for J 3 Judge Hurlbutt was left with In the question he 3 hydropower purposes with ~he condition, the 
4 answered. That's the question we're trying to 4 subordination condItion. So the permit was Issued 
5 answer here today. 5 with a subordination permIt. ] 8 The content of their -- Department's 6 In the 5RBA process, the claImant was trying 
7 condition that they put In, that's a separate 7 to collaterally attack that condition. Court 
8 question, whether It's adequate -- whether the 8 found you could not do that. That's what that 0 9 language is adequate or not adequate, and so on 9 case stood for. The Court admittedly went through 
10 and so forth. I -- we can sIt here and discuss 10 and discussed the process of getting a water 
D 11 the ramifications that the Department could 11 right. But the difference there as compared to 12 canc~I, revoke that license, and the FERC license 12 here Is that condition was placed upon the permit .. 
13 could be renewed. It doesn't preclude that 13 They -- the user developed the project D 14 result. But we're not here to talk about every 14 understanding and with the knowledge of that 
15 word In that condition. We're talking about the 15 condition. Idaho Power dldn't.have that condition 
16 Department's exercise of its duty, and the 16 In their permit. They didn't have that U. 17 inconsistent manner In which they've exercIsed 17 understanding that that condition would be put In 
18 that duty. The duty that's Identified there, 18 their permit at any point In time until the 
19 admittedly, the statute provIdes they have the 19 Department Issued that preliminary license. D 20 authority. Well, they didn't exercise that 20 50 the fact of the matter Is that ~Iver 
21 authority In Cascade. They're attempting to 21 Grove -- the River Grove case, the Wood case Is 
22 exercise the authOrity here on hydropower. . 22 clearly distinguishable from the facts here. U 23 In the Green case -- not In the Green case. 23 The other case that they would like to rely 
24 In the Wood case that Counsel cItes, as we cited 24 upon and keep recitIng to Is the Oregon case, the 
25 In our reply brief; what's Important to note 25 Green case. Well, I would agree, Your Honor, that n 
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1 case stands for that If a water user has not 
2 complied with the conditions of the permit, they 
3 forfeit the use of that -- the ability to use that 
-I : 
water. 
Idaho statute provides for that. The 
process provides for that~ That's why there's a 
time limitation for an applicant, a permit holder 
when they get the permit to construct their 
facility and put It to beneficial us~. If you 
6 
I ~ 
, . 
l~: don't construct within the time frame provided, you lose the right. You start over again. That's 
what the Green case stood for. that's what --
that's what happened In that case. Idaho Power 
complied within the time frames .. I!~: . 14 
i
15 When you asked a question -- you made a 
17 
1
18 
19 
:20 
16 comment that about due process and appeal of a 
permit. In River Grove -- In the SRBA case that 
dealt with River Grove and Judge Wood's decision, 
If that claimant had disagreed with that 
subordination condition put In the permit, they 
could have appealed the permit at that stage, no 
disagreement. Gives you a right to disagree with 
It before you construct your facility. They could 
have done that. They didn't. They tried to have 
that condition removed In the SRBA. The Court "
21 
22 
123 
· 24 
... 25 
90 I, 1 Judge Melanson said .. It's not solely a : 2 ministerial d~ty. He determined that every water 
(
I 3 user has to live with that. Why? Because, the 
. 4 Department has an obligation to go out and verify 
1 5 that use. It's not just roiling a piece of paper 
i 
6 under a copy machine and signing the document that 
7 moves It from a permlHo a license. The 
; !. 8 Department has that obligation to go out and 
9 verify the use. That's why, In this case, In the 
10 Brownlee case In 1985, they generated a beneficial 
.11 use report. They confirmed the use under the 
12 permit. 
13 I have to go back for a moment and question 
i '14 the premise that the basis for the delay In the 
15 Issuance of water rights Is premised upon the 
i . 16 SRBA. And that would mean that every water --
17 every water permit that Is ready to be licensed 
18 . can have as.a basis of a delay of the Issuance of 
· i 19 . that license the fact that we have a pending· 
· .'120 adjudication, the SRBA. 
· 21 Statute 42-219, sub 1 doesn't Identify 
: 22 reasons why the Department doesn't have to carry 
... (. 2243 out Its duties, such as Identifying other ongoing 
cases. Clearly, there's just an ongoing. duty by 
i 25 . the allocations department --within the 
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1 refused to do that. They were bound to that 
2 condition. They knew that as they developed the 
3 project. 
4 The whole purpose Is due process. Very 
6 clear understanding, If you develop the project, 
8 you do so with a clear understanding of the 
7 conditions of the permit. Again, that wasn't the 
8 case here. The use of this water was not 
9 conditioned upon a term limitation, very clearly. 
10 Final case that they cite to Is this list of 
11 precedent whiCh they think Is right on pOint Is 
12 the Melanson decision, the Northside Canal Company 
13 decision. Clearly, Your Honor, what that stood 
14 for Is you have to exhaust your administrative 
15 remedies before you 'can appeal. That's what that 
16 case·stood for. The canal companies did view the 
17 fact that they had complied with all the statutory 
18 process. That Is, as Judge Hurlbutt said, the 
19 Department has a duty to Issue that license. If 
20 you've conformed your use of water to the terms of 
21 the conditions of the permit, shouldn't you be 
22 Issued a license consistent with the terms of the 
23 permit? 
24 Obviously, It's not a mlnls~erlal duty, as • 
25 Judge Melanson found. I don't disagree with what 
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~ Department to verify the use, verify the. 
2· conditions or the criteria under 42-219. I see no 
3 justification for the acceptance of an argument·. 
4 that for 20 plus years the ongoing pendency of the 
5 SRBA justifies not Issuing a license In this 
6 manner or any other ongoing application that's 
7 moving towards a license. 
Further, Your Honor, the SRBA wasn't the 8 
9 justification that -- for which the Cascade right 
10 was eventually licensed without this condition. I 
11 think the reason that the Cascade documents were 
12 submitted as a part of my affidavit In response to 
13 the Department's position was because the 
14 Department took the position that It's their 
16 policy, pursuant to the statute, to subordinate 
18 or, excuse me, not to subordinate; to put In term 
17 conditions. It's their policy In every case they 
18 do. 
19 Clearly, when we -- when they took that 
20 position In the briefing, and we became aware of 
21 It, and we should have been aware of the Cascade 
22 case, because It's Idaho Power's water right, we 
23 replied. We putthat In t!1e affidavit so the 
24 Court could fully understand that they haven't 
25 developed and Implemented this so-called policy In 
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1 a consistent manner. 1 
2 They have looked at other factors. They 2 
3 have looked at the time delay. They've looked at 3 
I 4 the diminution of value and other Issues that were 4 
5 raised In the document submitted In the Cascade 5 
8 case from Idaho Power to the Department for their • 
,7 consideration. And the fact of the matter Is that 7 
• the Cascade permit was a pre-1995 permit. So 8 
• those facts are on all fours with the tlmellne as • 
10 I've described It earlier. 10 
11 Your Honor -- at some point, Your Honor, I 11 
12 could probably go on and on, but I think that both 12 
13 counsels have laid out their positions pretty 13 
14 clearly for you. Ours Is clearly one that 14 
15 Identifies the equity owed to the permit holder In 15 
16 acquiring a license, the delays that were Incurred 18 
17 here, the Inequity of putting this condition In~ 17 
18 what this condition might mean to the water right, 1. 
19 and the exercise of the water right, and'the lack 19 
20 of authority, or the lack of reasonable steps 20 
21 taken In carrying out the authority under 21 
22 42-203(B)(6) that justifies, In Idaho Power's 22 
23 view, a decision from this Court which dictates 23 
24 that this condition not be placed upon this water 24 
25 right, and that this water right be licensed In a 25 
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1 Falls. Brownlee and the other Hell's Canyon -- 1 
2 the Hell's Canyon Complex have a subordination. A 2 
3 subordination that says that the use of water 3 
4 under this right Is subordinated to upstream 4 
5 consumptive beneficial uses. 5 
6 What that meant, Your Honori was that there 8 
7 was a concern that,on the river, that hydropower 7 
8 could prevent further development upstream of 8 
9 consumptive beneficial uses', Irrigation. And It 9 
10 occurred at a time in history when there was a lot 10 
11 of discussion about whether Hell's Canyon should 11 
12 be built or not built. And Idaho Power recognized 12 
13 In the FERC licensing of the Hell's Canyon complex 13 
14 that those facilities would not be built In a 14 
15 manner which would prevent upstream Irrigation 1& 
16 development, upstream consumptive beneficial uses. 18 
17 That's Irrigation. 17 
18 Why? Because, that was at a time when Idaho' 18 
19 Power needed to be able to build the power plants, 19 
20 but market the power. That marketing of power, In 20 
21 part, was benefited from upstream consumptive 21 
22 beneficial uses, Irrigation. It was at a time 22 
23 When pumping of groundwater was just beginning. 23 
24 Pumps were available then. Power could be 24 
25 delivered to them.' So part of the consumpt- -- 25 
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manner consistent with the permit that was Issued 
and developed under the time frames that have been 
described In our briefing, Your Honor, 
Thank you. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
I just -- I wanted to ask you the same 
question with regard to 203(8) that -- that first 
subsection 1. And I think It was the Department's 
position that, actually, 1 through 5 really 
didn't -- they were separate from 6 and 7 --
subsections 6 and 7. 
Is that your understanding? 
MR. SIMPSON: Under42-20~(B), Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. SIMPSON: Your Honor, I do not see the 
basis for necessarily separating subsection 6 or ' 
subsection 7 from the balance, of the statute of 
42-203(B). That Is why, In our argument, Your 
Honor, we did Identify that there's specific 
language that addresses trust water. Obviously, 
trust water Is different If you deal with -- under 
the Swan Falls arrangement as opposed to --
Well, Brownlee Dam Isn't subject to the Swan 
Falls agreement. I mean, It's not upstream from' 
the Swan Falls Dam. It's downstream from Swan . 
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the subordination was a recognition that that 
development should occur. It benefitted the 
state. But If the water Is not needed for 
upstream consumptive beneficial uses, then Idaho 
Power's rights were In priOrity. 
But those -- that subordination only 
addressed the Hell's Canyon complex. That's what 
led to the 1980 -- late seventies, early eighties 
argument over the Swan Falls Issue was ratepayers 
were asserting that Idaho Power wasn't doing, 
enough to protect their resource, their water 
rights In the river, In the main stem Snake from 
upstream depletions by Irrigation users. Idaho 
Power felt like their rights were fully 
subordinated throughout the river at their 
hydropower plants. But the Supreme Court 
Initially said they're not. , 
There's speCific language In the Hell's 
Canyon Complex, but there's not at Swan Falls. 
There wasn't at,a number of other facilities on 
the mid Snake. So hence, It led to the potential 
of additional litigation, but It was resolved 
through the Swan Falls agreement. Hence, this 
language, additional language was put In 42-203(B) 
to provide for clarification of trust water. 
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Remember that the Swan Falls agreement was· 
ali agreement between the State and Idaho Power on 
subordinating their rights, their hydropower 
rights that were Identified In the Swan Falls 
agreement .. Swan Falls, CJ Strike, others. But 
this has general application. This could have 
application to other hydropower rights that 
aren't -- that haven't been subordinated to by 
agreement or by the Swan Falls agreement. 
So It has, In my view, broader application 
than just only the Swan Falls rights themselves. 
We're talking about, no doubt, the state's ability 
to regulate hydropower. And that friction that's 
caused In the regulation of hydropower with the 
other language In article 15, section 3 of the 
Idaho constitution. The right to appropriate 
shall never be denied except with respect to 
hydropoWer. No doubt that there's that friction. 
No doubt that there's always a balancing within 
the state. How do we fully develop the resource, 
but recognize that hydropower has had a major part 
In our development and will have a major part In 
future development? 
Idaho Power has the lowest cost of 
electricity In the nation, or nearly the lowest 
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producer, or someone else the same -- the same 
duty, the same -- they don't have to carry out the 
same obligation. We think that's Incorrect. 
For those reasons, we would request that the 
Court remand this license with conditions 
consistent with the permit. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
Thank you very much. This· matter will be 
taken under advisement. And I will Issue a 
written opinion. 
MR. SIMPSON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. BAXTER: Thank you, Your Honor . 
THE COURT: Thank you . 
(Proceedings concluded.) 
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1 cost. So how do you balance that? That's the 
2 balancing that's continuing being done. But that 
3 balancing has to be done In a reasonable manner. 
4 And Your Honor, what we're seeing In this case, 
5 that balancing was not done In a reasonable manner 
6 under the tlmellne and the time frames that were 
7 provided In this case. And the uncertainty that's 
8 provided In Inserting a condition Into a 
9 hydropower right In this case, In the Riley case, 
10 In, you know, the lack of Issuing a license In a 
11 timely manner, they're not whony distinct because 
12 of the Department's duty to Issue a license under 
13 42-209 -- 219, subpart A. 
14 That obligation, that duty arises In each 
15 case. And solely because the Department --
16 constitution provides the State the ability to 
17 regulate hydropower doesn't mean they can do It In 
18 an unreasonable manner. Doesn't mean that Rlley--
19 In the Riley case, because It was Irrigation not 
20 hydropower, the tardiness of the Department to act 
21 justifies the Issuance of the license. But the 
22 tardiness of the Department, when It comes to 
23 hydropower, has no bounds. They don't have to act 
24 within -- In a reasonable time. They don't have ' 
25 to give either Idaho Power, or the small power 
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